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Note to Members

This project was researched and written to fulfi ll the research requests of several members of the Corporate 
Executive Board and as a result may not satisfy the information needs of all member companies. The Corporate 
Executive Board encourages members who have additional questions about this topic to contact the Board 
staff for further discussion. Descriptions or viewpoints contained herein regarding organizations profi led in 
this report do not necessarily refl ect the policies or viewpoints of those organizations. 

Confi dentiality of Findings 

This document has been prepared by the Corporate Executive Board for the exclusive use of its members. It 
contains valuable proprietary information belonging to the Corporate Executive Board, and each member 
should make it available only to those employees who require such access in order to learn from the material 
provided herein and who undertake not to disclose it to third parties. In the event that you are unwilling to 
assume this confi dentiality obligation, please return this document and all copies in your possession promptly 
to the Corporate Executive Board. 

Legal Caveat

The Learning and Development Roundtable has worked to ensure the accuracy of the information it provides 
to its members. This report relies upon data obtained from many sources, however, and the Learning and 
Development Roundtable cannot guarantee the accuracy of the information or its analysis in all cases. 
Furthermore, the Learning and Development Roundtable is not engaged in rendering legal, accounting, or other 
professional services. Its reports should not be construed as professional advice on any particular set of facts 
or circumstances. Members requiring such services are advised to consult an appropriate professional. Neither 
the Corporate Executive Board nor its programs are responsible for any claims or losses that may arise from 
a) any errors or omissions in their reports, whether caused by the Learning and Development Roundtable or 
its sources, or b) reliance upon any recommendation made by the Learning and Development Roundtable.
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Letter from the Learning and Development Roundtable
In an era of heightened scrutiny on leadership quality, organizations are placing a new emphasis on building a bench of 
senior leadership talent. Learning executives are under greater pressure than ever to ensure that rising leaders will be ready 
and able to carry their organizations into the future.

Unfortunately, most learning executives lack confi dence in the strength of their leadership benches. Roundtable research 
reveals that the leap into senior leadership can be especially diffi cult for rising leaders and exposes the business to 
signifi cant levels of risk. Correctly, many organizations believe that their current senior leaders should play a signifi cant 
role in boosting the performance and readiness of these rising leaders.

At the request of its members, the Roundtable directed its 2006 research on the roles senior leaders should play in 
developing the next generation of rising leaders and defi ning the most powerful approaches for enabling leaders to be 
effective in these roles. The inquiry sought answers to three central questions around leader-led development (LLD):

• The Business Case for LLD—What impact does an effective leader-led development strategy have on key workforce 
outcomes?

• Mapping and Supporting Core LLD Capabilities—Which LLD capabilities have the greatest impact on rising leader 
performance and engagement?

• Driving LLD Effectiveness—How can L&D enable senior leaders to be great at LLD? 

To answer these questions, the Roundtable employed a two-pronged research strategy yielding data-driven insights from 
a quantitative analysis of survey data from more than 1,600 rising and senior leaders and conducted more than 100 
interviews with learning executives to identify leading tactics for creating a robust LLD strategy. Our modest ambition is to 
infl uence critical leadership development investment decisions and help you focus your investments where they will achieve 
the greatest returns. 

We encourage and look forward to your feedback.

With our deepest gratitude,

Learning and Development Roundtable
Washington, D.C., and London
Winter 2006
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How to Use This Book
Looking for…

…the full results 
but not the details?

Read the “Summary” boxes 
on the text pages in 

Chapters I through IV

and
Scan the results on the 

graphical pages in 
Chapters I through IV

(pp. 1–138)

(pp. 7–144)

Just North of Neutral

The Manager Scorecard on Effectiveness: Simply because managers 
devote a signifi cant proportion of their time to developing their employees 
does not mean that they see a great return on this time. The results of the 
Roundtable’s study suggest that the “return on manager time” in this area 
is relatively small. Of the 14 companies included in the Roundtable’s survey, 
the average bench of managers scores slightly above the level of “neither 
effective nor ineffective” in developing their employees. Even managers in 
the best company score at a 4.6 average, well below the bar of “somewhat 
effective” at 5.0.1

A Tough Case to Make: The poor showing of managers on developing 
employees is especially diffi cult to tolerate when contrasted against 
the size of the time investment that managers make. Based on these 
results, an investment proposal for manager-led development at a 
hypothetical organization, with specifi c detail on current costs and 
returns, is not likely to be well-received. Not including anything that 
the L&D organization spends to support manager-led development, 
this hypothetical organization invests the equivalent of about 400 
managerial FTEs, but receives very little return, if any at all.

Summary:  Despite high levels of commitment to employee development, the typical organization receives a relatively insignifi cant return on manager 
time. The average manager in most organizations scores poorly in terms of effectiveness, making it diffi cult to argue for devoting greater 
resources to manager-led development.

Technical Notes:

1 Figures on the chart were calculated as the average score of all managers in a given organization on an index measuring manager effectiveness at employee development, as 
assessed by their employees. The possible values on the index ranged from 1 (Very Ineffective) to 7 (Very Effective).

Adaptability DependabilityOrganizational 
Commitment

Necessary 
Resources

Signifi cant Attitude Adjustments
Effective execution of manager-led development activities can have a powerful impact on employee attitudes and behaviors

Impact of Manager-Led Development Effectiveness

39.7%
37.2%

29.4%
27.3%

13.8% 12.7%

8.3%
6.8%

Maximum Impact 
on Employee 

Attitudes/
Behaviors 

Employee Attitudes Employee Behaviors

Intent to Stay Job Satisfaction Discretionary 
Effort

Interpersonal 
Relations

Impact of Manager-Led Development on Employee Attitudes and Behaviors

…the research 
methodology and 
technical details?

Read the “About the Study” 
in Appendix A

or
Read the “Notes” 

found on many of the text 
pages in Chapters I through IV

(pp. 145–152)

(pp. 7–144)

Just North of Neutral

The Manager Scorecard on Effectiveness: Simply because managers 
devote a signifi cant proportion of their time to developing their employees 
does not mean that they see a great return on this time. The results of the 
Roundtable’s study suggest that the “return on manager time” in this area 
is relatively small. Of the 14 companies included in the Roundtable’s survey, 
the average bench of managers scores slightly above the level of “neither 
effective nor ineffective” in developing their employees. Even managers in 
the best company score at a 4.6 average, well below the bar of “somewhat 
effective” at 5.0.1

A Tough Case to Make: The poor showing of managers on developing 
employees is especially diffi cult to tolerate when contrasted against 
the size of the time investment that managers make. Based on these 
results, an investment proposal for manager-led development at a 
hypothetical organization, with specifi c detail on current costs and 
returns, is not likely to be well-received. Not including anything that 
the L&D organization spends to support manager-led development, 
this hypothetical organization invests the equivalent of about 400 
managerial FTEs, but receives very little return, if any at all.

Summary:  Despite high levels of commitment to employee development, the typical organization receives a relatively insignifi cant return on manager 
time. The average manager in most organizations scores poorly in terms of effectiveness, making it diffi cult to argue for devoting greater 
resources to manager-led development.

Technical Notes:

1 Figures on the chart were calculated as the average score of all managers in a given organization on an index measuring manager effectiveness at employee development, as 
assessed by their employees. The possible values on the index ranged from 1 (Very Ineffective) to 7 (Very Effective).

Appendix
Methodological Overview

…a concise overview
of the main takeaways?

Read “The Study 
in 12 Conclusions”

(p. vi)

The Study in 10 Conclusions

THE STUDY IN 10 CONCLUSIONS

1. 

A compelling business case for the power for manager-led development rests 
on demonstrating the extent to which managers can directly enhance 
employee performance as well as the degree to which they can improve 
key employee attitudes and behaviors, and thereby, indirectly boost 
employee performance.

2. Managers play a crucial role in shaping the work attitude and behaviors 
critical to their employees’ success. By effectively developing their 
employees, managers can produce improvements of as much as 40 percent 
in their employee’s attitudes and behaviors.

3. An effective manager can have a substantial impact on the performance 
of his or her employees. Managers can improve the performance of their 
employees by as much as 25 percent when they excel at developing their 
employees.

4. Most managers appreciate the value of developing their employees and, 
collectively, make signifi cant time investments in this role. To maximize 
the impact of this time investment, managers need specifi c guidance and 
a reliable basis for focusing their efforts on the activities that will produce 
the largest returns.

5. Of the many activities that managers could perform to develop their 
employees, only a handful have a signifi cant impact on employee 
performance. The most powerful of these activities involve “architecting” 
learning experiences—which can infl ect employee performance by nearly 
20 percent.

6. The most important manager-led development activities do not necessarily 
require additional work from managers. The activities with the greatest 
impact on employee performance are likely to be an integral part of every 
manager’s existing day-to-day responsibilities.

7. The manager-led development activities that matter most fall into fi ve 
critical roles that managers should play when developing their employees. 
The roles can not only help make the activities easier to manage against 
but also lead to more tailored, segment-specifi c strategies for improving 
employee performance.

8. Looking across the various environments in which managers develop 
employees, organizations will derive the greatest results by strengthening 
manager-employee relationships, building a dual commitment to 
development, providing managers with deep exposure to the activities that 
matter most, and cultivating supportive learning cultures.

9. Strong, positive relationships—between managers and their employees—
characterized by visionary leadership, loyalty, trust, and respect serve 
as the foundation of successful manager-led development. Attributes 
of healthy manager-employee relationships can enhance managers’ 
effectiveness at employee development by nearly 60 percent.

10. Although the infrastructure for manager-led development—tools, 
processes, incentives, development—has a minimal direct impact on the 
effectiveness of managers at developing their employees, it serves the 
vital function of supporting and reinforcing the environments in which 
managers excel at developing employees. Indeed, numerous elements 
of this infrastructure exhibit strong alignment with most aspects of the 
manager-led development environment.

…the Roundtable’s 
complete analysis 

and discussion?

Read the “Discussion” 
on the text pages in

Chapters I through IV

and
Read the results on the 

graphical pages in 
Chapters I through IV

(pp. 77–144)

(pp. 7–144)

Just North of Neutral

The Manager Scorecard on Effectiveness: Simply because managers 
devote a signifi cant proportion of their time to developing their employees 
does not mean that they see a great return on this time. The results of the 
Roundtable’s study suggest that the “return on manager time” in this area 
is relatively small. Of the 14 companies included in the Roundtable’s survey, 
the average bench of managers scores slightly above the level of “neither 
effective nor ineffective” in developing their employees. Even managers in 
the best company score at a 4.6 average, well below the bar of “somewhat 
effective” at 5.0.1

A Tough Case to Make: The poor showing of managers on developing 
employees is especially diffi cult to tolerate when contrasted against 
the size of the time investment that managers make. Based on these 
results, an investment proposal for manager-led development at a 
hypothetical organization, with specifi c detail on current costs and 
returns, is not likely to be well-received. Not including anything that 
the L&D organization spends to support manager-led development, 
this hypothetical organization invests the equivalent of about 400 
managerial FTEs, but receives very little return, if any at all.

Summary:  Despite high levels of commitment to employee development, the typical organization receives a relatively insignifi cant return on manager 
time. The average manager in most organizations scores poorly in terms of effectiveness, making it diffi cult to argue for devoting greater 
resources to manager-led development.

Technical Notes:

1 Figures on the chart were calculated as the average score of all managers in a given organization on an index measuring manager effectiveness at employee development, as 
assessed by their employees. The possible values on the index ranged from 1 (Very Ineffective) to 7 (Very Effective).

An Example

Calculating the Maximum Impact of Manager-Led Development on Employee Performance

Manager A Direct Report of Manager A

Step #3: Calculate the actual difference in 
performance ratings as a percentage 
of the largest possible difference

Manager B Direct Report of Manager B

Profi le

Company: D
Level: Executive
# of Reports: 5
Age: 40

Profi le

Company: D
Level: Executive
# of Reports: 5
Age: 40

MLD Effectiveness = 1

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

MLD Effectiveness = 7

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Predicted Employee 
Performance Rating = 4

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Predicted Employee 
Performance Rating = 6

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Maximum Impact of 
Manager-Led Development Effectiveness:

6
6 – 4

= 33%
Maximum Difference

Actual Difference
=

Conclusion

The difference between 
performance of direct 
reports of the least 
effective managers and the 
most effective managers can 
be as large as 33 percent.*

Step #2: Analyze the performance ratings of 
the managers’ direct reports

Step #1: Select identical managers who 
differ only in their effectiveness at 
employee development

Estimating the Full Impact of Manager-Led Development

Other Tips for Navigating This Study
 To learn more about how to use the Roundtable’s research, refer to Chapter IV, “Crafting a Plan for Action.” (pp. 127–138)

 To fi nd out how to access this study online, refer to the instructions at the end of the book. (pp. 165–166)

 To order more copies of this study, refer to the order form at the end of the book.

1

2

3
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The Study in 12 Conclusions

1. Leader-led development is not a “warm and fuzzy mandate.” It is a “need to have” 
rather than a “nice to have,” resulting in very real improvements to rising leader 
performance.  Rising leaders reporting to senior leaders who are very effective at 
leader-led development outperform their peers by as much as 27%. These same 
rising leaders are also 25% more likely to stay, 25% more committed to their 
organizations, and put forth 18% more discretionary effort.

2. Leader-led development yields ripple effects that extend deeper within the 
organization. Rising leaders who report to senior leaders who are effective at leader-
led development are not only 20% more effective at developing their own teams, 
but their direct reports also demonstrate much higher levels of readiness for their 
next promotion.

3. Although most senior leaders appreciate the value of developing their rising leaders, 
far too many are wasting the time they invest in this role. The performance of rising 
leaders reporting to senior leaders who are ineffective at developing them is no 
better than the performance of rising leaders reporting to senior leaders who devote 
no time to their development. Simply put, senior leaders are better off providing no 
development than ineffectively developing their rising leaders. L&D functions need 
to enable senior leader effectiveness before they encourage senior leader effort.

4. Of the many activities that senior leaders could undertake to develop their rising 
leaders, only a fraction have a signifi cant impact on rising leader performance. 
The most powerful leader-led development activities fall into fi ve key roles that 
senior leaders play: Performance Advisor, Relationship Broker, Experience Broker, 
Experience Optimizer, and Career Champion.

5. The most important leader-led development activities are far less formal or 
transactional in nature and much more facilitative than the activities lower-level 
managers employ to develop their direct reports. Moreover, the activities with 
the greatest impact tend to be blended into, not distinct from, the senior leader’s 
normal job responsibilities.

6. The best senior leaders manage two critical leader-led development ratios: 1) their 
“ask-tell ratio,” ensuring that they ask the right questions, not just give the right 
answers; and 2) their “performance-development ratio,” providing coaching that 
impacts not just the long-term development but also the short-term performance 
of their rising leaders.

7. Senior leaders are most effective at developing rising leaders when they leverage 

their privileged insight and uncommon infl uence to enable rising leaders to the 
right relationships with other leaders. While the breadth of the network they build 
for rising leaders makes a difference, the key role of the senior leader is to enhance 
network quality.

8. The most effective senior leaders help rising leaders mine their current jobs for 
development value. They provide “stretch assignments” that don’t require rising 
leaders to move to entirely different jobs, but rather occur within their current 
roles. Not content to provide the “right” experiences, they enable rising leaders to 
maintain a healthy “action-to-refl ection-to-application ratio,” deliberately creating 
environments where rising leaders can safely refl ect on, practice, and apply the skills 
they learn from those experiences.

9. The best senior leaders act as talent advocates for rising leaders, visibly broadcasting 
their talent across their organizations. By boosting the engagement and retention of 
their rising leaders, they avoid the trap of the “talent shield paradox,” wherein senior 
leaders who attempt to shield their talent from others are most likely to push rising 
leaders to positions outside their organizations.

10. The foundation of an effective leader-led development strategy rests on establishing 
healthy senior leader–rising leader relationships. A positive relationship between 
senior leaders and their rising leaders can boost senior leader effectiveness by more 
than 47%. In other words, without a foundation of healthy relationships, senior 
leaders have little hope of playing an effective role in the development of their 
rising leaders. The most powerful relationships for leader-led development are 
characterized by credibility and respect.

11. Senior leaders are far more effective at developing rising leaders when the senior 
leader and rising leader are open to development and clearly signal their receptivity 
to feedback. In essence senior leaders must demonstrate their own “coachability” if 
they hope to effectively coach others. 

12. Just as senior leaders must demonstrate “coachability,” rising leaders must 
demonstrate “receptivity” to coaching. Those who are most open to coaching tend 
to receive the most effective coaching from their senior leaders.
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Chapter I
The Business Case for Leader-Led Development
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Startling Turnover Rates at the Top

� Unprecedented Levels of CEO Turnover—According 
to current estimates, executive careers at the apex of 
organizations are experiencing greatly heightened levels 
of turnover. For instance, between 1995 and 2005 the 
aggregate CEO turnover rate rose by an astounding 77%. 
Of more signifi cant concern, however, is the 400% increase 
in performance-related turnover for CEOs over the same 
period. In short, not only is CEO turnover rising, but much 
of this increase is due to lackluster performance.

� Career Volatility of the Entire Executive Suite—Career 
volatility is not confi ned to CEOs; recently, other C-level 
executives have experienced increased levels of turnover 
as well. Between 2005 and 2006, the CFO turnover rate for 
publicly traded companies grew by 50%. In addition, the 
average tenure of a CMO in 2005 was approximately 22.9 
months. These trends at the executive levels have prompted 
organizations to question the quality and readiness of the 
bench of rising senior leaders who are in line to move into 
their roles.

Summary:  Over the past decade, turnover has increased substantially at the highest levels of organizations, much of it performance-related. More recently, this 
volatility has spread throughout the “C-suite” to include chief fi nancial offi cers and chief marketing offi cers, whose tenures have become 
surprisingly short. 
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Source: Lucier, Chuck, et al., “CEO Succession 2005: The Crest of the Wave,” strategy+business, Booz Allen Hamilton, (summer 
2005); Learning and Development Roundtable 2005 Leadership Survey ; Learning and Development Roundtable research.

…and increasing career volatility across the executive suite

CFO Turnover

Publicly Traded Companies

First Half
2005

First Half
2006

50%
Increase

x

1.5x
Average CMO Tenure

22.9
months

The Executive Suite: Great Place to Meet New People?
Rising interest in senior leader development spurred by troubling levels of CEO turnover…

Rising Volatility in the Executive Suite

2005 Analysis
of CEO Turnover Trends

1995 2005

77%
increase

x

1.77x

Aggregate CEO Turnover

Indexed

Strategy 

& Business

Performance-Related CEO Turnover

Indexed

1995 2005

x

5x

400%
Increase

CMO Turnover
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Heightened Investor Attention on Bench Strength

� Building Confi dence in the Bench—With growing 
concerns over CEO underperformance and executive career 
volatility, organizations are experiencing higher levels of 
scrutiny from key stakeholders on the strength of their 
leadership benches—the Board of Directors, investors, 
and business partners—than ever before. As a result, 
executives in certain organizations have stepped up their 
public pronouncements about their leadership development 
strategies. Statements at the top of the page below from 
executives with JCPenney and J. Sainsbury plc illustrate the 
specifi city of these pronouncements.

� Increased Scrutiny from Investors—Recognizing 
the critical importance of strong leadership pipelines, 
investment analysts are placing a commensurate emphasis 
on the bench strength and succession management practices 
of the world’s leading organizations. The questions at 
the bottom of the page below from PepsiCo and Kellogg 
demonstrate the depths to which questions from investment 
analysts are probing into the very core of an organization’s 
leadership strategy. In response to this pressure, executives 
are turning to L&D to provide assurances about the quality 
of their future leadership talent.

Summary:  Rising scrutiny by Wall Street and market analysts into leadership quality has prompted organizations to place a greater emphasis on their strategies for 
building bench strength from within. Executives at some of the world’s leading organizations are proactively offering outside stakeholders much greater 
detail about their efforts to develop future leaders.
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Who isis it it
“In the last three months we’ve put the top 1,000 

managers in this business, including all of the 
Board…through a leadership development 
program over two days. So a real investment in 
time, effort, energy, and money in starting to 
drive real leadership change in the business.”

Executive Presentation 
 During Earnings Call

16 November 2005

Under the Microscope
Rising visibility of public pronouncements by executives regarding leadership…

Investors Intensify Scrutiny on Leadership Challenges

…driven by increasing “leadership scrutiny” from Wall Street

Source:  “JCPenney 2006 Analyst Meeting—Day 2—Final,” Fair Disclosure Wire, 19 April 2006; “Interim 2005 J Sainsbury
 plc Earnings Conference Call—Final,” FD (Fair Disclosure) Wire, 16 November 2005; “PepsiCo Conference 
 Call—Final,” Fair Disclosure Wire, 14 August 2006; “Kellogg Co. at Consumer Analyst Group of New York 2006 
 Conference—Final,” Fair Disclosure Wire, 22 February 2006; Learning and Development Roundtable research.

I work hard
“With all due respect, I have to ask you this. 
“…Obviously, you are comfortable as chairman. 
You come across very strongly. Should we be 
concerned about the succession here at Kellogg?”

Analyst Question Posed 
 to Chairman/CEO 
 During Analyst Briefi ng

22 February 2006

Who are you?
“Based on feedback from our engagement 
survey, we have a series of actions we’re taking, 
[including] skill building.…[We’re] focusing 
more on leadership development with active 
involvement by our senior leaders.”

Executive Presentation 
 to Analysts

19 April 2006

I am jessica.
“How high a priority do you put on showcasing 

the division and the depth chart at PI?”

Analyst Question Posed 
 to Chairman/CEO of 
 PepsiCo International 
 During Analyst Briefi ng

14 August 2006
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Lack of L&D Confi dence in Internal Leadership Pools 

� Anxiety Over Internal Bench Strength—Roundtable 
research reveals widespread concern among learning 
executives regarding bench strength. The chart on the page 
below shows the rating of the strength of internal leadership 
pools as perceived by learning executives in 2006. Though 
one-third of respondents rated their internal leadership 
pools as “strong” or “very strong,” the vast majority of 
learning executives were not as confi dent in the strength of 
their current and future leaders. 

� Not a Matter of “More”—Despite the fact that the pool of 
rising leaders in the average organization is quite large, very 
few of these individuals possess the necessary skill set to be 
successful senior leaders. Learning executives are beginning 
to recognize that this problem cannot be solved by simply 
spending more money on leadership development or 
providing leaders with more training in the classroom. New 
strategies are needed to develop leaders who can fi ll future 
vacancies at senior leadership levels.

Summary:  The Roundtable estimates that only approximately one-third of learning executives are confi dent about the strength of their organizations’ leadership 
benches. Addressing this problem requires not simply deploying more resources, but rather adopting new approaches to rapidly building leaders who will 
run their businesses in the future.
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“Strong” to 
“Very Strong”

“Neither Strong 
nor Weak” to 
“Very Weak”

66%

34%

Signifi cant Concerns on Bench Strength
Recent Roundtable survey of L&D executives reveals widespread anxiety regarding internal bench strength

Strength of Internal Leadership Pool

Percentage of Organizations

L&D Executives Voice Severe Concerns on Bench Strength

From a Broad Population, Only a Few Emerge
“Only a small percentage of our middle managers today have the right set of skills to fi ll senior 
leadership positions. No amount of time in the classroom will fi ll those gaps.”

  Head of Training, Health Care Company

Source Learning and Development Roundtable 2006 Senior Leadership 
Survey; Learning and Development Roundtable research.
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Atop the List of Leadership Development Strategies

� Recognizing the Power of Leader-Led Development—In 
the Roundtable’s 2006 Senior Leader Readiness Survey, 
learning executives were asked to identify the most 
important strategies for developing senior leaders. The 
graph below suggests that most learning executives 
have come to recognize the importance of leader-led 
development. More than 90% of learning executives rated 
“coaching provided by the leader’s direct manager” as 
one of their top two drivers of senior leadership bench 
strength. In fact, leader-led development outscored all other 
possible strategies for developing senior leaders, including 
experiential learning strategies such as job assignments and 
action learning. Moreover, strategies that tend to receive the 
greatest amount of investment, such as classroom training 
and executive education, fell in the bottom half the list.

Summary:  Learning executives widely acknowledge the importance of leader-led development as a strategy for developing senior leadership bench strength. According 
to the Roundtable's research, “coaching provided by a leader’s direct manager” is one of the top drivers of bench strength, outpacing even the most heavily 
used leadership development approaches. 
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Out of Many, One
Learning executives rate LLD as the single most powerful driver of bench strength

L&D Executive Perceptions of Bench Strength Drivers

Percentage of L&D Executives Rating Driver in “Top Two”

L&D Executives Prioritize LLD
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16%

Source: Learning and Development Roundtable 2006 Senior Leader 
Readiness Survey: Learning and Development Roundtable research.
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A Troubling Portrait of LLD Effectiveness

� Senior Leaders with Room to Run—Despite the 
importance of LLD, the current state of practice is largely 
wanting. For instance, when rising leaders rated the 
effectiveness of their senior leaders at LLD, only 28% of 
senior leaders were viewed as “effective” or “very effective” 
by their rising leaders. By contrast, more than seven out 
of every ten rising leaders believe their senior leaders have 
substantial room to improve in this critical role. 

� A Disappointing Scorecard on L&D—Senior leaders 
themselves are only partly to blame for their ineffectiveness. 
Nearly eight out of every ten senior leaders state that their 
organizations are at best mildly effective at showing them 
how to prepare other leaders for more senior roles. In 
essence, they feel “adrift” in their efforts to develop other 
leaders. LLD is a two-way street: just as L&D functions 
encourage senior leaders to play a more effective role in the 
development of other leaders, they also need to ensure that 
they are actively supporting them in that role. In fact, L&D 
functions may actually have as much, if not more, room to 
improve the support they provide to senior leaders.

Summary:  While the benefi ts of LLD are clear, most senior leaders struggle to develop rising leaders. Less than a third of senior leaders are viewed as effective in this 
role by their rising leaders. However, senior leader effectiveness is only half of the picture—the vast majority of senior leaders, more than three-quarters, 
are not convinced of L&D’s effectiveness in supporting their efforts to develop rising leaders.
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Hope, Please Meet Reality
Senior leaders struggle to develop 
the rising leaders beneath them…

Senior Leader LLD Effectiveness

Ratings from Direct Reports of Senior Leaders

…and feel “adrift” in 
their developmental efforts

“My Organization Shows Me How to Prepare 
Other Leaders for More Senior Roles”

Ratings from Senior Leaders

We’re in This Together
“For a long time, we’ve been exhorting our senior leaders to play a more effective role in the 
development of the leadership benches beneath them. And that demand was justifi ed  —overall, their 
effectiveness was pretty lukewarm. But we were really issuing an unfunded mandate. We were great 
at telling them why it was critical. We weren’t so great at providing guidance on how to do it.”

Head of L&D, High-Tech Company

28%

72%

22%

78%Somewhat 
Effective to 
Ineffective

Effective or 
Very Effective

The LLD Effectiveness Gap

Effective or 
Very Effective

Somewhat 
Effective to 
Ineffective

Source: Learning and Development Roundtable 2006 Senior Leadership 
Survey; Learning and Development Roundtable research.
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Defi ning Leader-Led Development

� A Working Defi nition of LLD—The page below provides 
the Roundtable’s defi nition of leader-led development 
(LLD), which is the primary focus of this study. LLD 
consists of a set of job-related activities that ultimately 
increases a rising leader’s performance and readiness 
to ascend to the next level of leadership within the 
organization. A representative lot of these activities is shown 
at the bottom of the page below.

� The Impacts of LLD—The goal of the Roundtable’s analysis 
is to determine which LLD activities have the greatest 
impact on key workfl ow metrics. The Roundtable measured 
rising leader attitudes, behavior, and performance to 
illustrate the impact of LLD.

Summary:  Leader-led development (LLD) represents the key input for the Roundtable's analysis. LLD is defi ned as a series of job-related interactions between a senior 
and rising leader designed to improve the rising leader’s performance and prepare him or her for future leadership roles. The impact of LLD is measured in 
the form of two outcomes: rising leader attitudes and behaviors and rising leader performance.

Beyond Leaders as Teachers
The Roundtable’s defi nition of leader-led development builds upon a number of other popular concepts culled from 
secondary literature including leaders as teachers, leader-coaches, leader-to-leader mentoring, and leader-sponsored 
action learning programs. Though these concepts contributed powerfully to the Roundtable’s analysis, each represents 
only a narrow slice of a broader approach to leader-led development, which embeds learning into day-to-day interactions 
between rising leaders and senior leaders.
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Leader-Led Development,
Defi ned*

Leader-Led Development ('lē-dәr • 
'led • di-'ve-lәp-mәnt): An ongoing 
and dynamic series of job-related 
interactions between a senior leader 
and rising leader designed to improve 
the rising leader’s performance and 
increase the rising leader’s readiness 
for future leadership roles.

Defi ning the “Input” Measuring the Outcomes

Rising Leader 
Performance

Rising Leader 
Attitudes and 

Behaviors

What It Means, Why It Matters
Roundtable analysis examines the concrete benefi ts of LLD

Defi ning LLD (and Its Benefi ts)

Representative LLD Activities

• Ensure Development in Areas Needed to Advance
• Teach a Valuable Skill or Procedure
• Provide Opportunities to Practice New Skills

• Enable Refl ection on Learning from Assignments
• Ensure Assignments Provide Learning
• Place in Situations That Push Comfort Zone

• Build Relationships with Other Key Leaders
• Serve as Sounding Board for Diffi cult Challenges
• Provide Feedback on Taking Advantage of Strengths

Source: Learning and Development Roundtable 2006 Senior Leadership 
Survey; Learning and Development Roundtable research.

* See the page above to understand how this defi nition differs from other commonly 
held defi nitions of LLD.
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A Focus on Senior Leadership 

� Two Groups of Senior Leaders—The Roundtable’s analysis 
of leader-led development focused on two groups of 
leaders who occupy high-level leadership positions in their 
organizations: senior leaders and rising leaders.

• Senior Leaders—These leaders currently reside 
in the topmost levels of leadership within their 
organizations. In the Roundtable’s analysis, these 
are the individuals responsible for delivering 
development to other leaders. They are distinguished 
primarily by the role they play in setting 
organizational strategy. Senior leaders typically lead 
the organization, a major business unit, or a function 
and usually have profi t-and-loss responsibilities. 

• Rising Leaders—These leaders are the direct reports 
of senior leaders and are considered the bench for the 
senior leadership positions in their organizations. In 
the Roundtable’s analysis, these are the individuals 
who receive the development provided by today’s 
senior leaders. They can be identifi ed primarily by 
the operational role they play in their organizations. 
While some rising leaders may be “high potential” 
leaders, the Roundtable also included a signifi cant 
percentage of leaders with varying levels of 
performance and longer time horizons to senior 
leadership roles. 

� Why Senior and Rising Leaders—Conversations with 
Roundtable members in 2005 revealed considerable concern 
over the bench strength for top leadership positions within 
their organizations. This concern was coupled with a belief 
that leaders at higher levels benefi t from a different set of 
development activities than lower-level leaders. Thus, the 
present analysis focused on differentiating the contours 
of this critical relationship from that of the relationship 
between more junior managers and their direct reports (as 
described in the Roundtable’s previous study titled Engaging 
Managers as Agents of Employee Development).

Summary:  The Roundtable’s research was directed at improving the relationships between today’s senior leaders and those leaders immediately beneath them with a 
clear line of sight to future senior leadership positions (i.e., “rising leaders”). The primary distinction between these two groups of leaders was the level of 
responsibility senior leaders currently hold for setting (as opposed to executing) organizational strategy.
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Putting Edges on the Fuzzy Concept of Rising Leaders
The Roundtable’s analysis focused on leaders who help other leaders make the leap into senior management

Defi ning Senior Leaders and Rising Leaders

• Plays a signifi cant role in setting 
strategy

• Typically has profi t and loss responsibility
• Heads a business unit or function
• Decisions affect a large part of the 

organization

Description of LeaderLevel of Leader

Source: Learning and Development Roundtable 2006 Senior Leadership Survey;
Learning and Development Roundtable research.

Senior 
Managers

Middle Managers

First-Line
Managers

Individual 
Contributors

• Plays primarily an operational 
leadership role

• Has signifi cant responsibility within a 
business unit or function

• Has “line of sight” to a future senior 
leadership role

• Not necessarily a high-potential 
leader

RL

SL

RL RL

Senior Leader

Rising Leader
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Boosting Rising Leader Performance Through LLD

� A Business Case That Begins with Performance—Though 
most organizations and their senior leaders intuitively 
recognize that LLD matters, they generally lack defi nitive 
evidence of the impact that it can have when done well. 
The Roundtable’s quantitative analysis puts hard edges on 
the business case for LLD by demonstrating the degree to 
which it drives critical workforce metrics. The foundation 
for the business case rests on LLD’s impact on rising leader 
performance.

� A Side-by-Side Comparison—To illustrate the impact of 
LLD on rising leader performance, the Roundtable’s analysis 
compared the performance of two groups of rising leaders 
who were alike except that one group of rising leaders 
reported to senior leaders who were very ineffective at 
developing their rising leaders (Senior Leader A below) and 
the other group of rising leaders reported to senior leaders 
who were very effective at developing their rising leaders 
(Senior Leader B below).

� Development That Makes a Difference—Rising leaders 
who report to senior leaders who are effective at developing 
them perform signifi cantly better than rising leaders who 
report to senior leaders who are ineffective at developing 
them. Rising leaders who receive the best development from 
their senior leaders outperform their peers by as much as 
27%. These results provide substantial support to the belief 
expressed by learning executives earlier in this study that 
LLD is one of the most powerful tools at their disposal for 
developing their future senior leaders.

Summary:  The foundation for a powerful business case for LLD begins with its impact on the performance of rising leaders. The magnitude of the impact is as striking 
as it is real: rising leaders who receive effective development from senior leaders perform at signifi cantly higher levels, by as much as 27%.
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Benefi t #1: The Impact of LLD on Rising Leader Performance

Rising Leaders Reporting 
to Senior Leader B

Senior leader B is very effective 
at developing rising leaders

Rising Leaders Reporting 
to Senior Leader A

Senior leader A is very ineffective 
at developing rising leaders

The Power of LLD
Rising leaders who receive effective development from a senior leader outperform their peers by up to 27 percent

Impact of LLD on Rising Leader Performance*

Indexed

Performance of Rising Leaders
Reporting to Senior Leader A

Performance of Rising Leaders
Reporting to Senior Leader B

100

127

27% Performance 
Improvement

Source: Learning and Development Roundtable 2006 Senior Leadership 
Survey; Learning and Development Roundtable research.

* For the purposes of illustration, rising leader performance scores were indexed to a scale on which 100 points 
indicates performance of rising leaders who report to senior leaders ineffective at developing other leaders.

Effective LLD can boost 
the performance of rising 
leaders by as much as 27%.
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Results That Extend Beyond Performance 

� Part II of the Business Case: Attitudes—The business 
case for LLD does not end with its impact on individual 
performance. LLD can yield substantial improvements in 
the attitudes of rising leaders as well. To quantify these 
benefi ts, the Roundtable again compared rising leaders and 
senior leaders who were identical except in the effectiveness 
of the senior leaders at LLD. The results of the Roundtable’s 
analysis uncovered signifi cant differences in the retention 
and engagement levels of the two sets of rising leaders:

• Intent to Stay Rises—The extent to which rising 
leaders plan to stay with their current organizations, 
a measure of turnover probability or retention, is 
up to 25% higher among rising leaders who receive 
effective LLD. Given the high cost of turnover for 
positions at this level in the organization, even modest 
improvements in retention can yield signifi cant cost 
savings for most organizations.

• Emotional Commitment Deepens—The extent to which 
the rising leaders derive emotional meaning from 
belonging to their organizations is also far higher, as 
much as 25%, for rising leaders reporting to senior 
leaders effective at LLD.

• Discretionary Effort Improves—The extent to which 
rising leaders are willing to go beyond the call of duty 
and put forward additional discretionary effort rises 
by up to 18% for rising leaders who receive effective 
development from their senior leaders.

Summary:  The second part of the business case for LLD focuses on its profound infl uence on the engagement and retention of rising leaders. When senior leaders are 
effective at LLD, their rising leaders not only work much harder, but are also far more committed to the organization and signifi cantly less likely to leave.
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Driving Effort, Engagement, and Retention
Rising leaders reporting to leaders who excel at LLD are signifi cantly more engaged and substantially less likely to leave

Impact of LLD Effectiveness on Rising Leader Attitudes and Behaviors

Benefi t #2: Impact of LLD on Rising Leader Effort, Engagement, and Retention

Rising Leaders Reporting 
to Senior Leader B

Senior leader B is very effective 
at developing rising leaders

Rising Leaders Reporting 
to Senior Leader A

Senior leader A is very ineffective 
at developing rising leaders

* For the purposes of illustration, rising leader performance scores were indexed to a scale on which 100 points 
indicates performance of rising leaders who report to senior leaders ineffective at developing other leaders.

Source: Learning and Development Roundtable 2006 Senior Leadership 
Survey; Learning and Development Roundtable research.
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Extending the Reach of LLD 

� Impacts One Step Removed—The positive infl uence of 
effective LLD goes beyond the effort, engagement, retention, 
and performance of the rising leaders themselves and 
cascades down to the direct reports of those rising leaders. 
Direct reports of rising leaders reporting to senior leaders 
who are very effective at LLD also demonstrate notably 
higher levels of discretionary effort and promotability (i.e., 
the extent to which they are ready for their next promotion) 
compared to the direct reports of rising leaders reporting to 
senior leaders who are very ineffective at LLD.

• Direct Report Discretionary Effort Increases—Direct 
reports of rising leaders who receive effective 
development from senior leaders exert up to 16% 
more discretionary effort than their peers. Thus, 
senior leaders who are effective at LLD boost not only 
the discretionary effort of their rising leaders but the 
discretionary effort of their rising leaders’ direct reports 
as well.

• Direct Report Promotability Improves—Individuals who 
report to rising leaders working for senior leaders who 
are effective at LLD exhibit 11% greater readiness for 
promotion into their next role. In essence, they are 
better prepared to step into the roles currently occupied 
by their managers, ensuring continuity of leadership 
when their manager move onto their next leadership 
role.

Summary:  The third part of the business case for LLD is built around its impact beyond the rising leaders themselves. Roundtable analysis reveals that the effects of 
LLD cascade deeper into the leadership ranks to the direct reports of rising leaders. The teams working for rising leaders who receive effective LLD exert 
signifi cantly more discretionary effort and are noticeably more “promotable” than their peers.
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What’s Good for My Boss Is Good for Me

The Cascade Effect
The positive impacts of effective LLD extend to the direct reports of rising leaders

Benefi t #3: The Positive Cascade of Effective LLD

Rising Leader B
Reports to senior leader who is very
effective at developing rising leaders

Rising Leader A
Reports to senior leader who is very
ineffective at developing rising leaders

Discretionary Effort of Rising Leaders’ Direct Reports

Indexed

“Promotability”* of Rising Leaders’ Direct Reports

Indexed

Direct Reports 
of Rising Leader A

Direct Reports 
of Rising Leader B

 = 16%

Direct Reports 
of Rising Leader A

Direct Reports 
of Rising Leader B

 = 11%

100

116

100

111

* Promotability refers to the extent to which the direct reports 
of rising leaders are ready for their next promotion.

Source: Learning and Development Roundtable 2006 Senior Leadership 
Survey; Learning and Development Roundtable research.
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Leaders Who Get Results and Build the Bench 

� Debunking a False Trade-Off—Senior leaders often 
believe that they have to make a trade-off between getting 
business results and developing rising leaders. As a result, 
they tend to place greater priority around the former. The 
Roundtable’s analysis reveals, however, that the perceived 
trade-off is largely a myth—that senior leaders who excel at 
developing rising leaders also exhibit greater business savvy 
and results than their peers who fall short in this area. In 
short, developing the bench or getting business results is not 
an either/or proposition: the best senior leaders not only get 
business results today but also develop the leaders who will 
produce results in the future.

• Linking LLD to Business Capability—Senior leaders 
who are very effective at developing rising leaders are 
also signifi cantly better at strategic thinking. In fact, 
they demonstrate 26% higher competence in strategic 
thinking than senior leaders who are very ineffective at 
developing rising leaders.

• Linking LLD and Business Performance—Perhaps even 
more compelling is the fi nding that senior leaders who 
are effective at developing rising leaders are one-and-
a-half times more likely to exceed their fi nancial goals 
than senior leaders who struggle to develop rising 
leaders. When it comes to building the leaders of the 
future, the most effective senior leaders are able to 
leverage their own success at running the business.

Summary:  Contrary to conventional wisdom, senior leaders do not have to trade away business results to be effective bench builders. Senior leaders who are effective 
at LLD actually have higher levels of business capability and are much more likely to exceed their fi nancial goals than senior leaders who are ineffective at 
developing future senior leaders. 
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Best Bench Builders = Best Business Leaders
Senior leaders who are effective at developing other leaders also demonstrate 

a far superior business management capability and a greater ability to get business results

The Link Between LLD and Business Capability The Link Between LLD and Business Performance

Senior Leaders Very Ineffective
at Developing Rising Leaders

Senior Leaders Very Effective
at Developing Rising Leaders

100

126

Senior Leaders Very Ineffective
at Developing Rising Leaders

Senior Leaders Very Effective
at Developing Rising Leaders

100

150

 = 26%

= 50%

Strategic 
Thinking 

Competence* 
of Senior 
Leaders

Percentage 
of Senior 

Leaders Who 
Exceeded their 
Financial Goals

Benefi t #4: Leaders Who Develop Leaders Also Get Results

* For the purposes of illustration, senior leaders’ scores at strategic thinking were indexed to a scale on which 
100 points indicates the scores of senior leaders ineffective at LLD, as represented by the bars on the left. 

Source: Learning and Development Roundtable 2006 Senior Leadership 
Survey; Learning and Development Roundtable research.

Senior Leaders Very Ineffective
at Developing Rising Leaders

Senior Leaders Very Effective
at Developing Rising Leaders

Senior Leaders Very Ineffective
at Developing Rising Leaders

Senior Leaders Very Effective
at Developing Rising Leaders

x

1.5x
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Wanted: More Than Good Intentions 

� No Signifi cant Difference—The Roundtable’s analysis 
demonstrates that even when senior leaders spend time 
on developing rising leaders, their efforts may not boost 
the performance of those leaders. As shown below, the 
performance of rising leaders who report to senior leaders 
who spend virtually no time on their development is no 
better than the performance of their peers who senior 
leaders spend time on developing them but are ineffective 
at it. 

� A Poor Return on Time—Senior leaders who were rated as 
ineffective at LLD by their rising leaders spent an average 
of 6% of their time on their development, a sizeable fi gure 
considering everything on a typical senior leader’s plate. 
Unfortunately, their efforts to develop rising leaders 
are largely a waste of time, resulting in no appreciable 
improvements to rising leader performance. In short, 
quantity is not a substitute for quality. As the quotation 
below suggests, driving LLD effort without boosting LLD 
quality can actually do more harm than good.

Summary:  Encouraging senior leaders to devote time to developing rising leaders without improving the quality of the development they provide is largely a waste 
of their time and energy. Rising leaders who receive ineffective development from their senior leaders perform no better than rising leaders who receive no 
development from their senior leaders at all.
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Better No Development Than Poor Development
Rising leaders who receive no LLD perform at the same level as rising leaders who receive poor LLD

Performance of Rising Leaders

Indexed

Assessing the Risks of (Unsupported) LLD Mandates

First Things First
“When we recently launched a new performance and development system, our CEO stated that he wanted to set a target of 100% compliance 

for development conversations between leaders and their direct reports. His intentions were good, but I had to gently push back. I said, ‘If we 
mandate this immediately, we’re going to force a lot of people to endure really awful conversations with their leaders and managers. Before we 
mandate compliance, we need to emphasize quality.’”

Head of L&D, Services Company

100 98

Senior Leaders Devote No Time 
to Developing Rising Leaders

Senior Leaders Are Ineffective 
at Developing Rising Leaders

 = (2%)

Source: Learning and Development Roundtable 2006 Senior Leadership 
Survey; Learning and Development Roundtable research.

Average Time Spent on LLD = 0% Average Time Spent on LLD = 6%

Mandating LLD without ensuring 
senior leaders are effective at it 
does not increase rising leader 
performance. Moreover, ineffective 
senior leaders waste on average 
6% of their time with no results.
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Summarizing the Business Case for LLD

Key Takeaways for L&D

1. The Business Case for LLD Is Real—LLD is not a “warm and fuzzy mandate” 
that is “nice to have” rather than “need to have.” Roundtable analysis reveals 
that rising leaders who report to senior leaders who are very effective at LLD 
outperform their peers by as much as 27%.

 In addition to the impact on individual performance, rising leaders who report 
to senior leaders who are very effective at LLD are also more engaged and likely 
to stay in their organizations.

2. Ripple Effects of Effective LLD—The impact of LLD extends deeper within 
the organization. Direct reports of rising leaders who report to senior leaders 
who are very effective at developing rising leaders demonstrate higher levels 
of discretionary effort and promotability (i.e., the extent to which they are 
ready for their next promotion).

3. Better No Development Than Poor Development—Roundtable analysis reveals 
the performance level of rising leaders reporting to senior leaders who devote 
no time to developing them is no better than the performance level of rising 
leaders reporting to senior leaders who are ineffective at developing them. Simply 
put, senior leaders are better off providing no development than ineffectively 
developing their rising leaders. Given the potential for wasting (already precious) 
senior leader time, L&D functions need to enable senior leaders to be effective at 
LLD before encouraging them to engage in such activities.

Source: Learning and Development Roundtable 2006 Senior Leadership 
Survey; Learning and Development Roundtable research.
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Addressing the Central LLD Challenges 

� Realizing the Full Value of LLD—To help organizations 
achieve the full benefi ts of LLD, the Roundtable has focused 
this study around two core challenges confronting L&D 
functions. The fi rst challenge is one of prioritization: 
pinpointing the specifi c LLD activities that will result in the 
greatest return on senior leaders’ time. The second, equally 
critical challenge, revolves around identifying the conditions 
that enable senior leader effectiveness at LLD, helping L&D 
functions invest in the most effective LLD strategies.

� Two Approaches to Solving LLD Challenges—To address 
these challenges, the Roundtable employed a two-pronged 
research process: 1) a quantitative analysis of survey data 
from more than 1,400 rising and senior leaders provided 
data-driven insights into the LLD activities and enablers 
that matter most, and 2) interviews with more than 
100 learning executives to yield profi les of the leading 
approaches and tactics for creating a robust LLD strategy.

Summary:  Given the business case presented on the previous pages, the Roundtable’s research on LLD focuses on two central questions: 1) which LLD capabilities 
have the greatest impact on rising leader performance, and 2) how can L&D enable senior leaders to be effective at LLD? To answer these questions, the 
Roundtable relied on a two-pronged approach of survey data and best practices research that identifi ed the most powerful LLD activities for senior leaders 
and the key enablers of their effectiveness at these activities.
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Answers to Core LLD Challenges
Roundtable research is designed to help L&D executives position senior leaders as powerful “bench builders”

Two Paths to Our Objectives

• What are the most important roles for senior leaders 
who develop other leaders?

• How can L&D support senior leaders in carrying out the 
most critical LLD activities?

• How can L&D develop relationships in which LLD can 
fl ourish?

• Can senior leaders coach effectively if they’re viewed as 
“uncoachable?”

• To what extent do rising leaders “get the coaching that 
they deserve?”

Quantitative Analysis of Proprietary Datasets Best Practice Profi les

  More than 1,400 surveyed senior 
leaders and rising leaders

  More than 100 interviews 
with L&D executives across 
every major industry sector

Source: Learning and Development Roundtable 2006 Senior Leadership 
Survey; Learning and Development Roundtable research.

0%

30%

60%

0%

30%

60%

Maximum 
Impact on LLD 
Effectiveness

Focusing on What Matters Most to LLD Effectiveness
Roundtable analysis reveal signifi cant variation in impact across the potential drivers 

of senior leader LLD effectiveness, with many drivers having little to no consistent impact

Driver Impact on LLD Effectiveness

The Range of Drivers of LLD Effectiveness

Note: Each bar presents a statistical estimate of the maximum impact each driver can contribute to LLD effectiveness. The maximum impact is calculated by 
measuring the predicted difference in LLD effectiveness between the lowest and highest value on each driver. The impact of each driver is modeled separately.

Source: Learning and Development Roundtable 2006 Senior Leadership 
Survey; Learning and Development Roundtable research.

Experience Broker
Experience OptimizerEnabling Parallel Learning and Coaching On the Job

Keeping Learning and Coaching on the Same Page
IBM provides LEADing@IBM participants and their direct managers 

with a four-step approach for fully leveraging the learning value of work…

IBM’s “Prepare,” “Act,” “Refl ect,” and “Review” (PARR) Model

Conceptual Overview

* Manager-Advisors provide voluntary mentoring and coaching assistance to individual managers and leaders. 
They typically have completed a particular management or leadership track in the last couple of years.

Source: IBM Corporation; Learning and Development Roundtable research.

…which also provides the appropriate push and pull for engaging in these activities

Defi ned Process, Defi ned Accountabilities
“The PARR process places the onus on the individual manager or leader 
to ask their direct manager for coaching assistance. It also makes it 
much more diffi cult for the direct manager to turn down this request 
than it is for them to take the overt action of setting something up.”

 Global Leader for Core Leadership Programs,
 LEADing@IBM

Learning Model 
for Managers and 

Leaders

Coaching Model for 
Direct Managers and 
Manager-Advisors*

“What is the 
competency I must 

acquire?”

“How can I help 
contextualize the 
competency he or 

she must develop?”

“What are the 
activities I should 

engage in?”

“What suggestions 
can I provide him or her 
based on my personal 

experience?”

“What did I 
learn from my 
experiences?”

“What questions 
should I ask to help

 him or her refl ect on 
his or her learning?”

“What learnings can 
I share with my 

manager and peers?”

“What questions 
should I ask to help 

him or her further explore 
his or her learning?”

Prepare Act Refl ect Review

Mapping (and Supporting) 
Core LLD Capabilities

Central Question: Which LLD capabilities have the 
greatest impact on rising leader performance?

Driving LLD 
Effectiveness

Central Question: How can L&D enable senior 
leaders to be great at LLD?
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Chapter II
Mapping and Supporting Core LLD Capabilities

• What are the most important roles for senior leaders who develop other leaders?

• How can L&D support senior leaders in carrying out the most critical LLD activities?
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A Portrait of LLD from A to Z 

� All the Things Leaders Can Do—The Roundtable 
conducted conversations with hundreds of learning 
executives and scoured learning and development research 
to understand the full spectrum of LLD activities. From 
these sources, the Roundtable identifi ed 60 ways that senior 
leaders could develop other leaders as found on the page 
below. The importance of these activities was examined 
through surveys administered to senior and rising leaders. 
Based on its analysis, the Roundtable was able to determine, 
of all the activities senior leaders could undertake, which 
activities they should undertake to develop rising leaders.

Summary:  The fi rst step in the Roundtable's analysis involved identifying all of the possible ways that senior leaders could develop their rising leaders. Based on an 
extensive review of the literature and conversations with members, the Roundtable developed a list of 60 activities that senior leaders could undertake in 
this critical role.
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Source: Learning and Development Roundtable 2006 Senior Leadership Survey; Learning and Development Roundtable research.

Leader-Led Development from A to Z*

The Roundtable examined 60 ways senior leaders could develop other leaders

Survey Question to Rising Leaders: How Effective or Ineffective Do You Feel Your Manager Has Been At…

* Source of Information: 2006 Senior Leadership Survey, Rising Leader Questionnaire.

 1. Helping you set challenging, yet achievable development goals
 2. Making sure that you develop in the areas most important to succeeding in your current position
 3. Making sure that you develop in the areas most important to advancing your career
 4. Preparing you for successful moves to a higher-level position or another part of the organization
 5. Helping you achieve the right balance between the time you spend on your day-to-day work and 

learning new things
 6. Directing you to the most valuable classroom training experiences
 7. Holding you accountable for the success of your efforts to develop your direct reports
 8. Giving you a clear sense of where you stand on achieving your development goals
 9. Making sure that others are able to see your long-term potential within the organization
 10. Giving you feedback that helps you understand your greatest strengths
 11. Giving you helpful guidance on how you can take advantage of your strengths 
 12. Giving you helpful guidance on how you can take action in areas where you need to improve 
 13. Giving you feedback about how you can address areas you need to improve
 14. Serving as a sounding board for your most diffi cult issues and challenges
 15. Increasing your awareness of the most harmful behaviors you might display
 16. Helping you identify the perspectives and approaches you need to change to achieve your 

performance objectives 
 17. Teaching you valuable skills, concepts, processes, or procedures
 18. Giving you freedom to solve diffi cult problems on your own
 19. Showing you the best informal ways of getting things done
 20. Giving you useful advice based on his or her own experience
 21. Helping you remove the obstacles that prevent you from achieving your performance objectives
 22. Helping you resolve confl icting priorities, responsibilities, and roles
 23. Helping you understand the unintended consequences of the decisions you make
 24. Helping you translate your organization’s strategy into a clear set of priorities for you
 25. Helping you learn how to assess your organization’s performance
 26. Helping you learn how to think about strategic choices that confront your organization
 27. Helping you learn how to improve your organization’s execution against its strategic objectives
 28. Helping you learn how to address issues that span across the entire organization
 29. Helping you learn how to address very complex issues

 30. Building strong relationships between you and other key leaders in the organization
 31. Providing you with guidance on the individuals that have the most infl uence in the organization
 32. Connecting you with the best individuals to coach and mentor you
 33. Creating valuable opportunities for you to learn by collaborating with other leaders
 34. Providing opportunities for you to get to know all areas of the organization
 35. Enabling you to refl ect on what you have learned from challenging projects or assignments
 36. Providing you with opportunities to safely try out or practice new skills
 37. Helping you learn from, rather than simply punishing you for, your mistakes and failures 
 38. Providing you with opportunities to apply new skills or knowledge you have gained
 39. Placing you in situations that push you toward the edge of your comfort zone
 40. Placing you in situations where you have to fi x or stabilize failing organizations or projects
 41. Placing you in situations where you have to take action under uncertainty
 42. Making sure that many of your projects or assignments are valuable learning experiences
 43. Giving you the appropriate sequence of work experiences and assignments to develop you 
 44. Giving you responsibility that is increasingly broader and different than what you have had before
 45. Providing you with a signifi cant amount of decision-making responsibility
 46. Directing you to job assignments that will signifi cantly advance your career
 47. Clearly explaining the performance standards on which you are evaluated
 48. Clearly explaining what you need to do to get promoted
 49. Helping you set challenging, yet achievable performance objectives for your work
 50. Helping you determine which of your performance objectives matter most
 51. Teaching courses to other leaders in the organization
 52. Creating a safe environment where leaders can learn from their mistakes
 53. Building strong relationships between leaders at the same level
 54. Helping his or her peers learn how to effectively coach other leaders
 55. Removing the primary barriers to cross-functional or lateral assignments in the organization
 56. Recognizing and rewarding leaders who develop other leaders
 57. Identifying the individuals with the highest potential for senior leadership positions
 58. Modeling the most important coaching behaviors for other leaders to follow
 59. Allocating enough resources for developing our leaders
 60. Making a visible commitment to the importance of developing other leaders
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Focusing Senior Leaders on What Matters

� Out of Many, Only Some Matter—The Roundtable’s 
quantitative analysis began by examining the impact on 
rising leader performance of the 60 LLD activities that 
senior leaders could perform. The chart below shows the 
potential impacts of the 29 LLD activities that signifi cantly 
improve rising leader performance. By contrast, more 
than half of the activities the Roundtable tested had no 
consistent, signifi cant impact on rising leader performance.

� A Few Matter More Than Others—Even across the 29 
LLD activities that boost rising leader performance, the 
Roundtable found additional opportunity for prioritization. 
Less than half of those activities truly stood out, producing 
maximum impacts greater than 15% on rising leader 
performance. This represents good news for time-oppressed 
senior executives—they need not perform all of these 
activities to realize a signifi cant return on their time.

Summary:  Given that most senior leaders do not have a great deal of time to devote to developing rising leaders, the greatest challenge for them is to focus on the 
activities with the greatest impact. The Roundtable’s analysis revealed that less than half of LLD activities have a consistent impact on the performance 
of their rising leaders, and more importantly, only a handful result in truly signifi cant performance gains. 
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0%

15%

30%

0%

15%

30%

Maximum 
Impact on 

Rising Leader 
Performance

LLD Activities That Truly Matter
Roundtable analysis identifi ed the most important activities for senior leaders who develop rising leaders

The Impact of LLD Activities on Rising Leader Performance

The Most Important LLD Activities

Note: Each bar represents a statistical estimate of the maximum impact each activity can contribute to rising leader performance. 
The maximum impact is calculated by measuring the predicted difference in rising leader performance between the lowest 
and highest value on each activity. The impact of each activity is modeled separately.

Source: Learning and Development Roundtable 2006 Senior Leadership 
Survey; Learning and Development Roundtable research.

Not Every Activity Matters
Of all the LLD activities that senior leaders could 
perform to develop rising leaders, less than half 
had a consistent, demonstrable impact on rising 
leader performance.
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A Framework for LLD

� Roles to Simplify LLD—Senior leaders are unlikely to be 
able to focus on, let alone remember, all 29 LLD activities that 
matter. The good news is that the most powerful LLD activities 
cluster around fi ve essential roles that simplify the messages 
that L&D must send and make these activities more concrete 
for senior leaders. These fi ve roles include:

• The Performance Advisor—Activities in which senior 
leaders provide less instruction and provide more advice 
that helps rising leaders fi nd the answers to their questions 
themselves.

• The Relationship Broker—Activities in which senior 
leaders play an active role in helping rising leaders build 
the right relationships with other leaders.

• The Experience Broker—Activities in which senior leaders 
ensure that rising leaders are exposed to a broad array of 
learning experiences, especially those occurring within 
their current roles.

• The Experience Optimizer—Activities in which senior 
leaders help rising leaders extract maximum learning value 
from their experiences by providing ample opportunity 
for them to refl ect upon and apply what they learned from 
those experiences.

• The Career Champion—Activities in which senior leaders 
create visibility across the organization for senior leaders 
and prepare them for the leap into senior leadership.

 The rest of this chapter explores each of the fi ve LLD roles in 
greater detail. The next section provides a closer look at the 
Performance Advisor role.

� Embedded in Day-to-Day Work—The fi ve essential roles 
have several traits in common. First, the activities that 
compose them are not distinct or separated from their 
normal work responsibilities. The most powerful roles 
tend to be blended into the senior leader’s job. Second, and 
just as important, the roles illustrate that development at 
this level of the organization is far less formal and much 
more facilitative. Rising leaders tend to benefi t most 
from development that is closely connected to their jobs, 
not additional hours spent in the classroom or executive 
development seminars.

Summary:  The LLD activities that lift rising leader performance can be simplifi ed into a framework of fi ve essential roles: 1) Performance Advisor, 2) Relationship 
Broker, 3) Experience Broker, 4) Experience Optimizer, and 5) Career Champion. The roles should send a liberating message to senior leaders since they 
are all closely connected to the typical responsibilities of senior leaders. 
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Profi led Organizations

Five Essential Roles for LLD 
The most important activities for senior leaders fall into fi ve essential roles that range from 
providing valuable advice to helping leaders grow from critical relationships and experiences

The LLD Roles

“Paving the Path 
to Senior Leadership”

Career 
Champion

“From Action 
to Refl ection 

to Application”

Experience
Optimizer

“Mining Within-Role 
Experiences for 

Development Value”

Experience
Broker

“Building Relationship 
Quality, Not Quantity”

Relationship
Broker

Performance 
Advisor

“From Telling 
to Enabling”

AccelerationApplication and Refl ectionAdvice

Source: Learning and Development Roundtable research.
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LLD Role #1: The Performance Advisor

� Two Dimensions of Performance Advisors—The Performance 
Advisor role consists of nine LLD activities that drive rising 
leader performance. These activities can be grouped into two 
closely related categories shown on the page below.

• Feedback Activities—These activities can be characterized 
as those activities that consist of listening to the rising 
leader and asking the appropriate questions to facilitate 
development of the rising leader. Of these activities, 
the most powerful activities involve giving feedback on 
strengths and serving as a sounding board for the rising 
leader’s issues and challenges, both of which can improve 
rising leader performance by 22% or more. They have a 
much greater impact than the more proactive coaching 
activities found in the second category. In short, leaders 
need to manage their “ask-tell ratios.” At this level, direct 
instruction is helpful, but asking the right questions and 
listening is much more powerful.

• Leadership Coaching Activities—These activities can be 
characterized as those activities that focus on providing 
rising leader with hands-on coaching and guidance. Within 
this group of activities, ensuring that rising leaders develop 
in the areas most critical to their success in their current 
jobs has the greatest impact. The importance of this activity 
demonstrates that senior leaders must also manage their 
“performance-development ratios.” They are the best 
leadership coaches when they make sure that rising leaders 
benefi t from their coaching twice—that it impacts not 
just their long-term development but also their short-term 
performance in their current role.

� Beyond a Transactional Approach to Development—Many 
of the activities traditionally associated with performance 
management and development, such as creating a written 
development plan and conducting formal performance 
appraisals, are noticeably absent from this role. While they 
can be important at this level of leadership, these activities 
by themselves don’t differentiate the best rising leaders from 
their peers. Senior leaders can have the biggest impact from 
facilitating the right conversations, not checking the boxes 
on lists of coaching activities.

Summary:  The Performance Advisor role centers around managing two critical ratios: 1) the “ask-tell ratio,” ensuring that senior leaders provide less instruction and 
more advice to their rising leaders; and 2) the “performance-development ratio,” enabling rising leaders to drive both short-term and long-term benefi ts 
from the advice of senior leaders. The role demonstrates that developing rising leaders tends to be far less transactional, and much more facilitative, than 
developing other employees.
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Performance Advisor: From Telling to Enabling
Rising leaders benefi t greatly from senior leaders who provide critical 

advice that leverages strengths while enhancing short-term performance

Impact of Performance Advisor Activities on Rising Leader Performance
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Leadership Coaching Activities

Maximum 
Impact on 

Rising Leader 
Performance

Feedback Activities

Note: Each bar represents a statistical estimate of the maximum impact each activity can contribute to rising leader performance. The maximum impact is 
calculated by measuring the predicted difference in rising leader performance between the lowest and highest value on each activity. The impact of 
each activity is modeled separately.

Key Takeaways
• Performance Advisors guide 

rising leaders to the right answers 
by asking, not telling.

• Performance Advisors ensure 
a healthy performance-
development ratio when coaching 
rising leaders.

• Performance Advisors seek to 
leverage rising leaders’ strengths 
rather than address their 
weaknesses.

The Impact of Performance Advisors

Source: Learning and Development Roundtable 2006 Senior Leadership 
Survey; Learning and Development Roundtable research.
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Shifting the Focus and Tenor of Coaching

� The goal of St. George Bank’s segment-specifi c modules 
is to help managers make the requisite shifts in the focus 
and tenor of their coaching activities as they advance up 
the organization. As managers transition to broader, more 
strategic roles and manage diverse and experienced team 
members, their coaching efforts must focus less on on-the-
job training but emphasize tactics their direct reports can 
take to become more effective people-managers and decision 
makers and contribute to the culture of collaborative 
learning.

� While the initial objective of coaching is to improve 
individual performance, its ultimate objective is to help 
direct reports own and improve their performance and 
that of their own team members. In other words, the true 
indicator of coaching effectiveness is if it enables self-
sustaining performance improvements.

Summary:  The goal of St. George Bank’s segment-specifi c modules is to help managers make the requisite shifts in the focus and tenor of their coaching activities as 
they advance up the organization. As managers transition to broader, more strategic roles and manage diverse and experienced team members, 
their coaching efforts must focus less on on-the-job training but emphasize tactics their direct reports can take to become more effective people-
managers and decision makers and contribute to the culture of collaborative learning.
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Case in Point: St. George Bank’s Segment-Specifi c Coaching Modules

St. George Bank: Segment-Specifi c Coaching Modules*

The goal of St. George’s segment-specifi c coaching approach is to enable managers to make 
the appropriate shifts in the focus and tenor of coaching activities as they ascend the organization

St. George Bank’s Coaching Activity Continuum
Across Career Stages

Managers 
of Individual 
Contributors

Managers 
of Middle 
Managers

Career Stages

Complex, 
Nondirectional 

Nature of 
Coaching 
Activities

Simple, Directive
Managers 
of Frontline 
Managers

• Identify authentic and • Identify authentic and 
accurate interactions accurate interactions 
to facilitate participative to facilitate participative 
decision making decision making 

• Increase self-awareness • Increase self-awareness 
and emotional and emotional 
competence of direct competence of direct 
reports reports 

• Provide direct reports • Provide direct reports 
with strategic alternatives with strategic alternatives 
to solving work issues to solving work issues 

• Set expectations that • Set expectations that 
coaching and mentoring coaching and mentoring 
are key managerial are key managerial 
responsibilitiesresponsibilities

• Co-develop and implement 
IDPs 

• Provide and seek feedback 
from direct reports 

• Identify authentic and 
accurate interactions to 
facilitate participative 
decision making 

• Increase self-awareness and 
emotional competence of 
direct reports 

• Provide on-the-job training• Provide on-the-job training

• Codevelop and implement IDPs• Codevelop and implement IDPs

• Provide and seek feedback from • Provide and seek feedback from 
direct reportsdirect reports

Source: St. George Bank Limited; Learning and Development Roundtable research.* Please refer to the upcoming study titled Profi les of Coaching Programs and Tactics for a full version of this case profi le.
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LLD Role #2: The Relationship Broker

� Developing the Right Relationships—The next section of 
this chapter explores the Relationship Broker role in greater 
detail. The central emphasis of the Relationship Broker role 
is enabling rising leaders to develop the right relationships, 
not merely more relationships. The activities that have the 
greatest impact on rising leader performance are those that 
connect rising leaders to other key leaders.
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A Closer Look at the LLD Roles

Relationship
Broker

Application and Refl ection

The LLD Roles: Relationship Broker

Career 
Champion

Experience
Optimizer

Experience
Broker

Performance 
Advisor

AccelerationAdvice

“Paving the Path
to Senior Leadership”

“From Action
to Refl ection 

to Application”

“Mining Within-Role
Experiences for 

Development Value”

“Building Relationship 
Quality, Not Quantity”

“From Telling 
to Enabling”

Source: Learning and Development Roundtable research.
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The Power of Leadership Networks

� Network Quality Trumps Network Breadth—The 
Relationship Broker role consists of fi ve LLD activities that 
drive rising leader performance. Of these activities, the most 
powerful activities center around steps the senior leader 
takes to connect rising leaders to other leaders who will be 
critical to their success. For example, senior leaders who 
provide rising leaders with opportunities to learn from other 
leaders and to build relationships with infl uential leaders 
can increase rising leader performance by about 20%. These 
activities tend to be more important than those shown to 
the right of the page below, which focuses on broadening the 
networks of the rising leaders, but not necessarily with other 
key leaders. In short, network breadth makes a difference, 
but the key role of the senior leader is to enhance network 
quality.

� From a Position of Privilege—Senior leaders are better 
positioned to play the Relationship Broker role than more-
junior leaders. Their positions as senior leaders accord them 
with privileged knowledge and uncommon infl uence—
knowledge of the key leaders and the infl uence required to 
broker connections to them. Because of their access to key 
nodes of their organization’s leadership network they can 
build the right networks for rising leaders.

Summary:  The best Relationship Brokers don’t simply enable rising leaders to increase the size of their networks; they focus on building the right relationships between 
them and key leaders in the organization. Senior leaders are most effective at this role when they draw upon their knowledge of and access to the leaders 
most critical to the success of their rising leaders.
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Relationship Broker: Building Relationship Quality, Not Quantity
The best senior leaders use their knowledge of the organization’s landscape 
to help rising leaders develop and learn from powerful personal networks

Impact of Relationship Broker Activities on Rising Leader Performance
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Note: Each bar represents a statistical estimate of the maximum impact each activity can contribute to rising leader performance. The maximum impact is 
calculated by measuring the predicted difference in rising leader performance between the lowest and highest value on each activity. The impact of 
each activity is modeled separately.

Key Takeaways
• Relationship Brokers actively 

assist rising leaders with 
building the right relationships, 
not simply more relationships.

• Relationship Brokers leverage 
their privileged insight and 
infl uence to help rising leaders 
navigate networks across their 
organizations.

The Impact of Relationship Brokers

Source: Learning and Development Roundtable 2006 Senior Leadership 
Survey; Learning and Development Roundtable research.
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Emphasizing Relationship-Based Development 
Within and Beyond Current Roles

� Goldman Sachs has piloted an individual development 
planning template that demonstrates two interesting 
characteristics. First, the template explicitly states an 
expectation that 20% of development efforts should 
focus on relationship- and feedback-based strategies. 
Second, Goldman Sachs’s template provides a range 
of relationship-based development suggestions that 
individuals might acquire within and beyond their 
current roles.

Summary:  Goldman Sachs has piloted an individual development planning template that demonstrates two interesting characteristics. First, the template explicitly 
states an expectation that 20% of development efforts should focus on relationship- and feedback-based strategies. Second, Goldman Sachs’s 
template provides a range of relationship-based development suggestions that individuals might acquire within and beyond their current roles.
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Goldman Sachs: “Reverse-Engineered” Development Plans*

Goldman Sachs explicitly sets the expectation that 20% of development 
efforts should focus on relationship- and feedback-based strategies

Individual Development Plan

Illustrative

Case in Point: Goldman Sachs’ “Reverse-Engineered” Development Plans

Source: Goldman Sachs; Learning and Development Roundtable research.* Please refer to the study titled Building Learning Strategies Beyond the Classroom for the full version of this case profi le.

Development 
Needs

Development Actions

Job-Based Assignments Relationships    Formal Training

Management 
and Leadership Skills

• Assignment with formal 
management responsibilities

• Increased size and scope of 
existing management platform

• Opportunity to build and/or 
lead a new business

• Leadership responsibility for 
an employee network

• Apprenticeship model 
development (formal 
mentoring from successful 
manager/leader)

• Non-profi t board membership

• Serve as mentor to an 
individual and/or group 
outside of division

• Accelerated Development 
Program for Emerging 
Leaders (includes job-based 
assignment; mentoring; 
formal training)

• “Speaker” Series

Cross-Selling

• Opportunity to run group 
meetings

• Opportunity to lead client 
discussions

• Task force leader

• Recruiting team captain

• Manager feedback regularly

• Mentor from other division

• Presentation skills training

• Individual coaching

Name Title Division Manager

Kimberly Steadman Managing Director Equities Caitlin Hasser

70% 20% 10%
Relationships

• Apprenticeship model 
development (formal 
mentoring from successful 
manager/leader)

• Nonprofi t board membership

• Serve as mentor to an 
individual and/or group 
outside of division

• Manager feedback regularly

• Mentor from other division

20%

Being mentored, serving as a mentor, participating in a 
nonprofi t board, and receiving manager feedback are some 
examples of relationship-based development strategies.
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LLD Roles #3 and #4: 
Experience Broker and Experience Optimizer

� Learning by and from Experience—The next section of 
this chapter explores the Experience Broker and Experience 
Optimizer roles in greater detail. The Experience Broker 
role focuses on ensuring that rising leaders are exposed 
to the right experiences, most which can be found within 
their current jobs. The central emphasis of the Experience 
Optimizer role is providing rising leaders with opportunities 
to refl ect upon and apply what they have learned from those 
experiences.
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The LLD Roles: Experience Broker and Experience Optimizer
A Closer Look at the LLD Roles

Experience
Optimizer

Experience
Broker

Application and Refl ection

“From Action 
to Refl ection 

to Application”

“Mining Within-Role 
Experiences for 

Development Value”

Career 
Champion

Relationship
Broker

Performance 
Advisor

AccelerationAdvice

“Paving the Path
to Senior Leadership”

“Building Relationship 
Quality, Not Quantity”

“From Telling 
to Enabling”

Source: Learning and Development Roundtable research.
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Learning from the School of Experience

� Two Dimensions of Experience Brokering—The 
Experience Broker role consists of eight important 
LLD activities, three of which can boost rising leader 
performance by more than 20%. The activities can be 
grouped into two closely related categories shown on the 
page below.

• Experience Management Activities—These activities 
can be characterized as actions that senior leaders 
deliberately undertake to ensure that the rising 
leader’s projects and assignments have heavy “learning 
quotients,” rather than haphazardly giving rising leaders 
exposure to many experiences. Senior leaders are most 
effective at this role when they ensure that rising leaders 
see a clear connection between their experiences and 
their opportunity to advance their careers. In short, 
senior leaders need to expose rising leaders to the right 
experiences, not just more experiences.

• Stretch Assignment Activities—These activities can be 
characterized as those activities that focus on providing 
rising leaders learning experiences within their current 
roles. The best senior leaders recognize that stretch 
assignments do not require the rising leader to move 
to an entirely new job. Rather, they seek to help rising 
leaders mine their current jobs and responsibilities for 
development opportunities.

Summary:  Just as Relationship Brokers focus on building the “right” networks, Experience Brokers help rising leaders excel by exposing them to the “right” 
experiences. The most critical development experiences for rising leaders do not require them to move into different jobs; instead, the best learning 
opportunities are ones that stretch them within their current jobs.
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The Impact of Experience Brokers

Experience Broker: “Mining” Within-Role 
Experiences for Development Value

The best senior leaders expose rising leaders to experiences within their jobs that provide the “right” amount of stretch

The Impact of Experience Broker Activities on Rising Leader Performance
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Stretch Assignment Activities

Note: Each bar represents a statistical estimate of the maximum impact each activity can contribute to rising leader performance. The maximum impact is 
calculated by measuring the predicted difference in rising leader performance between the lowest and highest value on each activity. The impact of 
each activity is modeled separately.

Key Takeaways
• Experience Brokers create 

clear connections between 
critical experiences and career 
advancement.

• Experience Brokers emphasize 
“mining the current job” for 
development value.

Source: Learning and Development Roundtable 2006 Senior Leadership 
Survey; Learning and Development Roundtable research.
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Creating Room for Learning from Experience

� Practice Makes Perfect—The Experience Optimizer role 
consists of four LLD activities that drive rising leader 
performance. Of these, the most powerful activity that 
senior leaders can perform is to provide rising leaders 
with opportunities to safely practice new skills, which can 
increase rising leader performance by as much as 21%. 
The extent to which senior leaders enable rising leaders to 
use and apply the new skills that they have gained is also 
important.

� Beyond Action to Refl ection and Application—These 
activities illustrate the importance of maintaining a healthy 
“action-to-refl ection-to-application ratio.” Although rising 
leaders in most organizations do not suffer from a lack of 
learning experiences (“action”), they tend to have far less 
opportunity to intentionally refl ect upon and master the 
skills they acquire from those experiences. All too often, 
experiential learning amounts to little more than “box 
checking” exercises and much of its value is “left on the 
table.” In short, senior leaders are at their best when they 
create a safe environment for rising leaders to explicitly 
learn from their experiences.

Summary:  Experience Optimizers drive rising leader performance by maintaining the optimal ratio of action, refl ection, and application for experiential learning. 
They work deliberately to create environments where rising leaders can safely refl ect on, practice, and apply new skills they learn from stretch experiences 
found within their current roles.
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The Impact of Experience Optimizers

Maximum 
Impact on 

Rising Leader 
Performance

Experience Optimizer: From Action to Refl ection to Application
Rising leaders reporting to senior leaders who provide the opportunity 

to integrate new skills back into the job exhibit much higher levels of performance

The Impact of Experience Optimizer Activities on Rising Leader Performance

Note: Each bar represents a statistical estimate of the maximum impact each activity can contribute to rising leader performance. The maximum impact is 
calculated by measuring the predicted difference in rising leader performance between the lowest and highest value on each activity. The impact of 
each activity is modeled separately.

Key Takeaways
Action-Refl ection-Application

• Experience Optimizers help rising 
leaders create room for refl ection 
and learning from experiences.

• Experience Optimizers ensure 
that rising leaders act on and apply 
what they learned from previous 
experiences to their work.

Source: Learning and Development Roundtable 2006 Senior Leadership 
Survey; Learning and Development Roundtable research.
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Keeping Learning and Coaching on the Same Page

� Recognizing that most managers and leaders are unaware of 
how to fully leverage the learning value of work experiences, 
IBM develops the “Prepare, Act, Refl ect, and Review” 
(PARR) model—a simple framework designed to help 
managers and leaders capture the full value of work-based 
learning. The PARR model suggests simple questions for 
managers and leaders to consider during each phase of a 
critical on-the-job experience—from preparation to review. 
These questions help ensure that the value of a day-to-day 
work experience is explicit and applied.

� Importantly, the PARR model also serves as a powerful 
coaching framework for direct managers of LEADing@IBM 
participants. The bottom-half of the graphic offers a series 
of questions for managers’ and leaders’ direct managers to 
consider at each phase of the PARR process. By explicitly 
conveying when and how direct managers can get involved 
in coaching managers and leaders on the job, direct 
managers can provide more targeted guidance at each step 
of the learning process.

Summary:  Recognizing that most managers and leaders are unaware of how to fully leverage the learning value of work experiences, IBM develops the “Prepare, 
Act, Refl ect, and Review” (PARR) model—a simple framework designed to help managers and leaders capture the full value of work-based learning. 
The PARR model suggests simple questions for managers and leaders to consider during each phase of a critical on-the-job experience—from 
preparation to review. These questions help ensure that the value of a day-to-day work experience is explicit and applied.
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Case in Point: IBM’s Parallel Learning and Coaching Models

IBM: Parallel Learning and Coaching Models1

IBM provides LEADing@IBM participants and their direct managers 
with a four-step approach for fully leveraging the learning value of work…

IBM’s “Prepare,” “Act,” “Refl ect,” and “Review” (PARR) Model

Conceptual Overview

…which also provides the appropriate “push” and “pull” for engaging in these activities

Defi ned Process, Defi ned Accountabilities
“The PARR process places the onus on the individual manager or leader 

to ask their direct manager for coaching assistance. It also makes it 
much more diffi cult for the direct manager to turn down this request 
than it is for them to take the overt action of setting something up.”

 Global Leader for Core Leadership 
  Programs,
 LEADing@IBM

1 Please refer to study titled Profi les of Coaching Programs and Tactics for a full version of this case profi le.

2 Manager-Advisors provide voluntary mentoring and coaching assistance to individual managers and leaders. 
They typically have completed a particular management or leadership track in the last couple of years.

Learning Model 
for Managers and 

Leaders

Coaching Model for 
Direct Managers and 
Manager-Advisors2

“What is the 
competency I must 

acquire?”

“How can I help 
contextualize the 
competency he or 

she must develop?”

“What are the 
activities I should 

engage in?”

“What suggestions 
can I provide him or her 
based on my personal 

experience?”

“What did I 
learn from my 
experiences?”

“What questions 
should I ask to help

 him or her refl ect on 
his or her learning?”

“What learnings can 
I share with my 

manager and peers?”

“What questions 
should I ask to help 

him or her further explore 
his or her learning?”

Prepare Act Refl ect Review

Source: IBM Corporation; Learning and Development Roundtable research.
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Raising the Action-Refl ection Quotient

� The Management Development Group recognizes that 
the power of the PARR framework is limited if it cannot 
be immediately applied to developing specifi c leadership 
competencies. As a result, IBM equips LEADing@IBM 
participants and their direct managers with explicit PARR 
activities linked to specifi c leadership competencies. In turn, 
IBM suggests a series of underlying questions and actions 
for each stage of the PARR process, helping ensure that 
managers and leaders fully capture and follow through on 
learning from work. 

� For example, managers and leaders who have identifi ed 
“thinking horizontally” as part of their individual learning 
plans engage in a series of “Learn at Work” activities (in 
addition to other resources such as learning labs, reading 
recommendations, leader stories, etc.) to help them develop 
this leadership competency.

� Each “Learn at Work” activity contains a series of 
underlying activities set across the PARR model to ensure 
that managers extract the full value of the learning 
experience. Managers and leaders use these activities 
as opportunities to solicit coaching from their direct 
managers. At the same time, their direct managers use 
the series of underlying coaching questions to guide their 
development efforts.

Summary:  The Management Development Group recognizes that the power of the PARR framework is limited if it cannot be immediately applied to developing 
specifi c leadership competencies. As a result, IBM equips LEADing@IBM participants and their direct managers with explicit PARR activities linked 
to specifi c leadership competencies. In turn, IBM suggests a series of underlying questions and actions for each stage of the PARR process, helping 
ensure that managers and leaders fully capture and follow through on learning from work.
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Learning Suite for “Thinking Horizontally”

• Master the Basics • Study in Depth

• Learn at Work • Hear from Executive Leaders
Individual Learning Plan

Personal Leadership
1.  
2.  
3. 

Team Leadership
1.  
2.  
3. 

IBM Leadership
1.  Thinking horizontally
2.  
3. 

Case in Point: IBM’s Parallel Learning and Coaching Models (Continued)

IBM: Parallel Learning and Coaching Models
LEADing@IBM participants and their direct managers engage in parallel activities to ensure 

that managers and leaders comprehend, retain, and follow through on learning from work

• Develop criteria for identifying 
and selecting an appropriate 
client’s client with whom to 
consult

• Discuss with the client your idea 
of better understanding their 
business issues by interviewing 
one of their clients

• Develop a set of questions and 
general areas of inquiry; you may 
want to solicit ideas from the 
client

• Interview your client’s client:
 – How do you differentiate 

 yourselves from your 
 competitors?

 – What do you see as your next 
 big growth opportunity?

• Discuss what you are learning with:
 –  Your colleagues on how IBM 

 can add value to your client
 – Your client on how they can 

 add value to their client and on 
 how IBM can help

• Refl ect on your experience:
 – The data you gathered and the 

 feedback you received
 – How you can use your learning 

 from this experience when doing 
 business with this client

• Refl ect on your methodology:
 – What worked and what didn’t?
 – What would you do differently?
 – What would you repeat?

• Review your learning:
 – Discuss your experience and 

 learning with your direct 
 manager or possibly the client

 –  Identify specifi c ways you can 
 apply your learning when doing 
 business with this client

• Share your learning—the methods, 
the outcomes, and the insight you 
garnered—with IBM colleagues

Sample Learning 
Activities for 

“Thinking 
Horizontally”

• How did your discussion with 
the client help you gain a better 
understanding of what to ask 
their client?

• How did you collaborate with 
the client to develop the set of 
questions to ask their client?

• What surprised you about 
what you learned during your 
conversation with the client’s 
client?

• How can you share what you 
learned with the client and 
your IBM colleagues?

• How did the conversation help 
you think about how we can 
better serve the client’s needs?

• What were the strengths and 
areas of opportunity of your 
methodology?

• What was the client’s reaction to 
the fi ndings from your conversation 
with their client?

• How has this experience helped 
you think about how we serve 
our clients in a more holistic and 
creative manner?

Sample Coaching 
Questions 

for “Thinking 
Horizontally”

(Illustrative)

Prepare Act Refl ect Review

Prepare Act Refl ect Review
Coaching Model 

for Direct 
Managers and 

Manager-Advisors

Learning Model for 
Managers 

and Leaders

Source: IBM Corporation; Learning and Development Roundtable research.

 PARR Activity 1: See your client’s view of the world

 PARR Activity 2: Consult your client’s client

 PARR Activity 3: Get to know IBM horizontally
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Boosting the Learning Quotient of Transition Experiences

� Boeing offers a simple tool, titled “How Developmental Is 
Your Job?,” to help leaders act on anticipated activities for 
their transition by focusing on fi ve broad categories of job 
experiences that boost the developmental value of their 
work: 1) managing the business, 2) stepping up, 3) creating 
change, 4) drawing on others, and 5) learning from results.

� Through this tool, transitioning leaders and their direct 
managers can better prioritize which job assignments and 
activities they should focus on to help them transition and 
increase their effectiveness in new roles.

Summary:  Boeing offers a simple tool, titled “How Developmental Is Your Job?,” to help leaders act on anticipated activities for their transition* by focusing 
on fi ve broad categories of job experiences that boost the developmental value of their work: 1) managing the business, 2) stepping up, 3) creating 
change, 4) drawing on others, and 5) learning from results.

* This case profi le is part of the Roundtable’s 2005 work on leadership transitions, Setting Leaders Up 
to Succeed: Tactics for Navigating Leaders Across Critical Upward Career Transitions.
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Boeing: Anticipation-Action-Refl ection Toolkit*

Source: The Boeing Company; Learning and 
Development Roundtable research.

Boeing helps leaders boost 
the developmental value of their daily work…

“How Developmental Is Your Job?” Checklist
Excerpt

…and allows them to identify critical tasks 
to ramp up their effectiveness in new roles

_____  I often have to work through difficult, hostile, or ineffective individuals to get things done and achieve my
business goals.

_____  I regularly work with executives who are at least two levels above me and/or with people who are recognized as
experts in their field.

_____  I have to get the job done through a very diverse group of people from other business units, functions, countries,
and/or demographic groups.

Learning from Results
_____  Standards of what constitutes success have been clearly defined, and success is expected.

_____  Success in this position is critical to the overall success of the organization.

_____  The position has built-in feedback mechanisms so I always know if I’m succeeding or failing.

_____  There is time to reflect on the business and my development as a leader if I make it a priority.

_____  I regularly get candid and sometimes brutally honest feedback from others about how I am doing.

Quick Lesson—How Developmental Is Your Job?

A checklist to help make sure you’re not sidetracked
Because you won’t be able to figure out where you’re going without knowing where you’re starting from,
Waypoint has created a simple assessment guide to determine what skills your current assignment is
developing and what you can do to make it more developmental.

The assessment below measures the developmental potential of leadership positions. Mark an X next to
the statements that describe your current job. Each X counts as one point.

Managing the Business
_____  I have profit and loss responsibility in my current leadership role.

_____  My job requires me to regularly interact directly with external customers.

_____  I have to work with multiple stakeholders who have contradictory and competing agendas.

_____  The position comes with aggressive deadlines and cost targets.

_____  The position requires me to consider the impact of my decisions on the larger organization.

Stepping Up
_____  This position pushes me to the edge of my comfort zone.

_____  I will not be able to accomplish everything I want to do; this job will stretch me.

_____  The job is highly visible so my success or failure will be obvious to everyone.

_____  I am the one who will be held responsible if we do not meet performance targets.

_____  I have to accomplish things through other people over whom I have no direct authority.

Creating Change
_____  I will have to lead the organization through significant changes in our business in the coming year.

_____  I must overcome significant barriers in the organization to reach my business goals.

_____  When I took over, I inherited significant problems that need to be solved.

_____  I have to lead the organization through changes that have never been attempted before (launch a
new product or service, capture a new market, introduce a major process change).

_____  I have to take the business in new directions that will require many stable business practices to be
changed despite their effectiveness in the past.

Drawing on Others
_____  My manager has high expectations for me, is confident in me, and gives me a great deal of

autonomy to get things done.

_____  I have people inside and outside of work who can support me when times get tough.

Boeing

“Which activities will accelerate 
my transition and contribute 

to my development?”

Transitioning 
Leader

Direct 
Manager

Illustrative Transition Plan 
for New-to-Role Leader

Managing the Business
 Articulate link between team 

and enterprise goals
 Meet with external customers

Creating Change
 Assess middle market potential
 Revisit quality control measures

Learning from Results
 Schedule weekly developmental 

conversations with manager

* Please refer to the study titled Setting Leaders Up to Succeed for the full version of this case profi le.

Case in Point: Boeing’s Anticipation-Action-Refl ection Toolkit
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Balancing Between Stretch and Leverage

� Boeing’s “How Developmental Is Your Job?” Checklist also 
enables leaders to assess the amount of stretch within their 
jobs, assessing whether a job involves too much, too little, 
or adequate challenge.

� By providing a rough measurement of whether jobs strike 
a balance between stretch and leverage, Boeing helps ensure 
leaders realize their full potential.

� Especially useful for new-to-role leaders who are at higher 
risks of underperformance and derailment than incumbent 
leaders, the checklist allows an evaluation of whether the 
degree of challenge within new roles compromises their 
performance and to take appropriate action if necessary.

Summary:  Boeing’s “How Developmental Is Your Job?” Checklist also enables leaders to assess the amount of stretch within their jobs, assessing whether a 
job involves too much, too little, or adequate challenge. By providing a rough measurement of whether jobs strike a balance between stretch and 
leverage, Boeing helps ensure leaders realize their full potential.
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Boeing: Anticipation-Action-Refl ection Toolkit
New-to-role leaders can assess the stretch in their transitions

to understand if their performance is compromised…
…to identify corrective action 

to prevent underperformance or derailment

Low Development Value
(Score 0 to 10)

Acceptable Development Value
(Score 11 to 20)

Risky Development Value
(Score 21 to 25)!

z z
z z

Potential Corrective Actions:
• Assess your ability to successfully meet your 

annual goals
• Ensure that you have a support system in place 

to help get you through the most diffi cult periods

Potential Action:
• Focus your time on the areas where the 

challenges will help close any development gaps

Potential Corrective Actions:
• Increase the developmental value of your current 

role (e.g., set aggressive deadlines, expand your 
network) 

• Make a lateral move

Source: The Boeing Company; Learning and 
Development Roundtable research.

Quick Lesson—How Developmental Is Your Job?

A checklist to help make sure you’re not sidetracked
Because you won’t be able to figure out where you’re going without knowing where you’re starting from,
Waypoint has created a simple assessment guide to determine what skills your current assignment is
developing and what you can do to make it more developmental.

The assessment below measures the developmental potential of leadership positions. Mark an X next to
the statements that describe your current job. Each X counts as one point.

Managing the Business
_____  I have profit and loss responsibility in my current leadership role.

_____  My job requires me to regularly interact directly with external customers.

_____  I have to work with multiple stakeholders who have contradictory and competing agendas.

_____  The position comes with aggressive deadlines and cost targets.

_____  The position requires me to consider the impact of my decisions on the larger organization.

Stepping Up
_____  This position pushes me to the edge of my comfort zone.

_____  I will not be able to accomplish everything I want to do; this job will stretch me.

_____  The job is highly visible so my success or failure will be obvious to everyone.

_____  I am the one who will be held responsible if we do not meet performance targets.

_____  I have to accomplish things through other people over whom I have no direct authority.

Creating Change
_____  I will have to lead the organization through significant changes in our business in the coming year.

_____  I must overcome significant barriers in the organization to reach my business goals.

_____  When I took over, I inherited significant problems that need to be solved.

_____  I have to lead the organization through changes that have never been attempted before (launch a
new product or service, capture a new market, introduce a major process change).

_____  I have to take the business in new directions that will require many stable business practices to be
changed despite their effectiveness in the past.

Drawing on Others
_____  My manager has high expectations for me, is confident in me, and gives me a great deal of

autonomy to get things done.

_____  I have people inside and outside of work who can support me when times get tough.

_____  I often have to work through difficult, hostile, or ineffective individuals to get things done and achieve my
business goals.

_____  I regularly work with executives who are at least two levels above me and/or with people who are recognized as
experts in their field.

_____  I have to get the job done through a very diverse group of people from other business units, functions, countries,
and/or demographic groups.

Learning from Results
_____  Standards of what constitutes success have been clearly defined, and success is expected.

_____  Success in this position is critical to the overall success of the organization.

_____  The position has built-in feedback mechanisms so I always know if I’m succeeding or failing.

_____  There is time to reflect on the business and my development as a leader if I make it a priority.

_____  I regularly get candid and sometimes brutally honest feedback from others about how I am doing.

Your Total Score (sum of items marked)
__________

Key
Your job is not very developmental. You are unlikely to improve as a leader over the coming year
unless you build additional challenges into it.

Your job has several of the critical elements that will stretch and develop you as a leader. In the
coming year, focus on the elements of the job that will challenge and stretch you in the areas that you
have targeted for development.

You are in a challenging position. Make sure it is not stretching you too far. The critical test is to ask
yourself how confident you are that you can navigate through the next year successfully. If you find
yourself overwhelmed and lessons are passing you by, then you are probably in over your head. You
are not fully developing your leadership potential. It is time to put a support system in place that will
get you through the tough times or find a new position.

Score
0 to 10
points

11 to 20
points

21 to 25
points

Each X counts as one point.EE

Boeing

Each X counts as one point

Case in Point: Boeing’s Anticipation-Action-Refl ection Toolkit (Continued)
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LLD Role #5: The Career Champion

� The Importance of Being an Advocate—The next section 
of this chapter explores the Career Champion role in greater 
detail. The central emphasis of this role is to pave the path 
of rising leaders into future senior leadership positions by 
serving as a talent advocate for rising leaders.
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The LLD Roles: Career Champion
A Closer Look at the LLD Roles

Career 
Champion

Acceleration

“Paving the Path 
to Senior Leadership”

Experience
Optimizer

Experience
Broker

Relationship
Broker

Performance 
Advisor

Application and Refl ectionAdvice

“From Action
to Refl ection 

to Application”

“Mining Within-Role
Experiences for 

Development Value”

“Building Relationship 
Quality, Not Quantity”

“From Telling 
to Enabling”

Source: Learning and Development Roundtable research.
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Elevating the Profi les of Rising Leaders

� Acting as a Visible Champion—The Career Champion 
role consists of four LLD activities that drive rising leader 
performance. Of these, the most powerful activity that 
senior leaders can perform is to ensure that others can see 
the long-term potential of a rising leader, which can increase 
rising leader performance by as much as 19%. As Career 
Champions, senior leaders should emphasize activities that 
effectively leverage the ambition of their rising leaders. 
To the extent that rising leaders believe that their talent is 
broadly recognized and that there is a clear path for them 
moving forward, they signifi cantly outperform their peers. 
Senior leaders should actively strive to put together the steps 
required for rising leaders to make it to the next level in 
their careers.

� Two Paths to Performance Gains—Senior leaders who 
serve as talent advocates impact rising leader performance 
in two primary ways. First, as the rising leader’s potential 
becomes widely known across the organization, he or she 
gains better access to the best networks and experiences. 
Just as important, as the rising leader becomes aware of his 
or her senior leader’s efforts to broadcast his or her potential 
within the organization, the rising leader’s level 
of engagement and effort increases as well.

Summary:  The best Career Champions effectively leverage the ambition of their rising leaders and broadcast their potential across the organization. Senior leaders 
draw out the best from their rising leaders by visibly exposing others to the potential of their rising leaders and creating a clear path to their next role.
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Career Champion: Paving the Path to Senior Leadership
The best senior leaders serve as visible advocates for their rising leaders and boost their readiness for senior-level positions

The Impact of the Career Champion Activities on Rising Leader Performance
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19.4%
17.7%

16.1%

9.4%

Maximum 
Impact on 

Rising Leader 
Performance

Note: Each bar represents a statistical estimate of the maximum impact each activity can contribute to rising leader performance. The maximum impact is 
calculated by measuring the predicted difference in rising leader performance between the lowest and highest value on each activity. The impact of 
each activity is modeled separately.

Key Takeaways
• The best senior leaders act as 

visible, active champions for the 
long-term potential of rising 
leaders.

• Career Champions create clear 
links between development and 
advancement requirements.

The Impact of Career Champions

Source: Learning and Development Roundtable 2006 Senior Leadership 
Survey; Learning and Development Roundtable research.
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The Impact of Being a Talent Advocate

� Talent Advocate = Talent Magnet—The Roundtable’s 
analysis demonstrates that, by serving as talent advocates, 
senior leaders can expect a substantial improvement in 
the discretionary effort and intent-to-stay of their rising 
leaders. When senior leaders are effective at ensuring that 
others see the long-term potential of rising leaders, they 
boost the discretionary effort of rising leaders by nearly 
15% and their intent to stay by more than 16%. These 
improvements, in turn, translate into higher levels of rising 
leader performance. In sum, senior leaders who promote 
talent also become talent magnets, helping keep the best and 
brightest leaders in the organization.

Summary:  The Roundtable’s research indicates that senior leaders who serve as effective talent advocates can increase rising leaders’ discretionary effort by 15% 
and intent to stay by 16%. Thus, not only do their rising leaders perform at a higher level, but senior leaders themselves become powerful magnets for 
leadership talent within their organizations.
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Performance That Comes from the Heart
Improvements in senior leader 

ability to convince others 
of a rising leader’s potential…

…raises rising leader effort 
and intent-to-stay substantially…

…and translates into very real gains 
in rising leader performance

* “Talent advocate” is defi ned as the ability of the senior leader at ensuring that others are 
able to see the rising leader’s long-term potential within the organization.

Rising Leader’s
Performance

19.4% Increase

1

2

3
4

5

6

7
Very 

Ineffective
Very 

Effective

Senior Leader’s Effectiveness 
as Talent Advocate*

Rising Leader’s Discretionary Effort

Rising Leader’s Intent to Stay

14.7% Increase

16.2% Increase

The Performance Impact of Talent Advocates

Source: Learning and Development Roundtable 2006 Senior Leadership 
Survey; Learning and Development Roundtable research.
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Enabling Leaders to Effectively Discuss 
and Champion High-Potential Talent

� Johnson & Johnson (J&J) equips leaders with guidance 
to help them discuss the performance, potential, and 
development opportunities of their direct reports. This 
guidance consists of J&J’s Global Leadership Profi le—a 
combination of leadership competencies and potential 
derailers—and a list of preparatory questions for leaders 
to consider in advance of talent review meetings.

� The guidance J&J provides allows leaders to discuss the 
performance and potential of rising leaders through a fact-
based and data-driven orientation, specifi cally focusing 
on what results their direct reports achieved and how they 
delivered against those results. Through such guidance, 
J&J ensures that leaders are not under- or overestimating 
the accomplishments of their direct reports based on the 
strengths or limitations of leaders’ communication skills, 
but rather accurately representing the achievements of their 
direct reports based on individual merit alone. Leaders 
are better enabled to have richer and more meaningful 
discussions about the development opportunities of their 
direct reports. Both the “what” and “how” focus of talent 
review meetings help to pinpoint strengths and areas of 
development.

Summary:  Johnson & Johnson (J&J) equips leaders with guidance to help them discuss the performance, potential, and development opportunities of their 
direct reports. This guidance consists of J&J’s Global Leadership Profi le—a combination of leadership competencies and potential derailers—and a list 
of preparatory questions for leaders to consider in advance of talent review meetings.
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 Questions for Leaders to Consider in Preparation for Talent Reviews

• What actions did the individual take to accomplish these results?

• What was the context in which this occurred (i.e., degree of diffi culty, cycle of business)?

• What behaviors did the individual demonstrate to accomplish these results?

• What was their business’s performance relative to the industry (i.e., growth versus market 
growth)?

• What has this individual done with the asset he or she has to deliver on the business? What was 
the ROI on their budget?

• What has been this individual’s contribution to value creation?

• What did this individual do to build talent depth, recruitment, and diversity?

– How many promotions have taken place under this individual’s leadership?
– How many individuals has this person “exported” to other J&J companies?

Case in Point: Talent Review Guidance

Johnson & Johnson: Talent Review Guidance
J&J provides leaders with guidance to ensure “deep and broad” conversations on high-potentials during talent review meetings…

J&J Talent Review Meetings
Solid Track Record Indicators

The candidate must have accomplished the following 
across a three-year period:

• Delivered consistent business results that met 
or exceeded the business plan

• Achieved results that are comparable to the 
competition/marketplace

• Drove capital-effi cient profi table growth

• Leveraged process excellence to drive superior 
business growth

• Maximized human resource potential

Sources of Data

• Global Leadership Profi le

• Credo* survey results

• Business dashboards

• Dialogue with direct report

• Dialogue with others (e.g., peers)

* Credo refers to Johnson & Johnson’s    
 responsibilities to their customers, employees,   
 community, and stockholders

Source: Johnson & Johnson; Learning and Development Roundtable research.

…allowing participants to discuss talent in a consistent and objective …allowing participants to discuss talent in a consistent and objective 
manner and advocate the long-term potential and career of their direct reportsmanner and advocate the long-term potential and career of their direct reports

Integrity and Credo-based Actions ~ lives Credo values; builds trust; tells the truth; initiates transparency    
into problems; demonstrates genuine caring for people

Strategic Thinking ~ driven to envision a better future; takes any role or job and makes it better; has 
relentless dissatisfaction with status quo; motivated to leave things better than they were; a change agent

Big Pictur e Orienta tion with A tt ention to Detail ~ able t o oper ate in two “worlds” simultaneously e.g., 
gr owth and cost control, enterprise and operating company success; sees the why as well as the what; 
can zoom in or out as needed

Or ganiza tion & Talent Development ~ motiv ates and empowers others to achieve a desired action; 
enjoys developing a diverse group of people; champions diversity; instills confidence; attracts good 
people; demons tr ates a tr ack record of people development; brings out the best in others; net exporter 
of suc cessful talent; invests time to be personally “connected” with the organization

Int ellectual Curiosity ~ sees the pos sibilities; willing t o e xperiment; cultiv ates new ideas; comfortable 
with ambiguity and uncertainty

C ollabor ation and T eaming ~ puts int er es ts of ent erprise above own; works well across functions and 
groups; builds teams effectively; inspires followership; instills a global mindset; champions best practices

Sense of Ur genc y ~ pr oactiv ely senses and r esponds to problems and opportunities; works to reduce      
“cycle” time; takes action when needed

Prudent Risk -taking ~ inner c onfidenc e to take risks and learn from experience; courage to grab       
opportunities or shed non- viable businesses; willing to make tough calls

Self-awareness and Adaptability ~ resilient; has personal modesty and humility; willing to learn from 
others; pa tient, optimis tic, flexible and adaptable

Results and Performance Driven ~ assumes personal ownership and accountability for business results 
and solutions; c onsistently delivers results that meet or exceed expectations; makes the customer central 
to all thinking; k eeps the f ocus on driving cus tomer value

G L O B A L  L E A D E R S H I P  P R O F I L E
D e v e l o p i n g  a  d i v e r s e ,  r o b u s t  p i p e l i n e  o f  e x t r a o r d i n a r y  l e a d e r s

V isit the GLP w ebsit e a t 

http:/ /jnjuniv ersity .jnj.com/?Leadership

C O N TAC T S  

Your Local HR Business Partner
or
Your Regional Strategic Talent
Management Office: 

A S I A  PAC I F I C  

Lynn Daniel 
ldaniel5@jnjhk.jnj. c om 
+852-2738-6106 

E M E A  

Jill Littlejohn 
jlittle1@jppbe.jnj.com 
+32-2- 749-2581 

L AT I N  A M E R I C A  

Hect or Garcia 
hgarcia3@jjcus.jnj.com 
+305-265-2635 

N O R T H  A M E R I C A /C O R P O R AT E  

Uneeda Brewer-Frazier
ubrewer@corus.jnj.com 
+7 32-524-1935 
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© Johnson & Johnson Servic es, Inc.
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Guiding Talent Development and Promotion Discussions

� The guidance J&J offers also helps leaders who seek to 
promote direct reports to new roles or to expose them to 
“scarce” development opportunities (e.g., job rotations).

� The list of diagnostic questions featured on the page below 
demonstrates the level of deliberation J&J expects its leaders 
to devote when assessing the promotion or development 
potential of their direct reports. For example, leaders 
seeking to promote “ready now” candidates consider 
a number of questions regarding their direct reports’ 
capability of managing an upward transition and identify 
potential derailers that could inhibit their direct reports’ 
success in new roles. The aim of the mix of questions is to 
ensure the recommendations that leaders put forward are 
well thought out so as not to expose the candidate, their new 
team, and the organization to unnecessary levels of risk.

Summary:  The guidance J&J offers also helps leaders who seek to promote direct reports to new roles or to expose them to “scarce” development opportunities 
(e.g., job rotations).
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  Johnson & Johnson’s Assessment Questions for “Ready Now” Talent

As you are preparing for the “Ready Now” potential discussion on your candidate, think about 
how you would respond to the following questions:

• How will the individual manage areas/activities that are different from what they do now?

• What are the most likely reasons the individual will succeed in a position of increased 
responsibility?

• What are the most likely reasons the individual will fail in a position of increased responsibility?

• How will the individual handle crisis? Pressure?

• How will the individual handle confl ict, obstacles, or differences of opinion?

• Will the individual break from tradition if needed?

• Will the individual replace people and team members who do not provide results that are 
needed?

• Will people and team members feel comfortable working with the individual?

• Will the individual work hard to establish an optimistic, “can-do” climate?

• Are there any aspects of the individual’s judgment that might make J&J vulnerable?

• What kind of work challenges the individual? (e.g., conceptual, quantitative, large-scale change)

Source: Johnson & Johnson; Learning and Development Roundtable research.

Johnson & Johnson: Talent Review Guidance
For the discussion of “ready now” candidates, J&J equips leaders with diagnostic questions to help them present 

a compelling case for promotions and give them guidance on potential action items to facilitate continuous development

Case in Point: Johnson & Johnson’s Talent Review Guidance (Continued)

Testing for Transition 
Management Capabilities: 
Leaders must be able to 
address how well their direct 
reports will manage the 
transition from their old to 
new position

Assessing Potential 
Derailers: Leaders 
must also be able to 
identify the potential 
derailers and how they 
plan to address them 
in both the short- and 
long-term

1

2
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Coming Up Short on What Matters Most

� A Troubling Misalignment of Priorities—The Roundtable 
rank ordered the 29 LLD activities that impact rising 
leader performance by the effectiveness of senior leaders at 
those activities, as rated by their rising leaders. The table 
below provides a side-by-side comparison of each activity’s 
ranking, fi rst by senior leader effectiveness and then by its 
performance impact. The results reveal that senior leaders 
are least effective at a surprisingly large number of the 
activities that matter most. This suggests that the typical 
senior leader needs to reorient their emphasis away from less 
important activities toward those activities that will yield 
the greatest return on their time.

� Ineffective and Unwilling Talent Champions—The 
effectiveness of senior leaders at activities that provide rising 
leaders valuable exposure to others in the organization was 
especially troubling. Despite the importance of activities 
such as broadcasting rising leaders’ long-term potential, 
directing rising leaders to career-advancing assignments, 
and connecting them to other key leaders, none of these 
activities were among the top ten most effective LLD 
activities of senior leaders. These activities all represent risk 
in the eyes of the senior leader—they increase the likelihood 
of their rising leader being transferred to other parts of 
the organization. Herein lies the heart of the “talent-
shield paradox”: the more senior leaders do to shield their 
talent from others, the more they deprive them of critical 
opportunities to build their capabilities.

Summary:  Senior leaders tend to be relatively ineffective at activities that expose rising leaders to development opportunities beyond their teams, most likely because 
of concerns that they will lose them to other parts of the organization. In doing so, however, they stifl e the careers of rising leaders by depriving them of 
experiences and relationships critical to their development.
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Leader-Led Development Activity Rank of Senior Leader’s 
Effectiveness at Activity

Rank of Activity’s 
Impact on Performance

Maximum Impact of Activity 
on Rising Leader Performance

Provide Signifi cant Decision-Making Responsibility 1 23 12.3%

Give Advice from Own Experiences 2 16 13.8%

Sounding Board for Diffi cult Issues and Challenges 3 3 22.0%

Place in Situations That Push Comfort Zone 4 20 13.0%

Place in Failing Situations or Projects 5 18 13.1%

Give Increasingly Varied Responsibility 6 4 22.0%

Provide Opportunities to Apply New Skills 7 22 12.4%

Feedback on Greatest Strengths 8 1 25.2%

Coach on Organization-Wide Issues 9 17 13.2%

Ensure Projects Provide Learning 10 5 21.5%

Ensure Others See Long-Term Potential 11 8 19.4%

Ensure Development in Areas for Current Success 12 12 17.2%

Enable Refl ection on Learning from Projects 13 19 13.0%

Enable Learning from Other Leaders 14 7 20.0%

Provide Safe Opportunities to Practice New Skills 15 6 21.5%

Coach on Improving My Organization’s Performance 16 25 12.1%

Provide Guidance on Most-Infl uential Individuals 17 13 16.7%

Help Understand Unintended Consequences 18 21 12.6%

Sequence Work Experiences and Assignments 19 9 19.1%

Provide Experience with Entire Organization 20 15 13.9%

Direct to Career Advancing Job Assignments 21 2 23.6%

Ensure Development in Areas for Career Advancement 22 11 17.7%

Build Relationships to Other Key Leaders 23 10 19.0%

Prepare for Successful Career Moves 24 14 16.1%

Connect with Best Mentors and Coaches 25 24 12.2%

A Question of Prioritization
The profi le of the typical senior leader reveals some disturbing shortcomings 

in their ability to carry out the activities that best develop rising leaders

Effectiveness-Impact Rankings of the Top 25 LLD Activities*

* Rows in bold indicate the 10 LLD activities with the greatest impact on rising leader performance. Source: Learning and Development Roundtable 2006 Senior Leadership 
Survey; Learning and Development Roundtable research.

Senior Leader Effectiveness at Individual LLD Activities

Activities that give 
rising leaders exposure 
to others do not rank 
among the strengths of 
senior leaders.

Top 
10 LLD 

Strengths 
of Senior 
Leaders
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The Danger of Holding on Too Tightly

� Shielding Talent Often Backfi res—The two charts on the 
below page illustrate what happens when senior leaders 
serve as talent shields as opposed to career champions for 
their rising leaders. When senior leaders try to keep their 
rising leaders to themselves, they signifi cantly lower rising 
leader willingness to remain with the organization. Senior 
leaders who are ineffective at directing their rising leaders 
to assignments that will advance their careers or who do not 
broadcast their potential to other leaders stand to lose their 
rising leaders completely. In fact, their rising leaders are 
as much as 18% more likely to leave the organization than 
rising leaders who report to senior leaders who are effective 
talent advocates.

Summary:  The Roundtable’s research indicates that senior leaders who attempt to hide their rising leaders’ talent actually increase the likelihood that those rising 
leaders will leave their organizations. The harder senior leaders try to hold on to the very rising talent they want to keep, the greater the chance that they 
will lose those leaders altogether.
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The Impact of Shielding Talent on Intent to Stay

Intent to Stay
of Rising Leader A

Intent to Stay
of Rising Leader B

100

84

The “Talent-Shield” Paradox
Rising leaders who are shielded from others in the organization are much more likely to walk out the door

The Negative Impact of Shielding Talent on Intent to Stay

Note For the purposes of illustration, leaders’ scores were indexed to a scale on which 100 points indicates the intent 
to stay of rising leaders who report to senior leaders who are very ineffective at the given LLD activity.

Source: Learning and Development Roundtable 2006 Senior Leadership 
Survey; Learning and Development Roundtable research.

“Directs Rising Leader 
to Career Advancing Job Assignments”

Intent to Stay
of Rising Leader A

Intent to Stay
of Rising Leader B

100

82

= (18%)

“Builds Relationships Between 
Rising Leader and Other Key Leaders”

= (16%)

Rising Leader A: Reports to a Senior Leader 
who doesn’t hide talent from others

Rising Leader B: Reports to a Senior Leader 
who hides talent from others
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Holding Senior Leaders Accountable for Talent Movement

� Telecom New Zealand holds heads of BUs accountable 
for promoting talent movement by assessing their talent 
“import” and “export” ratios. On an annual basis, the HR 
function measures the percentage of vacant roles fi lled by 
internal candidates within each senior leaders’ BU and the 
percentage of their people who fi lled vacant roles in other 
parts of the organization.

� The organization also holds senior leaders broadly 
accountable for development. During their annual 
360-degree leadership assessment process, their support 
network (e.g., direct reports, peers) assesses how well heads 
of BUs identify and broker development opportunities for 
team members and beyond.

Summary:  Telecom New Zealand holds heads of BUs accountable for promoting talent movement by assessing their talent “import” and “export” ratios. On 
an annual basis, the HR function measures the percentage of vacant roles fi lled by internal candidates within each senior leaders’ BU and the percentage of 
their people who fi lled vacant roles in other parts of the organization.
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Financial-Based Targets
Head of BUsPeople-Based Targets

Head of BUs
Employee Engagement

• Percentage of their people who say they have an individual performance plan (IPP)
• Percentage of their people who are satisfi ed that their IPP provides clarity on their development objectives

Turnover
• Percentage reduction of annualized voluntary turnover rates
• Percentage of voluntary departees with “Exceed” or “Outstanding” on their latest performance ratings

Internal Labor Market Guidelines
• Percentage of vacant roles fi lled by internal candidates
• Percentage of their people who fi lled vacant roles in other BUs

Shape of Team
• Percentage of “new-to-role” direct reports
• Percentage of direct reports performing at the required level
• Number of “promotion-ready” direct reports

Case in Point: Telecom New Zealand’s Talent Movement Roles and Accountability Measures

Telecom New Zealand: Talent 
Movement Roles and Accountability Measures

Senior leaders are held accountable for development broadly 
and talent movement specifi cally as part of their people-based targets…

Source: Telecom New Zealand; Learning and Development Roundtable research.* The Head of HR for all of Telecom New Zealand provides coaching for the top 100 leaders.

…and an annual 360-degree leadership assessment process
Executive Team

Building Company Strength

Builds People Capability
• Inspires a strong desire in people to develop their potential
• Has a history in growing people beyond their role
• Provides others with development opportunities to meet their career needs

Peers

• Percentage of vacant roles fi lled by internal candidates
• Percentage of their people who fi lled vacant roles in other BUs

• Has a history in growing people beyond their role
• Provides others with development opportunities to meet their career needs

Broker of Development 
Opportunities: Senior leaders are 
assessed by their support network 
on how well they identify and broker 
development opportunities for team 
members and beyond (and if they 
have a history for doing so).

• Percentage of vacant roles fi lled by internal candidates
• Percentage of their people who fi lled vacant roles in other BUs

Measuring Talent Importing/
Exporting: Talent “import” and 
“export” metrics ensure that senior 
leaders “push and pull” talent across 
the organization.

Direct Reports

Executive 
Coach*
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Ten Key Lessons from the LLD Roles

� Principles to Develop Leaders By—The framework on the 
page below summarizes the fi ve essential LLD roles that 
senior leaders should play. Within each of these roles are 
two guiding principles that surfaced from the Roundtable’s 
analysis of the activities composing each role. Moreover, 
the fi ve roles are divided into three broad areas that broadly 
refl ect the fl ow of interactions between senior leaders and 
the rising leaders. This framework can serve as a handy 
reminder for senior leaders about where they should focus 
their time and energies when developing rising leaders.

Summary:  The Roundtable’s research reveals ten principles to guide senior leaders’ efforts to develop rising leaders. These principles are situated within an easy-to-use 
framework illustrating the fundamentals of LLD.
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Ten Guiding Principles for Leaders Who Develop Leaders
Roundtable’s analysis of the fi ve essential roles of LLD can be summarized 

into ten key lessons to guide senior leaders’ efforts to develop other leaders

Summarizing the LLD Roles

Performance 
Advisor

 1. Asking, Not Telling—
The best senior leaders 
develop rising leaders by 
asking the right questions, 
not giving them the right 
answers.

 2. Leveraging Strengths—
The best senior leaders 
develop rising leaders by 
building on their strengths, 
not correcting their 
weaknesses.

Advice

Source: Learning and Development Roundtable 2006 Senior Leadership 
Survey; Learning and Development Roundtable research.

Career 
Champion

Experience
Optimizer

Experience
Broker

Relationship
Broker

AccelerationApplication and Refl ection

 3. Navigating the Political 
Landscape—The best 
senior leaders leverage 
their “privileged insight” to 
help rising leaders navigate 
internal networks.

 4. Building Networks 
That Matter—The best 
senior leaders actively help 
rising leaders build critical 
relationships rather than 
more relationships.

 5. Linking Experiences 
to Advancement—The 
best senior leaders create 
clear connections between 
critical experiences and 
career advancement.

 6. Providing Experiences 
That Stretch—The best 
senior leaders place rising 
leaders in experiences with 
the right balance of stretch 
and leverage.

 7. From Action to 
Refl ection to 
Application—The best 
senior leaders create room 
for rising leaders to refl ect 
and learn from experience.

 8. Putting Learning to 
Work—The best senior 
leaders ensure that rising 
leaders act on and apply 
what they have learned 
from previous experiences 
to their current work.

 9. Championing Rising 
Talent—The best senior 
leaders act as visible, 
active champions for the 
long-term potential of 
their rising leaders.

 10. Exporting, Not Just 
Importing, Talent—
The best senior leaders 
set rising leaders up for 
successful transitions 
beyond their current 
roles.

“From Telling 
to Enabling”

“Building Relationship 
Quality, Not Quantity”

“Mining Within-Role 
Experiences for 

Development Value”

“From Action 
to Refl ection 

to Application”

“Paving the Path 
to Senior Leadership”
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Chapter III
Driving LLD Effectiveness

• How can L&D develop relationships in which LLD can fl ourish?

• Can senior leaders coach effectively if they’re viewed as “uncoachable?”

• To what extent do rising leaders “get the coaching that they deserve?”
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The Case for Looking at LLD Enablers

� Crisis of Effectiveness—Roundtable research shows that 
some senior leaders are well aware of where to focus their 
efforts and how to develop rising leaders. However, even 
though they may have the knowledge on how to fi nd 
opportunities to facilitate rising leader development and are 
cognizant of how they will be measured on this capability, 
they tend to struggle with the effective application of this 
knowledge. In other words, even leaders with a very high 
level of awareness of “how to do it” may have limited skills 
on “how to do it well.” 

� Bridging the Gap—The largest challenge for L&D is 
developing a strategy to boost the effectiveness of senior 
leaders in this critical area. Learning executives must 
identify the drivers that close the gap between knowledge 
and effective application. This section focuses on the drivers 
that are most critical to maximizing the impact of LLD 
effectiveness, thereby providing a road map for leaders on 
how to best apply their knowledge.

Summary:  Even when senior leaders have the requisite knowledge about how to develop rising leaders, their effectiveness at LLD can prove to be disappointing. 
L&D functions struggle in bridging the gap between senior leader knowledge and effective development.
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Sometimes Just Knowing Isn’t Enough
The Importance of the Knowing-Doing Gap

Even organizations whose senior leaders have 
high LLD “IQs” can come up short on LLD…

…leaving L&D questioning how they can 
enable their senior leaders to be more effective

What’s Wrong with This Picture?

Senior Leader LLD “Intelligence”

Measure

• Senior leaders know their responsibility 
for developing other leaders

• Senior leaders know how to fi nd 
opportunities for stretch assignments

• Senior leaders know how their success at 
developing other leaders will be measured

Assessment

Senior Leader LLD Effectiveness:

Alpha Company*

Source: Learning and Development Roundtable 2003 Employee Development 
Survey; Learning and Development Roundtable research.* Pseudonym for actual organization participating in the Roundtable’s research.

A Common Refrain
“What else can we do to help our leaders do a 

better job at developing our rising leaders?”
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Senior Leaders Are Largely Committed

� No Question of Commitment—A crucial factor in the 
success of developing rising leaders for future leadership 
positions is senior leader willingness to engage in LLD. 
The results here are encouraging. The Roundtable’s 
analysis reveals that the majority of rising leaders do not 
doubt the development commitment of the senior leaders. 
Approximately 72 percent of rising leaders recognize 
that their managers are committed to their professional 
development. 

� A Shared View—The high level of rising leader confi dence 
in senior leader commitment to their development is 
consistent across organizations. LLD commitment levels 
ranged from 65 and 85% among the organizations in this 
analysis, illustrating that, no matter the organization, most 
senior leaders visibly demonstrate a willingness to play this 
critical role. 

Summary:  Senior leader willingness to engage in LLD is encouraging. Across every organization in the Roundtable’s research, a majority of rising leaders believe that 
their managers are commited to their development.
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Effectiveness at LLD: A Matter of Skill Over Will
Rising leaders largely believe that senior 

leaders are committed to their development…

Commitment of Senior Leaders to LLD

Percentage of Rising Leaders Who “Agree” or “Strongly Agree” 
that “My Manager Is Committed to My Professional Development”

72%

28%

Senior Leaders 
with Strong 

Commitment 
to LLD

The Commitment Versus Effectiveness Question

Source: Learning and Development Roundtable 2006 Senior Leadership 
Survey; Learning and Development Roundtable research.

…and this fi nding holds consistently 
from one organization to the next

Differences in Levels of Senior Leader LLD Commitment

Percentage of Senior Leaders

Company with Lowest
LLD Commitment

Company with Highest
LLD Commitment

65%

82%
 = 26%

Senior Leaders 
Without Strong 

Commitment to LLD

Commitment Is Not the Core Challenge
Senior leaders exhibit much greater willingness to develop rising leaders than is widely assumed. The central problem 
with LLD cannot be attributed to a “crisis of commitment.” Getting to the core of the LLD challenge involves going 
beyond senior leader commitment.
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An Assortment of Possibilities

� A Daunting Array of Options—The table on the page below 
provides a full list of the 139 drivers of LLD effectiveness 
analyzed by the Roundtable. The drivers are organized 
according to the Roundtable’s analytical model. The 
sheer number of options highlights the magnitude of the 
challenge confronting learning executives in pursuing the 
activities that matter most. With that goal in mind, this 
section of this study is designed to enable L&D functions 
to cut through the clutter of possibilities and identify the 
handful of drivers with the most consistent and signifi cant 
impact on LLD. 

Summary:  The Roundtable’s analysis examined more than 130 drivers that could promote the effectiveness of senior leaders at developing rising leaders. 
Results demonstrated that only a handful of the drivers have a consistent and signifi cant impact on senior leader effectiveness. 
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Could All of This Really Matter?
Learning executives confront a wide array of options for boosting the effectiveness of senior leaders at developing other leaders

The Potential Drivers of LLD Effectiveness

Rising Leader Motivation to Learn
• Belief in Link Between Learning and Personal Success 
• Belief in Link Between Learning and Organizational Success
• Refl ects on Learning Experiences 
• Follows Through on Development Goals
• Successfully Applies New Learning 

Rising Leader Competencies
• Developing People 
• Visionary Leadership 
• Motivating People 
• Change Leadership 
• Attracting Talent 
• Process Management 
• Interpersonal Skills 
• Problem Solving 
• Infl uence & Negotiation Skills 
• Relationship Building 
• Customer Focus 
• Project Management 
• Communication Skills 
• Strategic Thinking 
• Technology Management 
• Confl ict Management 
• Managing Diversity 
• Business Acumen 
• Sales Management

Rising Leader Derailers
• Easily Swayed by Others’ Opinion 
• Focuses Too Heavily on Details 
• Intimidates Others 
• Jumps to Hasty Conclusions 
• Manipulates Others 
• Micromanages Direct Reports 
• Reacts Negatively to Criticism 
• Does Not Share Relevant Information 
• Seeks Gain at Others’ Expense 
• Quickly Dismisses Ideas of Others 
• Does Not Recognize Others’ Contribution 
• Does Not Take Responsibility 

Support Resources for LLD
• Knowledge of How to Develop Leaders 
• Knowledge of Key Development Experiences 
• Knowledge of Sources of Leadership Development Help 
• Knowledge of Goal-Oriented Development Plans
• Knowledge of Tools Critical to Developing Leaders
• Demarcate Development Responsibilities and Ownership
• Knowledge of Key Relationships to Developing Leaders
• Help Find Stretch Opportunities
• Knowledge of Development Success Measures

Top Management Support
• Executives Are Exemplars of Developing Leaders 
• Executives Place Priority on Developing Leaders 
• Executives Emphasize Importance of Developing Leaders 
• Personal Benefi t from Leader-Led Development 
• Previous Managers Were Good Role Models 

Learning Culture
• Encouragement to Keep Trying After Failure 
• Opportunities for Horizontal Mobility 
• Encourage to Improve Methods 
• Encouragement for New Ways of Doing Things 
• Organization Shares Important Development Experiences
• Opportunities for Vertical Mobility 
• Encouragement to Develop Own Ideas 
• Organizational Desire for High-Risk/High-Gain Investments 
• Incentives to Work on Risky Ideas 
• Encouragement to Find New Solutions 

Peer Support
• Peers Stay Informed About Development Opportunities for 

Other Leaders
• Peers Share Ideas on Developing Other Leaders
• Leaders Held Accountable for Developing Other Leaders
• Peers Share All Relevant Information
• Peers Expect to be Developed by Their Managers

Incentives
• Percentage of Compensation Tied to Employee Development
• Percentage of Performance Review Devoted to Employee 

Development 
• Percentage of Performance Targets Based on Employee 

Development 
• Tracking of Manager’s Efforts to Develop Employees 

Senior Leader Receptivity to Development
• Open to New Ideas and Suggestions 
• Approachable to Informal Feedback 
• Follows Through on Development Goals 
• Actively Seeks Out Feedback and Criticism 
• Understands the Importance of Coaching 
• Curtails Self-Limiting Behaviors 
• Identifi es Limiting Beliefs and Behaviors 
• Responds to Feedback 
• Admits Need for Improvement 
• Openly Discusses Coaching Needs 

The Senior Leader–Rising Leader Relationship
• Commitment to Leader’s Development 
• Positive Relationship with Manager 
• Inspirational Leadership and Vision 
• Credibility of Leader’s Business Management Skills 
• Credibility of Leader’s Leadership Skills 
• Respectful and Fair Treatment by Manager 
• Recognizes On-the-Job Contributions 
• Gives Freedom to Make Own Decisions 
• Employee’s Support of Manager 
• Committed to Flexibility in Work–Life Balance 
• Approachable to Any Topic 
• Credibility of Leader’s Expertise 
• Long-Term Commitment to Manager 
• Desire to Perform Well for Manager

Rising Leader Receptivity to Development
• Open to New Ideas and Suggestions 
• Understands the Importance of Coaching 
• Approachable to Informal Feedback 
• Responds to Feedback 
• Curtails Self-Limiting Behaviors 
• Admits Need for Improvement 
• Follows Through on Development Goals 
• Identifi es Limiting Beliefs and Behaviors 
• Openly Discusses Coaching Needs 
• Actively Seeks Out Feedback and Criticism 

Senior Leader Derailers
• Easily Swayed by Others’ Opinions
• Focuses Too Heavily on Details 
• Intimidates Others 
• Jumps to Hasty Conclusions 
• Manipulates Others 
• Micromanages Direct Reports 
• Reacts Negatively to Criticism 
• Does Not Share Relevant Information 
• Seeks Gain at Others’ Expense 
• Quickly Dismisses Ideas of Others 
• Does Not Recognize Others’ Contribution 
• Does Not Take Responsibility 

Senior Leader Motivation to Learn
• Belief in Link Between Learning and Personal Success 
• Belief in Link Between Learning and Organizational Success 
• Refl ects on Learning Experiences 
• Follows Through on Development Goals 
• Successfully Applies New Learning

Senior Leader Competencies
• Developing People 
• Visionary Leadership 
• Motivating People 
• Change Leadership 
• Attracting Talent 
• Process Management 
• Interpersonal Skills 
• Problem Solving 
• Infl uence & Negotiation Skills 
• Relationship Building 
• Customer Focus 
• Project Management 
• Communication Skills 
• Strategic Thinking 
• Technology Management 
• Confl ict Management 
• Managing Diversity 
• Business Acumen 
• Sales Management 
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Narrowing Down to a Select Few 

� LLD Drivers Are Not Created Equal—The chart below 
illustrates the variability in maximum impact that each 
potential driver has on LLD effectiveness. The range of 
the impacts across all of the drivers is substantial, with the 
most important drivers having impacts several orders of 
magnitude greater than the least infl uential drivers. Simply 
put, not all activities are equally critical to boosting LLD 
effectiveness. The focus of the rest of this section is to 
examine only those drivers with the most signifi cant and 
consistent impact on LLD effectiveness. 

Summary:  Out of all the possible drivers of LLD effectiveness, only a small minority consistently demonstrates a signifi cant and meaningful impact. In short, of all the 
things organizations could do to drive LLD effectiveness, there are only a handful of things they should do.
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Focusing on What Matters Most to LLD Effectiveness
Roundtable analysis reveals signifi cant variation in impact across the potential drivers 

of senior leader LLD effectiveness, with many drivers having little to no consistent impact

Driver Impact on LLD Effectiveness

The Range of Drivers of LLD Effectiveness

Note: Each bar presents a statistical estimate of the maximum impact each driver can contribute to LLD effectiveness. The maximum impact is calculated by 
measuring the predicted difference in LLD effectiveness between the lowest and highest value on each driver. The impact of each driver is modeled separately.

Source: Learning and Development Roundtable 2006 Senior Leadership 
Survey; Learning and Development Roundtable research.
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The Three Key Enablers of LLD 

� It’s All About Relationships and Receptivity—On close 
examination, the drivers that had the most signifi cant 
impact on LLD effectiveness (in the Roundtable’s analysis) 
fall into three distinct groups of enablers:

•  Senior Leader–Rising Leader Relationships—This group 
of attributes, as shown below, is the most powerful 
enabler of LLD effectiveness, with an average impact 
of 40%. In the absence of a healthy relationship 
between senior leaders and rising leaders, meaningful 
development can be almost impossible to achieve. 

•  Senior Leader Receptivity to Their Own Development—
The attentiveness and openness of senior leaders 
to their own development is an attribute that can 
signifi cantly boost LLD effectiveness, coming in a close 
second with an average impact of nearly 39%.

• Rising Leader Receptivity to Their Own Development—
Turning the focus on the rising leaders themselves, the 
“coachability” of rising leaders can positively impact 
LLD effectiveness by as much as 25%.

� Clarifying the Role of Context—The Roundtable’s research 
explored the impact of dozens of contextual factors on LLD 
effectiveness. The organization’s support, guidance, and 
incentives for LLD were chief among these factors. However, 
the results of the Roundtable’s analysis failed to uncover any 
meaningful impact of organizational factors on how well 
senior leaders develop other leaders. In sum, while many 
of these drivers may be necessary, they are not in and of 
themselves suffi cient to boost senior leader effectiveness. 

Summary:  The Roundtable’s analysis uncovered three primary groups of drivers that enable senior leaders to become more effective at developing other leaders. 
These groups revolve around the attributes of the individual leaders themselves, and their relationships with one another, rather than the nature of their 
organizations or environments.
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Enabling Leaders to Develop Leaders
The keys to raising senior leaders’ effectiveness at developing rising leaders center 

on their relationships with rising leaders and their receptivity to development

Impact of Drivers on Senior Leader Effectiveness at LLD

The Drivers of Senior Leader LLD Effectiveness

Senior Leader–
Rising Leader
Relationships

Senior Leader
Receptivity to Their
 Own Development

Rising Leader
 Receptivity to Their
Own Development

40.4%
38.7%

25.0%

Source: Learning and Development Roundtable 2006 Senior Leadership 
Survey; Learning and Development Roundtable research.

Average 
Maximum 

Impact 
on LLD 

Effectiveness
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Creating a Foundation of Interactions and Relationships 

� This section examines the three sets of drivers that surfaced 
from the Roundtable’s analysis of LLD effectiveness and 
illustrates the importance of attributes regarding senior 
leaders, rising leaders, and their relationships. The focus is on 
building a solid foundation for development through strong, 
positive relationships, improving the “coachability” of senior 
leaders, and boosting the receptiveness to development of 
rising leaders.
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Three Keys to Effective LLD

1. Relationships: Building a Solid Foundation for Development

2. Senior Leader Receptivity: “Coachability” Drives “Coaching Ability”

3. Rising Leader Receptivity: Avoiding the “I’ve Arrived” Syndrome
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The Importance of Positive Relationships 

� Impacts Worth Noting—The height of the bars in the chart 
below illustrate the maximum impact of each attribute 
of the senior leader–rising leader relationship on LLD 
effectiveness. The strength and nature of this relationship 
lays the basic foundation for LLD and clearly plays a critical 
role in enabling the senior leader to develop rising leaders. 

� The Health of the Relationship—The strongest driver 
of LLD effectiveness is the health of the senior leader–
rising leader relationship. Senior leaders who maintain a 
relationship perceived as positive by the rising leader can be 
47% more effective at LLD. 

� Credibility, Vision, and Inspiration—Establishing 
credibility as a leader and providing vision and inspiration 
follow relationship health closely in terms of potential 
impact on effectiveness. Building credible business-
management skills and functional expertise are also key 
attributes that can positively impact LLD effectiveness. 
Senior leaders who display these attributes have the 
potential to boost their LLD effectiveness by anywhere from 
37% to 44%. 

� A Respectful Management Style—The degree to which 
senior leaders demonstrate respectful and fair treatment 
to their rising leaders, providing them with freedom to 
achieve their desired work–life balance, and the fl exibility 
to make their own decisions also have a signifi cant impact 
on LLD effectiveness. Although senior leaders must strive 
to demonstrate a strong, credible presence to their rising 
leaders, they must give the rising leaders room to maneuver 
by providing them with fl exibility and autonomy. 

Summary:  The most powerful drivers of LLD effectiveness revolve around the nature and strength of the senior leader–rising leader relationship. Effective 
development is unlikely to occur without a solid foundation built on a healthy relationship characterized by credibility and respect.
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Management Style
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Maximum 
Impact 
on LLD 

Effectiveness

Creating Healthy Relationships for Development
Senior leaders are signifi cantly more effective at developing rising leaders when 

they establish healthy relationships characterized by credibility and respect

The Impact of Senior Leader–Rising Leader Relationships on LLD Effectiveness

The Role of the Senior Leader–Rising Leader Relationship

Note: Each bar presents a statistical estimate of the maximum impact each driver can contribute to LLD effectiveness. The maximum impact is calculated by 
measuring the predicted difference in LLD effectiveness between the lowest and highest value on each driver. The impact of each driver is modeled separately.

Key Takeaways
• Unless they establish the “right” 

relationships with rising leaders, 
senior leaders have little hope of 
playing an effective role in their 
development.

• Senior leaders are most effective 
when rising leaders perceive them 
as credible coaches and sources 
of insight.

• Rising leaders respond best to 
coaching when senior leaders 
respect their individual needs 
for autonomy and fl exibility.

Source: Learning and Development Roundtable 2006 Senior Leadership 
Survey; Learning and Development Roundtable research.
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Three Keys to Effective LLD

1. Relationships: Building a Solid Foundation for Development

2. Senior Leader Receptivity: “Coachability” Drives “Coaching Ability”

3. Rising Leader Receptivity: Avoiding the “I’ve Arrived” Syndrome
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When Vulnerability Can Be a Strength

� Attentiveness to Self-Development—The effectiveness of 
senior leaders at developing rising leaders partly depends 
on their focus on their own development. Through their 
willingness to engage in self-development, senior leaders not 
only serve as role models but also demonstrate their ability 
to understand the challenges faced by their rising leaders 
and provide targeted advice based on their own previous 
experiences. Put simply, unless a senior leader is perceived 
as coachable, they have little hope of effectively coaching 
others.

� Openness to Suggestions and Feedback—The 
approachability of the senior leader in receiving informal 
feedback has the highest impact on their LLD effectiveness, 
second only to the health of the senior leader–rising 
leader relationship. Senior leaders who are open to 
informal feedback, new ideas, and suggestions can boost 
their effectiveness by as much as 44%. Common to all 
the attributes surrounding senior leaders’ openness to 
development is their willingness to place themselves in a 
vulnerable position. Having the strength to acknowledge 
areas of weakness and soliciting feedback and criticism helps 
build open communication channels and maximizes their 
effectiveness at LLD. 

� Active Follow Through—Although listening to feedback 
is important, acting upon it to improve performance is just 
as critical. Senior leaders who fail to respond to feedback 
can be more than 40% less effective at LLD than those who 
follow through on suggestions.

Summary:  Senior leaders are most effective at LLD when they openly acknowledge their need for improvement and serve as a role model for illustrating the 
importance of development. However, the best senior leaders go beyond a passive acceptance of their need for development and actively follow through 
on the feedback they receive. 
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36.8%

Coachability Breeds “Coach-Ability”
The most effective senior leaders at coaching and developing rising leaders are themselves highly “coachable”

The Impact of Senior Leader Receptivity to Development on LLD Effectiveness

Openness to Development Active Follow Through

Maximum 
Impact on LLD 
Effectiveness

The Role of Senior Leader Receptivity to Development

Source: Learning and Development Roundtable 2006 Senior Leadership 
Survey; Learning and Development Roundtable research.

Key Takeaways
• Senior leaders are most effective at 

developing rising leaders when they 
demonstrate their own coachability.

• The most effective “bench builders” 
take charge of their own development 
and proactively seek out feedback and 
coaching. 

• The best bench builders aren’t simply 
passive recipients of feedback; they 
respond to feedback by modifying their 
actions and behaviors.

Note: Each bar presents a statistical estimate of the maximum impact each driver can contribute to LLD effectiveness. The maximum impact is calculated by 
measuring the predicted difference in LLD effectiveness between the lowest and highest value on each driver. The impact of each driver is modeled separately.
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A Closer Look at Senior Leader Receptivity

� Room to Improve for Senior Leaders—Overall, when 
assessed by their rising leaders, signifi cant percentages of 
senior leaders had room to improve in three key areas, two 
of which involve their follow through on feedback:

• Willingness to Openly Discuss Their Coaching Needs—As 
demonstrated previously, this attribute can improve 
LLD effectiveness by 42%. However, 62% of rising 
leaders in the Roundtable analysis indicated that their 
senior leaders do not openly discuss their development, 
thereby mitigating the impact of any coaching they 
provide.

• Active Pursuit of Constructive Feedback—Senior leaders 
are perceived to be reluctant to seek out feedback and 
criticism from other leaders by 47% of rising leaders. 

• Responsiveness to the Feedback They Receive—Four 
out of every ten rising leaders do not believe that their 
senior leaders respond to the feedback they receive, 
underlying the notion that senior leaders struggle to be 
receptive to their own development. 

Summary:  The Roundtable’s analysis of senior leader receptivity levels surfaced the need for them to focus their improvement efforts in several critical areas. 
The tendency for senior leaders to struggle on some of the most important aspects of receptivity to development was especially disconcerting. 
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Senior Leader, Know Thyself
A Scorecard on Senior Leader Receptivity to Development

Source: Learning and Development Roundtable 2006 Senior Leadership 
Survey; Learning and Development Roundtable research.

Large shares of senior leaders have “room to run” on their receptivity to being developed, 
presenting learning executives with a huge opportunity to improve LLD effectiveness

Senior Leader Receptivity to Development

Top Improvement Opportunities for Senior Leaders

As Rated by Rising Leaders

Openly Discusses
Coaching Needs

Actively Seeks
Out Feedback
and Criticism

Responds to Feedback

62.1%

47.2%
40.1%Percentage of 

Rising Leaders 
Who Do Not 

“Agree” or 
“Strongly Agree”
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Three Keys to Effective LLD

1. Relationships: Building a Solid Foundation for Development

3. Rising Leader Receptivity: Avoiding the “I’ve Arrived” Syndrome

2. Senior Leader Receptivity: “Coachability” Drives “Coaching Ability”
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The Reciprocal Nature of Receptivity to Development

� Openness Is a Two-Way Street—The receptivity of rising 
leaders to their own development, an often overlooked 
factor, is critical in the success of LLD. Senior leaders cannot 
be effective in developing other leaders if rising leaders do 
not pay heed to their counsel. The full value of LLD can only 
be realized if a “two-way” street of openness is established, 
with both parties being receptive to development. 

� Willing to Be Developed—Rising leaders can directly 
impact the quality of the coaching and development 
they receive from senior leaders by clearly signaling their 
openness and receptivity to receive such development. By 
acknowledging their need for coaching and demonstrating 
their willingness to accept constructive feedback and 
criticism, rising leaders can boost the effectiveness of their 
senior leaders by as much as 33%.

� Prepared to Follow Through—An equally important aspect 
of rising leader receptivity is their commitment to actively 
following through on the feedback and coaching provided 
by senior leaders. Senior leaders who recognize the efforts 
of rising leaders in making changes to their behaviors in 
response to feedback can be 25% more effective at LLD than 
those who do not see an effort on the part of rising leaders. 

Summary:  Senior leaders are more effective at developing rising leaders who are receptive to development and clearly signal their receptivity to feedback. Active follow 
through in response to feedback is critical on the part of the rising leader as well, underlining the reciprocal nature of LLD.
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Rising Leaders Who Want (and Expect) to Be Developed
Senior leaders are far more effective at developing rising leaders who 
are receptive to and act upon the development senior leaders provide

The Impact of Rising Leader Receptivity on LLD Effectiveness
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24.8%
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13.4%

26.2% 25.2%
23.5%

Active Follow ThroughOpenness to Development

Maximum 
Impact 
on LLD 

Effectiveness

The Role of Rising Leader Receptivity to Development

Note: Each box represents a statistical estimate of the maximum impact of each driver on senior leader LLD effectiveness. The maximum 
impact is calculated by measuring the predicted difference in LLD effectiveness between the lowest and highest values of each driver.

Key Takeaways
• The quality of the development that rising 

leaders receive is a function of the quality 
of the development they attract.

• Senior leaders are far more effective 
at developing rising leaders who clearly 
signal their openness and receptivity 
to feedback.

• Senior leaders are better at developing 
rising leaders who demonstrate that 
they’ll follow through on the coaching 
they receive.

Source: Learning and Development Roundtable 2006 Senior Leadership 
Survey; Learning and Development Roundtable research.
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Considering Both Sides of the LLD Equation

� Insuffi cient Focus on Rising Leaders—Despite the fact 
that rising leaders form an integral part of the LLD process, 
many LLD initiatives focus exclusively on the role of the 
senior leaders. By ignoring the importance of the rising 
leaders in building LLD effectiveness, organizations severely 
dilute the potential impact of LLD success. 

Summary:  All too often, organizations tend to orient their efforts to boost LLD effectiveness around senior leaders and neglect the role that rising leaders play in this 
reciprocal relationship. The result is that rising leaders fail to appreciate (and realize) the full benefi ts of being developed by their direct managers.
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A Two-Pronged Strategy for Boosting Effectiveness
All too frequently, organizations focus 

exclusively on the senior leader’s role in LLD…

Typical LLD Strategy: Senior Leader-Centered

…resulting in rising leaders who fail to see 
the benefi t of being developed by their managers

Rising Leader Response: Coaching? Who Needs It?

The Importance of Rising Leader Receptivity to Development

A Two-Way Street
“For the longest time, we’ve been trying to help our top leaders develop our next generation, but our efforts met with 

little success. It wasn’t until we realized that this was a two-way street—that the leaders beneath them had to want to be 
coached—that we really began to see the evaluations of our senior leaders begin to improve.”

 Chief Learning Offi cer, Major Defense Contractor

Are there any others at 
my level who are better 

off because they were coached 
by their managers?

What should I do with all the 
feedback I get from my manager?

What can my manager show me 
that I can’t fi gure out on my own?

Gamma Company
Leader-Led Development Action Plan

 1. Create leader-led development strategy

 2. Add “People Development” rating to senior leaders 
performance appraisals

 3. Develop incentive plan for net exporters of leadership talent

 4. Communicate changes to performance management process 
to senior leaders

 5. Distribute examples of top leaders who develop other leaders 
to senior leaders

 6. Provide mentors to senior leaders scoring low on their 
effectiveness at developing other leaders

Rising Leader

Source: Learning and Development Roundtable 2006 Senior Leadership 
Survey; Learning and Development Roundtable research.

Most messages on 
LLD are focused 
on senior leaders 
themselves.
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Helping Rising Leaders Demonstrate Their Receptivity 

� Enabling Rising Leaders to Attract Development—The 
checklist below highlights a variety of ways that rising 
leaders can secure more effective development from senior 
leaders. By refl ecting on their responses, rising leaders can 
begin to understand the activities they themselves can 
undertake to facilitate the development process. Through 
the adoption of a more active role on the part of the rising 
leaders, the onus of building effectiveness is shared by 
both parties, rather than being placed exclusively on the 
senior leaders. 

Summary:  The checklist on the page below serves as a simple tool to help rising leaders diagnose their own receptivity to being developed by senior leaders and 
pinpoint ways in which they can more clearly signal their openness.
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Rising Leader Receptivity: A Short Self-Diagnostic
The Roundtable has developed this quick checklist for rising leaders who 
feel that their managers could be more effective at their development

The Rising Leader’s Checklist for Improving Senior Leader Effectiveness at LLD

A Tool for Increasing Leader Receptivity to Development

Helping Your Manager Develop You Effectively: A Checklist

Yes No

 1. Have you demonstrated that you’re open to your manager’s ideas and suggestions for doing your job better?

 2. Do you proactively communicate that you have areas where your manager could help you improve?

 3. Have you demonstrated a desire to identify the behaviors that hold you back?

 4. Does your manager know that you’re eager to receive his or her feedback?

 5. Have you discussed with your manager how much and what type of coaching you need?

 6. Do you intentionally seek out feedback and constructive criticism from your manager?

 7. Have you shown your eagerness to act on the feedback you receive from your manager?

 8. Do you consistently follow through on your most important development goals?

 9. Have you made a concerted effort to stop any of the behaviors that may be holding you back?

 10. Does your manager know how well you’ve been able to apply what you learn to your work?

Source: Learning and Development Roundtable 2006 Senior Leadership 
Survey; Learning and Development Roundtable research.
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A Closer Look at Rising Leader Receptivity to Development

� Opportunities for Rising Leaders—Although rising 
leaders’ greatest areas for improvement largely mirror 
those of the leaders above them, notably fewer rising 
leaders displayed these shortcomings than their senior 
leaders. When assessed by their senior leaders, meaningful 
percentages of rising leaders had room to improve in three 
key areas:

• Willingness to Openly Discuss Their Coaching Needs—
More than 45% of rising leaders in the Roundtable 
analysis were described by their senior leaders as being 
unwilling to openly discuss their development needs.

• Active Pursuit of Constructive Feedback—Over one-third 
of rising leaders are perceived to be reluctant to seek out 
feedback and criticism from others. 

• Curtailing Self-Limiting Behaviors—According to senior 
leaders, three out of ten rising leaders do not effectively 
respond to the feedback they receive, perhaps refl ecting 
the belief that they have “arrived” and no longer need 
development. 

Summary:  The Roundtable’s analysis of rising leader receptivity levels identifi ed several areas around which they should focus their improvement efforts. 
Organizations must help rising leaders combat the notion that they have “arrived” and need no further devlopment.
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The “I’ve Arrived” Syndrome
A Scorecard on Rising Leader Receptivity to Development

Source: Learning and Development Roundtable 2006 Senior Leadership 
Survey; Learning and Development Roundtable research.

Though most rising leaders exhibit some receptivity to being developed, 
far too many struggle with the need for continuous growth and development

Rising Leader Receptivity to Development

Top Improvement Opportunities for Rising Leaders

As Rated by Senior Leaders

Openly Discusses
Coaching Needs

Actively Seeks
Out Feedback
and Criticism

Curtails Self-
Limiting Behaviors

45.8%

35.1%
31.3%Percentage of 

Senior Leaders 
Who Do Not 

“Agree” or 
“Strongly Agree”
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Coaching at the Intersection 
of Organizational and Individual Needs

� To help managers frame their coaching conversations on 
the right issues, Belgacom encourages them to focus their 
efforts where organizational needs overlap with individual 
needs. In other words, managers need to help employees 
develop the skills required by the organization and, at 
the same time, to focus their guidance and advice on the 
career aspirations, interests, and motivations of their direct 
reports. Belgacom believes that managers do not need to 
devote additional time to be high-impact coaches—instead, 
they should focus their efforts on the intersection of what 
matters most to both the organization and their employees.

� To help managers visualize this coaching approach, 
Belgacom uses the matrix presented on this page. The 
balance of this case profi le focuses on how Belgacom enables 
managers to fi nd the right point on the matrix to the right; 
specifi cally how Belgacom supports managers’ efforts to:

1. Assess employees’ performance against the organization’s 
competency requirements and

2. Understand their employees’ performance perspectives 
by examining the differences between their downward 
assessments and direct reports’ self-assessments. 

Case in Context:  One strategy for increasing rising leader receptivity to development is to ensure senior leaders frame coaching conversations on the areas that 
matter most to rising leaders. Belgacom’s approach to high-impact coaching is to ensure that managers focus their development conversations at 
the intersection of what drives organizational performance and what motivates their direct reports. Through an internally developed tool, the 
organization highlights differences between managers’ downward assessments and employees’ self-assessments. This helps managers understand 
how their direct reports perceive their strengths and weaknesses, and, more importantly, they can begin to unveil what their employees aspire to 
and what motivates and interests them.
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Frame Coaching Conversations

Helping Leaders Coach Smarter, Not Harder*

Belgacom helps managers frame coaching efforts at the intersection where 
organizational skill requirements meet individual career aspirations, interests, and motivations

Belgacom’s Coaching Alignment Framework

Source: Belgacom; Blessing/White; Learning and Development Roundtable research.

High-Impact 
Coaching

Business Results–
Driven Coaching

Employee-Driven 
Coaching

HighLow

High

Low

Contribution to the 
Organization

Satisfaction to 
the Employee

1

2

Key Components of High-Impact Coaching

Assess Employee Performance Against Organizational Expectations—Belgacom’s competency model tool establishes consistent 
performance expectations across the organization yet allows for (some) customization to accommodate the requirements of specifi c jobs 
and leadership levels.

Understand Employee Performance Perspectives—Belgacom’s competency model tool also highlights the differences in managers’ 
downward- and employees’ self-assessments. This data allows managers to engage their direct reports in development conversations 
focused on uncovering the root causes of their performance-assessment differences.

1

2

* Please refer to the upcoming study titled Profi les of Coaching Programs and Tactics for a full version of this case profi le.
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Understanding Perceptual Differences

� Belgacom’s competency model tool also highlights areas 
where managers’ downward assessments differ from 
and align with their direct reports’ self-assessments. 
In essence, this tool ensures that managers are able to 
anticipate (and plan for) any competing views that their 
direct reports might hold regarding their performance. 
With this information in hand, managers are then able to 
draw on both their own views of employees’ performance 
improvement opportunities and the root causes of any 
differences in assessment scores.

Summary:  Belgacom’s competency model tool also highlights areas where managers’ downward assessments differ from and align with their direct reports’ 
self-assessments. In essence, this tool ensures that managers are able to anticipate (and plan for) any competing views that their direct reports 
might hold regarding their performance. With this information in hand, managers are then able to draw on both their own views of employees’ 
performance improvement opportunities and the root causes of any differences in assessment scores.
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Frame Coaching Conversations: Understand Employee Performance Perspectives

Identifying Manager–Employee Performance Misperceptions
Belgacom’s tool highlights areas of misalignment between managers’ downward and employees’ 

self-assessments, allowing managers to frame coaching conversations on the root causes of these differences

Belgacom’s Competency Model Tool: Direct Reports Skills Profi les

Source: Belgacom; Learning and Development Roundtable research.

My Direct Reports’ Individual Skill Profi les

AllNotify TeamAssign Goals to Team Give a Score

Skills Assignment 
Source

Required 
Minimum Score Score Assessment Gap

Self Downward Required vs. Self Self vs 
Downward

Downward 
vs Required

Customer Focus Belgacom 5 5 5 0 0 0

Drive for Results Belgacom 5 5 7 0 2 (+) 2

HR Needs Analysis Job Family 5 4 3 1 1 (–) 2 (–)

HR Advising Job Family 5 7 5 2 2 (–) 0

Decision Quality Role 5 5 2 0 3 (–) 3 (–)

Building Effective 
Teams Role 5 8 8 3 0 3

Direct Report Skill Profi le: Jan Mathis*

Self vs.
Downward

0

2 (+)

1 (–)

2 (–)

3 (–)

0

Create IDP

Managers’ Downward– Direct 
Reports Self-Assessments: 
Differences in downward and 
self-assessments enable managers 
to frame coaching conversations on 
the root causes of these perception 
differences.
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Using Perceptual Differences 
as a Platform for Understanding Direct Reports

� With a clear understanding of how their downward 
assessments differ from their employees’ self-assessments, 
managers have a better opportunity to have more 
meaningful coaching conversations with their direct 
reports. Prior to development dialogues, managers can 
leverage the information provided by the competency 
model tool to develop diagnostic questions that help them 
understand the root causes of their perceptual differences, 
such as those illustrated on this page. 

� Through such conversations, managers can begin to unveil 
how their direct reports perceive their strengths and 
weaknesses. And, perhaps more importantly, managers can 
start to understand what their employees aspire to and what 
motivates and interests them. Managers are then able to 
frame part of their development discussions on these drivers 
of engagement and performance. 

Summary:  With a clear understanding of how their downward assessments differ from their employees’ self-assessments, managers have a better opportunity 
to have more meaningful coaching conversations with their direct reports. Prior to development dialogues, managers can leverage the information 
provided by the competency model tool to develop diagnostic questions that help them understand the root causes of their perceptual differences, such as 
those illustrated on this page.
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Addressing Performance Misperceptions
Differences in downward and employee self-assessments provide managers with a powerful 
platform for understanding how their direct reports perceive their strengths and weaknesses

Frame Coaching Conversations: Understand Employee Performance Perspectives (Continued)

Potential Talking Points for Framing Coaching Conversations
Illustrative

If our assessment ratings differ, then I should frame our conversation on the following questions:
• Why do you think our perspectives differ?
• Can you explain how you came to give yourself this rating?
• Let me explain to you how I came to give you this rating.
• Are there specifi c examples that you can share with me that demonstrate your effectiveness at this competency that 

I may not have factored into account?
• Are there specifi c examples that you can share with me that demonstrate how you might fall short at this competency?
• Are there specifi c challenges you face in your day-to-day work of which I should be aware?
• How can we better communicate to ensure greater transparency and alignment in our perspectives?

If our assessment ratings align, then I should frame our conversation on the following questions:
• Can you explain examples of how you came to give yourself this rating?
• Let me explain to you how I came to give you this rating.
• What ideas do you have for helping you further improve this development area even more?
• Would you be amenable to serving as a mentor for peers who struggle with a competency in which you demonstrate strength?

Skills Assignment 
Source

Required 
Minimum Score Score Assessment Gap

Self Downward Required vs Self Self vs 
Downward

Downward 
vs Required

Customer Focus Belgacom 5 5 5 0 0 0

Drive for Results Belgacom 5 5 7 0 2 (+) 2

HR Needs Analysis Job Family 5 4 3 1 1 (–) 2 (–)

HR Advising Job Family 5 7 5 2 2 (–) 0

Decision Quality Role 5 5 2 0 3 (–) 3 (–)

Building Effective 
Teams Role 5 8 8 3 0 3

Self vs
Downward

0

2 (+)

1 (–)

2 (–)

3 (–)

0

Manager

Source: Belgacom; Learning and Development Roundtable research.
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Leveraging Upward Feedback 
to Improve Coaching Capability and Credibility

� While information collected in direct reports’ skill profi les 
within the competency model tool allows managers to 
frame coaching conversations, data within their own skill 
profi les allows them to build their own coaching capability 
and credibility. Managers can view both the downward 
feedback they receive from their direct managers and the 
upward feedback they receive from their direct reports. 
In particular, visibility into their direct reports’ upward 
assessments allows managers to begin to refl ect on how they 
can improve their coaching capabilities in the future. 

Case in Context:  One strategy to increase senior leaders’ receptivity to development is by providing them transparency to multiple sources of feedback. The second 
component of Belgacom’s coaching approach is to provide managers with upward and downward feedback from their direct reports and direct 
managers and to engage in dialogues with their team to discuss strategies for improving their people management capabilities.
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Build Coaching Capability and Credibility 

Before You Can Give Feedback, You Must First Receive It
Equipped with the tools to frame coaching conversations, managers receive 180-degree 
feedback on how they perform against Belgacom, job, and role-related competencies…

Belgacom’s Upward Feedback Report for Managers

Abbreviated, Illustrative

* This upward feedback report is for illustration purposes only and does not represent an actual, current, or past Belgacom employee.

Upward Feedback Results for Ann Mabelis*

Belgacom
Competencies

Required Minimum 
Score

Aggregate 
Assessment

Direct 
Manager

Direct 
Report 1

Direct 
Report 2

Dealing with Paradox 5 5 5 4 6

Priority Setting 5 5 5 5 5

Integrity and Trust 5 4 4 4 4

Role-Related
Competencies

Required Minimum 
Score

Aggregate Upward 
Assessment

Direct 
Manager

Direct 
Report 1

Direct 
Report 2

Motivating Others 5 4 4 4 4

Coaching Team 
Members 5 3 3 2 4

Self Control 5 6 6 6 6

Confl ict Management 5 2 2 1 3

…providing them with clarity on the areas they need to improve their coaching capabilities

Key Refl ection Questions for Managers

Illustrative

• What are the areas where my direct reports view my strengths 
and weaknesses?

• Are the areas of my strengths and weaknesses different from my 
direct manager’s and direct reports’ perspectives?

• Does any of the downward and upward feedback surprise me? 
• How can I use this feedback to involve my team in making me 

a better people manager? 

Manager

Role-Related
Competencies

Required Minimum 
Score

Aggregate 
Assessment

Direct 
Manager

Direct 
Report 1

Direct 
Report 2

Motivating Others 5 4 4 4 4

Coaching Team 
Members 5 3 4 2 2

Self-Control 5 6 6 6 6

Confl ict Management 5 2 1 1 3

Managers identify areas 
where they may need to 
improve their coaching 
and management style 
based on the 180-
degree feedback from 
their direct manager 
and direct reports.

Source: Belgacom; Learning and Development Roundtable research.
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A Team-Based Approach to Improving Coaching Capability

� Using the 180-degree feedback on their performance 
provided by the tool, managers engage in open dialogue 
session with their direct manager and direct reports on 
how they might improve moving forward. With the help 
of a Belgacom Corporate University (BCU) consultant*, 
managers use these in-person conversations to clarify 
upward and downward feedback and solicit performance-
improvement suggestions from team members.

� By requesting and being open to feedback and guidance, 
managers not only build their coaching capability but also 
establish their credibility with direct reports by sending 
them the signal that they are committed to becoming better 
people managers and coaches. Critically, these sessions 
enable managers to demonstrate their own coachability—an 
essential characteristic of the high-impact manager-coaches. 

Summary: Using the 180-degree feedback on their performance provided by the tool, managers engage in open dialogue session with their direct manager 
and direct reports on how they might improve moving forward. With the help of a Belgacom Corporate University (BCU) consultant*, managers 
use these in-person conversations to clarify upward and downward feedback and solicit performance improvement suggestions from team 
members.

* BCU consultants facilitate dialogue to ensure safe and constructive environments.
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Being a Good Coach Means First Getting Coached

Build Coaching Capability and Credibility (Continued)

Source: Belgacom; Learning and Development Roundtable research.

Managers discuss the results of their 180-degree feedback with team 
members to improve their coaching capabilities and build credibility

Belgacom’s 180-Degree Open Dialogue Sessions

* BCU consultants facilitate dialogue to ensure safe and constructive environments.

Preparatory Questions 
for Managers:

1. How can my strengths, career aspirations, 
motivations, and interests be better utilized or 
applied in my job? 

2. What do I expect from myself given my strengths 
and weaknesses? 

3. What do I expect from my direct manager and 
direct reports in terms of support and guidance? 

4. What do my direct manager and direct reports expect 
of me given my strengths and weaknesses? 

Tips for Hosting Effective 
180-Degree Dialogue Sessions:

Managers
• Use the discussion as an opportunity to share what 

you have learned from the 180-degree feedback 
• Turn potential defensiveness into an opportunity 

to ask for more clarity about the feedback 
• Identify areas in which you use the support and 

guidance of team members 

BCU Consultants
• Help managers clarify the feedback they receive 

from their direct manager and direct reports 

Support Resources for Managers and Belgacom University Consultants

Belgacom University 
Consultant* (BCU)

Direct Report Direct Report

Manager Direct Manager

Objectives: Build Coaching Capability and Credibility

Action Steps

• Involve Team in Their Development—Managers discuss what 
they have learned from their 180-degree feedback and identify how 
team members can help them improve their coaching capabilities

• Identify Detailed Development Plan—Managers, direct 
managers, and BCU consultants set concrete action steps for 
improving coaching skills

• Improve Team Dynamics—Managers lay the foundation 
for open lines of communication and healthy relationships 
by demonstrating approachability and receptivity to 
upward feedback

• Managers discuss their 180-degree feedback 
with team members in-person 

• Use the discussions to solicit additional feedback 
and performance-improvement suggestions 
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Increasing the Quantity and Quality of Coaching

� Belgacom’s efforts have led to an increase in the percentage 
of managers holding development-focused conversations 
with their direct reports. Nearly 90% of direct reports 
whose managers have undergone training on Belgacom’s 
coaching approach report that they have discussed their 
development with their managers.

� Perhaps even more striking is the improved quality of 
manager–employee relationships and communication seen 
as a result of better framed and delivered coaching. Notably, 
a full 75% of employees whose managers had undergone 
training on Belgacom’s coaching approach agreed that 
“communication with my manager has been infl uenced in a 
positive way.”

Summary:  Belgacom’s efforts have led to an increase in the percentage of managers holding development-focused conversations with their direct reports. Nearly 90% 
of direct reports whose managers have undergone training on Belgacom’s coaching approach report that they have discussed their development 
with their managers.
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Results

Letting the Numbers Speak for Themselves
Belgacom’s approach provides managers with the skills to engage 
in development-focused conversations with their direct reports…

…and helps improve the quality of their relationships and communication, 
which produces benefi ts far beyond the boundaries of coaching

Percentage of Employees Responding to:
“The relationship between me and my 

manager has become more open.”

75%

25%

Yes

No

Percentage of Employees Responding to: “Communication 
with my manager has been infl uenced in a positive way by the 

various steps we took during Action in Development.”

55%
45%

Yes
No

Percentage of Employees Responding to: 
“I discussed my development with my manager.”

89%

11%

Yes

No

Source: Belgacom; Learning and Development Roundtable research.
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Driving Development Impact
Summarizing the Drivers of Effective LLD

Source: Learning and Development Roundtable research.

Key Takeaways for L&D
 1. The foundation of an effective leader-led development strategy rests on 

establishing healthy senior leader–rising leader relationships. A positive 
relationship between senior leaders and their rising leaders can boost senior 
leader effectiveness by more than 47%. In other words, without a foundation 
of healthy relationships, senior leaders have little hope of playing an 
effective role in the development of their rising leaders. The most powerful 
relationships for leader-led development are characterized by credibility and 
respect.

 2. Senior leaders are far more effective at developing rising leaders when the 
senior leader and rising leader are open to development and clearly signal 
their receptivity to feedback. In essence senior leaders must demonstrate 
their own “coachability” if they hope to effectively coach others. 

 3. Just as senior leaders must demonstrate “coachability,” rising leaders 
must demonstrate “receptivity” to coaching. Those who are most open 
to coaching tend to receive the most effective coaching from their 
senior leaders.
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Chapter IV
Crafting a Plan for Action
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Looking into the Mirror

� Understanding Strengths and Weaknesses—The 
diagnostic on the page below offers a tool for senior leaders 
to assess their ability to develop rising leaders. Senior leaders 
can rate their effectiveness on the 15 LLD activities that 
have the greatest impact on rising leader performance. By 
completing this assessment, senior leaders can begin to fully 
understand not only the activities they must undertake 
to effectively coach rising leaders but also the areas of 
development that they can focus on to improve their 
development skills. 

Summary:  The Roundtable offers a simple, yet powerful diagnostic tool for senior leaders to evaluate their own LLD effectiveness. Senior leaders can assess their 
effectiveness at the most important LLD activities and then identify their greatest strengths and opportunities for improvement.
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The Senior Leader’s LLD Diagnostic
The Roundtable presents a simple tool for senior leaders to assess their own effectiveness at the top 15 LLD activities

Assessing Senior Leader LLD Effectiveness

Instructions
 Please rate your effectiveness at each activity on the following scale:

 H—High Effectiveness

 M—Moderate Effectiveness

 L—Low Effectiveness

 List your three greatest strengths and three best improvement opportunities  
 in the spaces provided below.

Provide Feedback 
on Greatest Strengths

I give my rising leaders feedback that 
helps them understand their greatest 
strengths.

Effectiveness H M L

Ensure Development in Areas 
for Career Advancement

I make sure that my rising leaders 
develop in the areas most important to 
advancing their careers.

Effectiveness H M L

Create Best Sequence 
of Work Assignments

I provide my rising leader with the 
most appropriate sequence of work 
experiences and assignments.

Effectiveness H M L

Provide Safe Opportunities 
to Practice New Skills

I provide my rising leaders with 
opportunities to safely try out or 
practice new skills.

Effectiveness H M  L

Enable Learning 
from Other Leaders

I create valuable opportunities for my 
rising leaders to learn by collaborating 
with other leaders.

Effectiveness H M L

Serve as Sounding 
Board for Diffi cult Challenges

I serve as a sounding board for my 
rising leaders’ most diffi cult issues and 
challenges.

Effectiveness H M L

Build Relationships 
to Other Key Leaders

I build strong relationships between my 
rising leaders and other key leaders in 
the organization.

Effectiveness H M L

Direct to Career 
Advancing Job Assignments

I direct my rising leaders to job 
assignments that will signifi cantly 
advance their careers.

Effectiveness H M L

Ensure Assignments 
Provide Learning

I make sure that many of the projects 
I assign my rising leaders are valuable 
learning experiences for them.

Effectiveness H M L

Ensure Others See 
Long-Term Potential

I make sure that others in the 
organization are able to see my rising 
leaders’ long-term potential.

Effectiveness H M L

My Greatest 
Strengths

LLD Activity:

1. ___________________________

2. ___________________________

3. ___________________________

1

2

My Best Improvement
Opportunities

LLD Activity:

1. ___________________________

2. ___________________________

3. ___________________________

Give Increasingly 
Broader Responsibility

I assign my rising leaders responsibilities 
that are increasingly broader than what 
I myself have experienced before.

Effectiveness H M L

Ensure Development 
in Areas for Current Success

I make sure that my rising leaders 
develop in areas most important to 
succeeding in their current positions.

Effectiveness H M L

Give Advice from
Own Experiences

I give my rising leaders useful advice 
based on personal experience.

Effectiveness H M L

Provide Experience 
with Entire Organization

I provide my rising leaders with 
opportunities to get to know all areas 
of the organization.

Effectiveness H M L

Provide Guidance on Most 
Infl uential Individuals

I provide my rising leaders guidance 
on the Individuals who have the most 
infl uence in the organization.

Effectiveness H M L
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A Plan for Action for Senior Leaders
This guide serves as a tool for senior leaders to identify possible next steps

Opportunity What Why Resources

 1. Manage by Doing 
Less “Telling” and 
More “Advising”

Place less emphasis on traditional performance-management activities like 
setting expectations, creating individual development plans, and monitoring 
progress. Give rising leaders guidance and feedback that helps them ask the 
right questions, rather than simply telling them what they should do. Enable 
rising leaders to build on their strengths before addressing their weaknesses.

Rising leaders need less support on the basics 
of performance management. By emphasizing 
advising over “telling” and building on strengths, 
senior leaders can improve rising leader 
performance by more than 25%.

(Page 40 in Chapter II)

 2. Connect Rising 
Leaders to Other 
Leaders

Regularly introduce rising leaders to other leaders and stress the importance of 
these relationships to their development. Possible approaches include:

• Ensuring that rising leaders devote part of their development plans 
to relationship-based learning strategies

• Explicitly including relationship building as one part of senior leader 
assessments

Rising leaders develop best when they are able 
to tap into and learn from a broader network. 
By skillfully brokering these relationships, senior 
leaders can impact rising leader performance 
up to 20%. (Page 46 in Chapter II)

 3. Help Rising 
Leaders Build the 
Right Relationships

Draw on your own knowledge of the organization to give rising leaders 
guidance on whom they should get to know in the extended enterprise. 
Leverage your own relationships with these individuals to help rising leaders 
connect with them.

Because of their position within the organization, 
senior leaders can help rising leaders form 
relationships with the right people. By helping 
rising leaders become more involved at a broader 
level, senior leaders can impact rising leader 
performance by up to 20%.

The Impact of Experience Brokers

Experience Broker: “Mining” Within-Role 
Experiences for Development Value

The best senior leaders expose rising leaders to experiences within their jobs that provide the “right” amount of stretch

The Impact of Experience Broker Activities on Rising Leader Performance
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13.1% 13.0% 12.3%

Stretch Assignment Activities

Note: Each bar represents a statistical estimate of the maximum impact each activity can contribute to rising leader performance. The maximum impact is 
calculated by measuring the predicted difference in rising leader performance between the lowest and highest value on each activity. The impact of 
each activity is modeled separately.

Key Takeaways
• Experience Brokers create 

clear connections between 
critical experiences and career 
advancement.

• Experience Brokers emphasize 
“mining the current job” for 
development value.

Source: Learning and Development Roundtable 2006 Senior Leadership 
Survey; Learning and Development Roundtable research.

(Page 45 in Chapter II)

 4. Direct Rising 
Leaders to 
Experiences That 
Build Long-Term 
Capabilities

Create compelling and challenging career paths for rising leaders by effectively 
sequencing roles that build on prior experiences and allow them to build 
capabilities they will need to advance in the organization.

Providing challenging experiences and job 
assignments with clear connections to career 
advancement is a proven way to develop rising 
leaders. Senior leaders who do this well can 
improve rising leader performance by as much 
as 24%.

The Impact of Experience Brokers

Experience Broker: “Mining” Within-Role 
Experiences for Development Value

The best senior leaders expose rising leaders to experiences within their jobs that provide the “right” amount of stretch

The Impact of Experience Broker Activities on Rising Leader Performance
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Note: Each bar represents a statistical estimate of the maximum impact each activity can contribute to rising leader performance. The maximum impact is 
calculated by measuring the predicted difference in rising leader performance between the lowest and highest value on each activity. The impact of 
each activity is modeled separately.

Key Takeaways
• Experience Brokers create 

clear connections between 
critical experiences and career 
advancement.

• Experience Brokers emphasize 
“mining the current job” for 
development value.

Source: Learning and Development Roundtable 2006 Senior Leadership 
Survey; Learning and Development Roundtable research.

(Page 51 in Chapter II)

 5. Create 
Opportunities for 
Growth Within 
the Rising Leader’s 
Present Role 

Ensure that rising leaders have the right amount of stretch and leverage 
through development opportunities within their current roles. High-impact 
opportunities include:

• Widening their scope of responsibility
• Turning around failing projects
• Dealing with uncertain situations

Most rising leaders spend less time moving from 
role to role than they spend within a given role. 
Senior leaders who stretch rising leaders using 
assignments in their current roles can improve 
their performance by as much as 22%.

(Page 58 in Chapter II)

Source: Learning and Development Roundtable 2006 Senior Leadership 
Survey; Learning and Development Roundtable research.
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A Plan for Action for Senior Leaders (Continued)
Opportunity What Why Resources

 6. Provide Occasions 
for Rising 
Leaders to Apply 
Lessons from Key 
Experiences

Ensure that rising leaders have the opportunity as well as the tools 
they need to refl ect and synthesize what they have learned from key 
experiences. Provide opportunities for rising leaders to safely try out and 
practice their new skills. 

Senior leaders who help rising leaders refl ect on 
important experiences and internalize key learnings can 
positively affect their performance by almost 22%. (Page 54 in Chapter II)

 7. Serve as an 
Advocate for Rising 
Leader Career 
Advancement

Help rising leaders advance by both preparing them for senior leadership 
and making sure others see their long-term potential. Ensure they 
understand what they need to demonstrate to be promoted and to give 
them the opportunities to do so.

Rising leaders who believe their senior leaders actively 
champion their advancement tend to work harder, are 
more engaged, and exhibit a higher intent to stay. 
The impact on rising leader performance can be as 
much as 19%.

(Page 68 in Chapter II)

8. Demonstrate Your 
Own Coachability

Clearly acknowledge to rising leaders your own development needs and 
objectives. Ensure that rising leaders know that you also receive coaching 
and feedback from other leaders. Allow rising leaders to see how you act 
on the feedback you receive.

Senior leaders who are more receptive to being 
developed are 40% more effective at developing 
rising leaders, which translates to a 10% potential 
improvement in rising leader performance.
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Health of 
Relationship 

Senior Leader’s
Management Style

Senior Leader’s 
Credibility 

Maximum 
Impact on LLD 
Effectiveness

Creating “Safe Relationships” for Development
Senior leaders are signifi cantly more effective at developing rising leaders when 

they establish healthy relationships characterized by credibility and respect

The Impact of Senior Leader–Rising Leader Relationships on LLD Effectiveness

The Role of the Senior Leader–Rising Leader Relationship

Key Takeaways
• Unless they establish the “right” 

relationships with rising leaders, 
senior leaders have little hope of 
playing an effective role in their 
development.

• Senior leaders are most effective 
when rising leaders perceive them 
as credible and inspirational 
sources of insight into the core of 
their jobs.

• Rising leaders respond best to 
coaching when senior leaders 
respect their individual needs for 
autonomy and fl exibility.

(Page 99 in Chapter III)

9. Maintain a 
Productive 
Relationship and 
Management Style

As much as possible, strive to be on good terms with rising leaders. 
Treat them with respect and fairness, allow some fl exibility in work–life 
balance, and give them room to make and learn from their own decisions.

Senior leaders that establish healthy relationships with 
their direct reports and have fair and open management 
styles are as much as 40% more effective at developing 
rising leaders, which translates to a 10% potential 
improvement in rising leader performance.

(Page 112 in Chapter III)

10. Establish Your 
Credibility with 
Rising Leaders

Ensure that rising leaders understand your vision for the future and 
your business plans for achieving that vision. Develop a thorough 
understanding of the units or functional areas you manage. Be beyond 
reproach in your fi nancial management of the business.

Senior leaders seen as having higher leadership and 
business credibility are up to 43% more effective at 
developing rising leaders and have rising leaders that 
perform as much as 11% higher than their peers.
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Health of 
Relationship 

Senior Leader’s
Management Style

Senior Leader’s 
Credibility 

Maximum 
Impact 
on LLD 

Effectiveness

Creating Healthy Relationships for Development
Senior leaders are signifi cantly more effective at developing rising leaders when 

they establish healthy relationships characterized by credibility and respect

The Impact of Senior Leader–Rising Leader Relationships on LLD Effectiveness

The Role of the Senior Leader–Rising Leader Relationship

Note: Each bar presents a statistical estimate of the maximum impact each driver can contribute to LLD effectiveness. The maximum impact is calculated by 
measuring the predicted difference in LLD effectiveness between the lowest and highest value on each driver. The impact of each driver is modeled separately.

Key Takeaways
• Unless they establish the “right” 

relationships with rising leaders, 
senior leaders have little hope of 
playing an effective role in their 
development.

• Senior leaders are most effective 
when rising leaders perceive them 
as credible coaches and sources 
of insight.

• Rising leaders respond best to 
coaching when senior leaders 
respect their individual needs for 
autonomy and fl exibility.

Source: Learning and Development Roundtable 2006 Senior Leadership 
Survey; Learning and Development Roundtable research.

18b

(Page 95 in Chapter III)
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A Resource for Rising Leaders

� Sending the Right Signals—Roundtable research 
demonstrates the critical role of rising leaders in driving the 
effectiveness of senior leaders at developing them. Senior 
leaders are 20% more effective at coaching rising leaders 
who are receptive to their development. To this end, it is 
imperative that rising leaders examine their effectiveness at 
attracting the development they need. The checklist on the 
page below directs rising leaders to engage in activities that 
would clearly indicate their coaching receptiveness to their 
senior leaders. 

Summary:  The Roundtable’s analysis demonstrated the critical role that rising leaders play in getting the development they need from their senior leaders. To help 
rising leaders obtain the coaching they need, the simple checklist on this page helps rising leaders assess their own receptivity to development.
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* For the purposes of illustration, leaders’ scores were indexed to a scale on which 100 points indicates 
the LLD effectiveness of senior leaders with rising leaders who are not receptive to development.

Source: Learning and Development Roundtable 2006 Senior Leadership 
Survey; Learning and Development Roundtable research.

Rising Leaders: Your Role 
in the Development Your Manager Provides

The Role of Rising Leaders in LLD 

Since senior leaders are much more effective 
at developing you when you expect to be developed…

Impact of Coaching Receptivity on LLD Effectiveness*

…the fi rst step in getting the development you need 
is taking stock of the signals you send to your manager

The Rising Leader’s Checklist for Improving Senior Leader Effectiveness at LLD

“The Coaching You Receive Is a Result of the Coaching You Attract”
Helping Your Manager Develop You: A Checklist

Yes No
 1. Have you demonstrated that you’re open to your manager’s ideas and suggestions for 

doing your job better?

 2. Do you proactively communicate that you have areas where your manager could help 
you improve?

 3. Have you demonstrated a desire to identify the behaviors that hold you back?

 4. Does your manager know that you’re eager to receive his or her feedback?

 5. Have you discussed with your manager how much and what type of coaching you 
need?

 6. Do you intentionally seek out feedback and constructive criticism from your manager?

 7. Have you shown your eagerness to act on the feedback you receive from your 
manager?

 8. Do you consistently follow through on your most important development goals?

 9. Have you made a concerted effort to stop any of the behaviors that may be holding 
you back?

 10. Does your manager know how well you’ve been able to apply what you learn to your 
work?

Senior Leader 
Effectiveness 
at Developing 
Rising Leaders

Rising Leaders Who
Are Not Receptive
to Development

Rising Leaders Who
Are Receptive

to Development

100

122
+ 25%

Your manager will be much 
better at developing you if you 
are receptive to being developed.

125
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A Plan for Action for Rising Leaders
This guide serves as a tool for rising leaders to identify possible next steps

Opportunity What Why Resources

1.  Maintain a 
Productive 
Relationship with 
Your Manager

As much as possible, strive to be on good terms with your manager. Respect 
their decisions and help them improve their own functional/technical knowledge. 

Rising leaders who have healthy relationships with their 
managers improve their manager’s effectiveness at developing 
them by 40% and receive better support in achieving their 
own performance objectives. 
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Health of 
Relationship 

Senior Leader’s
Management Style

Senior Leader’s 
Credibility 

Maximum 
Impact 
on LLD 

Effectiveness

Creating Healthy Relationships for Development
Senior leaders are signifi cantly more effective at developing rising leaders when 

they establish healthy relationships characterized by credibility and respect

The Impact of Senior Leader–Rising Leader Relationships on LLD Effectiveness

The Role of the Senior Leader–Rising Leader Relationship

Key Takeaways
• Unless they establish the “right” 

relationships with rising leaders, 
senior leaders have little hope of 
playing an effective role in their 
development.

• Senior leaders are most effective 
when rising leaders perceive them 
as credible coaches and sources 
of insight.

• Rising leaders respond best to 
coaching when senior leaders 
respect their individual needs for 
autonomy and fl exibility.

(Page 95 in Chapter III)

2.  Demonstrate 
Your Openness to 
Development

Show that you are receptive to your manager’s coaching and feedback by:
• Being open to new ideas and suggestions
• Admitting your need for improvement 
• Actively seeking out their feedback 

Rising leaders’ receptivity to development positively impacts 
their manager’s effectiveness at developing them by as much 
as 33%. Po

sit
ive
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43.4%
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Health of 
Relationship 

Senior Leader’s
Management Style

Senior Leader’s 
Credibility 

Maximum 
Impact on LLD 
Effectiveness

Creating “Safe Relationships” for Development
Senior leaders are signifi cantly more effective at developing rising leaders when 

they establish healthy relationships characterized by credibility and respect

The Impact of Senior Leader–Rising Leader Relationships on LLD Effectiveness

The Role of the Senior Leader–Rising Leader Relationship

Key Takeaways
• Unless they establish the “right” 

relationships with rising leaders, 
senior leaders have little hope of 
playing an effective role in their 
development.

• Senior leaders are most effective 
when rising leaders perceive them 
as credible and inspirational 
sources of insight into the core of 
their jobs.

• Rising leaders respond best to 
coaching when senior leaders 
respect their individual needs for 
autonomy and fl exibility.

(Page 105 in Chapter III)

3.  Actively Follow 
Through on 
Development 
Opportunities 

Demonstrate that you will act on the input, coaching, and development 
opportunities you receive from your manager. Your positive follow through is 
key to encouraging your manager to continue to invest in your development. 

Rising leaders who demonstrate that they follow through on 
feedback they receive have managers who can be as much as 
26% more effective at developing them. Po

sit
ive
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Health of 
Relationship 

Senior Leader’s
Management Style

Senior Leader’s 
Credibility 

Maximum 
Impact on LLD 
Effectiveness

Creating “Safe Relationships” for Development
Senior leaders are signifi cantly more effective at developing rising leaders when 

they establish healthy relationships characterized by credibility and respect

The Impact of Senior Leader–Rising Leader Relationships on LLD Effectiveness

The Role of the Senior Leader–Rising Leader Relationship

Key Takeaways
• Unless they establish the “right” 

relationships with rising leaders, 
senior leaders have little hope of 
playing an effective role in their 
development.

• Senior leaders are most effective 
when rising leaders perceive them 
as credible and inspirational 
sources of insight into the core of 
their jobs.

• Rising leaders respond best to 
coaching when senior leaders 
respect their individual needs for 
autonomy and fl exibility.

(Page 105 in Chapter III)

4.  Request Assignments 
That Build Your Long-
Term Capabilities

Discuss with your manager the experiences you need to progress in your career 
and solicit your manager’s help in getting exposure to those experiences.

Opportunities 4 through 10 are related to the key activities 
senior leaders can do to build rising leader performance. By 
asking senior leaders for help in a particular area, you improve 
their ability to provide you with the coaching, relationships, and 
experiences you need.

Experience Broker: Mining Within-Role 
Experiences for Development Value

The best senior leaders expose rising leaders to experiences within their jobs that provide the “right” amount of stretch

The Impact of Experience-Broker Activities on Rising Leader Performance
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Stretch Assignment Activities

The Impact of Experience Brokers

Key Takeaways
• Experience brokers 

emphasize “mining the 
current job” for development 
value.

• Experience brokers create 
clear connections between 
critical experiences and 
career advancement.

• Experience brokers place 
rising leaders in experiences 
with the right amount of 
stretch and leverage.

Experience Broker

(Page 39 in Chapter II)

5.  Look for 
Development 
Opportunities in Your 
Current Role 

Regularly assess the extent to which your current role is helping you learn new 
things and demonstrate new capabilities. If possible, look for projects or take 
on additional assignments in areas that are important for both your current 
performance and long-term development. 

Experience Broker: Mining Within-Role 
Experiences for Development Value

The best senior leaders expose rising leaders to experiences within their jobs that provide the “right” amount of stretch

The Impact of Experience-Broker Activities on Rising Leader Performance
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Performance
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Stretch Assignment Activities

The Impact of Experience Brokers

Key Takeaways
• Experience brokers 

emphasize “mining the 
current job” for development 
value.

• Experience brokers create 
clear connections between 
critical experiences and 
career advancement.

• Experience brokers place 
rising leaders in experiences 
with the right amount of 
stretch and leverage.

Experience Broker

(Page 51 in Chapter II)
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Opportunity What Why Resources

6.  Build Your 
Understanding of 
Organization and Key 
Players

Your manager can help you better understand the broader organization and its 
key leaders. Ask your manager for guidance before reaching out to leaders in 
other areas of the organization.

Opportunities 4 through 10 are related to the key activities 
senior leaders can do to build rising leader performance. By 
asking senior leaders for help in a particular area, you improve 
their ability to provide you with the coaching, relationships, and 
experiences you need.

Relationship Broker: Building Relationship Quality, Not Quantity
The best senior leaders use their knowledge of the organization’s landscape 
to help rising leaders develop and learn from powerful personal networks

Impact of Relationship Broker Activities on Rising Leader Performance
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Note: Each bar represents a statistical estimate of the maximum impact each activity can contribute to rising leader performance. The maximum impact is 
calculated by measuring the predicted difference in rising leader performance between the lowest and highest value on each activity. The impact of 
each activity is modeled separately.

Key Takeaways
• Relationship Brokers actively 

assist rising leaders with building 
the right relationships, not 
simply more relationships.

• Relationship Brokers leverage 
their “privileged insight” to help 
rising leaders navigate networks 
across their organizations.

The Impact of Relationship Brokers Relationship Broker

Source: Learning and Development Roundtable 2006 Senior Leadership 
Survey; Learning and Development Roundtable research.

(Page 45 in Chapter II)

7.  Develop 
Relationships with 
Other Leaders

Ask your manager to introduce you to other leaders in the organization who 
can help you with particular projects or serve as a mentor. Ensure that your 
development plan includes steps you will take to build quality relationships with 
other leaders.

Relationship Broker: Building Relationship Quality, Not Quantity
The best senior leaders use their knowledge of the organization’s landscape 
to help rising leaders develop and learn from powerful personal networks

Impact of Relationship Broker Activities on Rising Leader Performance
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Note: Each bar represents a statistical estimate of the maximum impact each activity can contribute to rising leader performance. The maximum impact is 
calculated by measuring the predicted difference in rising leader performance between the lowest and highest value on each activity. The impact of 
each activity is modeled separately.

Key Takeaways
• Relationship Brokers actively 

assist rising leaders with building 
the right relationships, not 
simply more relationships.

• Relationship Brokers leverage 
their “privileged insight” to help 
rising leaders navigate networks 
across their organizations.

The Impact of Relationship Brokers Relationship Broker

Source: Learning and Development Roundtable 2006 Senior Leadership 
Survey; Learning and Development Roundtable research.

(Page 45 in Chapter II)

8.  Refl ect on What You 
Have Learned from 
Key Experiences 

Before you begin a new project or assignment, discuss with your manager the 
key capabilities you should expect to develop from the experience. During and 
after the assignment, schedule time to share with your manager key insights that 
you have gleaned from the assignment. 
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The Impact of Experience Optimizers

Maximum 
Impact on 

Rising Leader 
Performance

Experience Optimizer: From Action to Refl ection to Application
Rising leaders reporting to senior leaders who provide the opportunity to learn 

and integrate new skills back into the job exhibit much higher levels of performance

The Impact of Experience Optimizer Activities on Rising Leader Performance

Key Takeaways
Action-Refl ection-
Application

• Experience 
optimizers help 
rising leaders create 
room for refl ection 
and learning from 
experiences.

• Experience 
optimizers ensure 
that rising leaders act 
on and apply what 
they learned from 
previous experiences 
to their value work.

Experience Optimizer

(Page 53 in Chapter II)

9.  Promote Your Own 
Accomplishments

Keep your manager apprised of your biggest achievements so they can help 
others in the organization to see your potential for other leadership positions.

Career Champion: Paving the Path to Senior Leadership
The best senior leaders serve as visible advocates for their rising leaders and boost their readiness for senior level positions

The Impact of the Career Champion Activities on Rising Leader Performance
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Impact on 
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Key Takeaways
• The best senior 

leaders act as visible, 
active champions 
for the long-term 
potential of rising 
leaders.

• Career champions 
create clear links 
between development 
and advancement 
requirements.

• Career champions 
serve as exporters, 
not just importers, of 
leadership talent.

The Impact of Career Champions Career Champion

(Page 65 in Chapter II)

10. Regularly Solicit 
Coaching and 
Feedback

Understand where your manager is most interested in coaching or teaching 
you and schedule time for his or her input. Regularly ask for feedback and 
demonstrate your responsiveness to it.

Career Champion: Paving the Path to Senior Leadership
The best senior leaders serve as visible advocates for their rising leaders and boost their readiness for senior level positions

The Impact of the Career Champion Activities on Rising Leader Performance
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Key Takeaways
• The best senior 

leaders act as visible, 
active champions 
for the long-term 
potential of rising 
leaders.

• Career champions 
create clear links 
between development 
and advancement 
requirements.

• Career champions 
serve as exporters, 
not just importers, of 
leadership talent.

The Impact of Career Champions Career Champion

(Page 65 in Chapter II)
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Immediate Resources Forthcoming Resources
  

Roundtable LLD Resources
The Roundtable is developing a handful of new LLD resources, 

in addition to several resources immediately available to members

Source: Learning and Development Roundtable research.

Web Conferences Member Networking

LLD Decision Support Center“Leader-Friendly” 
LLD Guidebooks

A Plan for Action for Senior Leaders
This guide serves as a tool for senior leaders to identify possible next steps

Opportunity Hoe Why Resources

 1. Manage by Doing 
Less “Telling” and 
More “Advising”

Place less emphasis on traditional performance management activities 
like setting expectations, creating individual development plans, and 
monitoring progress. Give rising leaders guidance and feedback that 
helps them ask the right questions, rather than simply telling them what 
they should do. Enable rising leaders to build on their strengths before 
addressing their weaknesses.

Rising leaders need less support on the basics of 
performance management. By emphasizing coaching 
and building on strengths, senior leaders can improve 
rising leader performance by more than 15%.

 2. Connect Rising 
Leaders to Other 
Leaders

Regularly introduce rising leaders to others leaders and stress the 
importance of these relationships to their development. Possible 
approaches include:

• Ensuring that rising leaders devote part of their development plans 
to building relationships 

• Explicitly including relationship building in 360s or other assessment 
processes 

Rising leaders develop best when they are able to tap 
into and learn from a broader network. By skillfully 
brokering these relationships, senior leaders can impact 
rising leader performance up to 21%.

 3. Help Rising 
Leaders Build the 
Right Relationships

Draw on their own knowledge of the organization to give rising leaders 
guidance on who they should get to know in the extended enterprise. 
Leverage their own relationships with these individuals to help rising 
leaders connect with them.

Recruiters expend less effort selling the organization and 
screening unknown candidates by leveraging familiar 
high performers who are quickly brought up-to-speed.

Relationship Broker: Building Relationship Quality, Not Quantity
The best senior leaders use their knowledge of the organization’s landscape to help rising leaders develop and learn from powerful personal networks

Impact of Relationship Broker Activities on Rising Leader Performance

Maximum Impact on Rising Leader Performance
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Relationship Building Activities Key Takeaways
• Relationship brokers leverage “privileged insight” to help rising leaders navigate networks across their organizations.• Relationship brokers actively assist rising leaders with building the right relationships, not simply “more relationships.”

The Impact of Relationship Brokers Relationship Broker

4. Direct Rising Leaders 
to Experiences 
that Build Long-
Term Capabilities

Create compelling and challenging career paths for rising leaders by 
effectively sequencing roles that build on prior experiences and allow 
them to build capabilities they will need to advance in the organizations.

Providing challenging experiences and job assignments 
with clear connections to career advancement is a 
proven way to develop rising leaders. Senior leaders who 
do this well can improve rising leader performance by as 
much as 24%.

Experience Broker: Mining Within-Role 
Experiences for Development Value

The best senior leaders expose rising leaders to experiences within their jobs that provide the “right” amount of stretch

The Impact of Experience-Broker Activities on Rising Leader Performance

Maximum Impact on Rising Leader Performance
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Stretch Assignment Activities

The Impact of Experience Brokers

Key Takeaways
• Experience brokers emphasize “mining the current job” for development value.

• Experience brokers create clear connections between critical experiences and career advancement.

• Experience brokers place rising leaders in experiences with the right amount of stretch and leverage.

Experience Broker

 5. Create 
Opportunities for 
Growth Within 
the Rising Leader’s 
Present Role 

Ensure that rising leaders have the right amount of stretch and leverage 
through development opportunities within their current roles. High 
impact opportunities include:

• Widening the scope of responsibility
• Turning around failing projects
• Dealing with uncertain situations

Most rising leaders spend less time moving from 
between roles than they spend within a given role. 
Senior leaders who stretch rising leaders using 
assignments in their current roles, can improve their 
performance by as much as 21%.

Crafting a Plan for Action 
and Diagnostics

Staff Briefi ngs

The Rising Leaders Guide

to Developing Rising Leaders

Learning and Development Roundtable®

®
The Senior Leaders Guide

to Developing Rising Leaders

Learning and Development Roundtable®

®

LLD Resources from the Roundtable

* Provided to organizations who participated in the 2006 Senior Leadership Survey.

Customized Bench 
Strength Analysis*

Leaders Who 
Develop Leaders

Custom Report

The Senior Leader’s LLD Diagnostic
The Roundtable presents a simple tool for senior leaders to assess their own effectiveness at the top 15 LLD activities

Assessing Senior Leader LLD Effectiveness

Instructions
 Please rate your effectiveness at each activity on the following scale:

 H—High Effectiveness

 M—Moderate Effectiveness

 L—Low Effectiveness

 List your three greatest strengths and three best improvement opportunities  
 in the spaces provided below.

Source: Learning and Development Roundtable 2006 Senior Leadership Survey; Learning and Development Roundtable research.

Provide Feedback on Greatest 
Strengths
I give my rising leaders feedback that 
helps them understand their greatest 
strengths.

Effectiveness H M L

Ensure Development in Areas for 
Career Advancement
I make sure that my rising leaders 
develop in the areas most important to 
advancing their careers.

Effectiveness H M L

Provide Signifi cant Decision-
Making Responsibility
I provide my rising leaders with a 
signifi cant amount of decision-making 
responsibility.

Effectiveness H M L

Provide Safe Opportunities to 
Practice New Skills
I provide my rising leaders with 
opportunities to safely try out or 
practice new skills.

Effectiveness H M  L

Create Collaborative Learning 
Opportunities
I create valuable opportunities for my 
rising leaders to learn by collaborating 
with other leaders.

Effectiveness H M L

Serve as Sounding Board for 
Diffi cult Challenges
I serve as a sounding board for my 
rising leaders’ most diffi cult issues and 
challenges.

Effectiveness H M L

Build Relationships to Other Key 
Leaders
I build strong relationships between my 
rising leaders and other key leaders in 
the organization.

Effectiveness H M L

Direct to Career Advancing Job 
Assignments
I direct my rising leaders to job 
assignments that will signifi cantly 
advance their careers.

Effectiveness H M L

Ensure Assignments Provide 
Learning
I make sure that many of the projects 
I assign my rising leaders are valuable 
learning experiences for them.

Effectiveness H M L

Ensure Others See Long-Term 
Potential
I make sure that others in the 
organization are able to see my rising 
leaders’ long-term potential.

Effectiveness H M L

My Greatest 
Strengths

LLD Activity:

1. ___________________________

2. ___________________________

3. ___________________________

1

2

My Best Improvement
Opportunities

LLD Activity:

1. ___________________________

2. ___________________________

3. ___________________________

Give Increasingly Broader 
Responsibility
I assign my rising leaders responsibilities 
that are increasingly broader than what 
I myself have experienced before.

Effectiveness H M L

Ensure Development in Areas for 
Current Success
I make sure that my rising leaders 
develop in areas most important to 
succeeding in their current positions.

Effectiveness H M L

Place in Uncertain Situations

I place my rising leaders in situations 
where they are required to take action 
under uncertain circumstances.

Effectiveness H M L

Place in Situations to Fix Failing 
Projects
I place my rising leaders in situations 
where they are required to fi x or 
stabilize failing units or projects.

Effectiveness H M L

Provide Guidance on Most 
Infl uential Individuals
I provide my rising leaders guidance 
on the Individuals that have the most 
infl uence in the organization.

Effectiveness H M L

43b

Profiles of Coachng Programs

and Tactics

Learning and Development Roundtable®

®

Profi les of Best Practices in LLD
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Appendix A
About This Study
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How the Research Was Conducted

� The Methodology—The Roundtable employed a series of 
advanced research and analytical techniques to establish the 
contours of a powerful leader-led development strategy. The 
research process can be summarized in three broad steps.

� A New-to-World Database—In the fi rst step, the 
Roundtable surveyed (separately) random samples of 
1) senior leaders about the performance, attitudes, and 
experiences of their rising leaders, and 2) rising leaders 
who report directly to those senior leaders to ascertain 
the effectiveness of the senior leaders at developing those 
leaders. In total, more than 1,600 senior leaders and rising 
leaders were surveyed. 

� Matched-Pair Design—In step two, the Roundtable 
“paired” the data from the senior leader’s responses with 
his or her rising leader’s responses into a single database. In 
doing so, the Roundtable sought to boost the objectivity of 
the data included in its analysis. For example, assessments 
of a rising leader’s performance were based on a rating 
provided by his or her senior leader (rather than a self-
assessment supplied by the rising leader him/herself.)

� Statistical Estimation—In step three, the Roundtable used 
advanced analytical techniques to develop insight into the 
relationship between LLD activities performed by senior 
leaders and rising leader performance. Chief among these 
techniques was ordinary least squares regression, which was 
used to determine the relative impact of each LLD activity 
on performance.

Summary:  Across the summer of 2006, the Roundtable conducted a large-scale survey designed to uncover the most powerful activities that senior leaders can 
undertake to develop rising leaders. The Roundtable’s analysis was anchored in the largest proprietary dataset of its kind, consisting of hundreds of pairs of 
senior leaders and their direct reports. Advanced quantitative analyses then allowed the Roundtable to estimate the impact of specifi c strategies on boosting 
the effectiveness of senior leaders at LLD.
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Rising Leader Survey

I have a healthy relationship with 
my manager.

Strongly 
Disagree

Strongly 
Agree

1B. Survey Rising Leaders on Their Development 
Experiences and Senior Leaders’ Effectiveness

Senior Leader Survey

Far Above 
Standards

Far Below 
Standards

The Research Process in Three Simple Steps
The Roundtable’s research process consisted of three stages featuring a unique matched-pair design 
and advanced quantitative analyses of the drivers of rising leader performance and LLD effectiveness

I. Senior Leader and Rising Leader Survey
Identify and administer surveys to 

a random sample of senior leaders and 
rising leaders who report to them

II. Database Construction
Aggregate data from both leader groups, 
and organization-supplied information 

into matched-pair database

III. Impact Analysis
Calculate the impact 

of senior LLD activities
on rising leader performance

Rising Leader Survey

Strongly 
Agree

Strongly 
Disagree

Senior Leader Senior Leader 
ResponsesResponses

Rising Leader Rising Leader 
ResponsesResponses

2. Link Rising Leader and Senior 
Leader Responses

Y = β0 + β1X1 + β2X2 + β3X3 + ξ

Most Powerful LLD Activities

Illustrative

3. Isolate the Most Powerful Drivers 
of Rising Leader Performance 
and LLD Effectiveness

A B C D E F G H

Rising Leader 
Performance

LLD Activity

An Overview of the Research Design

Source: Learning and Development Roundtable 2006 Senior Leadership 
Survey; Learning and Development Roundtable research.

Senior Leader Survey

How would you currently rate John’s 
performance in his job?

Far Below 
Standards

Far Above 
Standards

1A. Survey Senior Leaders on Rising Leaders’ Performance 
and Their Own Development Experiences
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Thanks to Our Participating Members

� A Wide Array of Organizations—The Roundtable is 
grateful to the organizations and their leaders who took part 
in this research listed on the page below. As a result of their 
generosity and cooperation, the Roundtable’s analysis was 
highly robust. The participating organizations represented 
a wide range of industry sectors and geographic locations, 
ensuring broad applicability of the fi ndings. In total, data 
was culled from organizations cutting across more than 12 
industries and 15 countries. 

� An Elite Data Set—The primary source of data for the 
Roundtable’s analysis was the 2006 Senior Leadership 
Survey, conducted in the summer of 2006. This database 
includes the responses of more than 1,600 senior and rising 
leaders from 14 organizations. Thanks to their participation 
in the survey, the Roundtable was able to achieve a 
signifi cant level of statistical accuracy in its analysis of LLD. 
To the Roundtable’s knowledge, this is the largest existing 
database exploring the relationship between senior and 
rising leaders.

� Drawing on the Views of Learning Executives—The 
Roundtable also relied on data gathered from its 2006 
Senior Leader Readiness Survey, a database containing the 
perspectives of more than 45 learning executives on the 
drivers of senior leadership bench strength.

Summary:  A diverse set of organizations and their leaders contributed to the Roundtable’s analysis of LLD, yielding insights with applicability across many 
different settings and environments. Their contributions enabled the creation of two distinct proprietary data sets, which served as the foundation 
of the Roundtable’s quantitative approach.

A Note on Previously Published Findings
The results in this study may appear slightly different than those viewed by members during 
the Roundtable’s 2006 meeting series. Data received in the fall from additional participants in 
the 2006 Senior Leadership Survey improved the reliability and robustness of the Roundtable’s 
analysis. Any differences that occurred were marginal and did not materially alter the 
Roundtable’s key conclusions.
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With Sincere Thanks…
Partnering with the membership, the Roundtable gathered information 

on thousands of senior leaders and rising leaders across dozens of organizations

2006 Senior Leadership Survey
A Survey of More Than 1,400 Rising and Senior Leaders

*

2006 Senior Leader Readiness Survey
(Partial List of Participants)

A Survey of 46 Learning Executives

*

The Participants in the Roundtable’s Research

State
Government
of Victoria

* Pseudonym.
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A Wide Range of Perspectives

� Senior Leaders Who Set Direction—The senior leaders who 
participated in the Roundtable’s survey play a signifi cant 
role in running the business of their organizations. As 
shown at the top of the page below, more than half occupied 
positions responsible for running an entire enterprise or a 
major business unit. About the same percentage spend more 
than 30% of their time on establishing business strategy. 
And while budgetary authority can depend on the size of 
the organization, most senior leaders command budgets in 
excess of US$10 million.

� A Varied Group of Rising Leaders—The rising leaders 
who participated in the Roundtable’s survey represent a 
full spectrum of functional areas and geographical regions. 
They represent more than a dozen functional areas and 
about one-third worked outside North America.

Summary:  The Roundtable’s 2006 Senior Leadership Survey received responses from a diverse set of senior and rising leaders. Their positions and backgrounds 
provide a healthy representation of the broader population of senior and rising leaders within the Roundtable’s member organizations.
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The Senior Leaders

The Rising Leaders

A Window into Leadership at (or Near) the Top
The Roundtable’s 2006 Senior Leadership Survey provided insights into the 

effectiveness of thousands of leaders who occupy or are preparing for senior positions

An Overview of the Leaders

Source: Learning and Development Roundtable 2006 Senior Leadership 
Survey; Learning and Development Roundtable research.
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Appendix B
Defi nitions of Key LLD Terms

• LLD Activities that Impact Rising Leader Performance • 148–149

• The Dimensions of Leader Engagement • 150

• The Attributes of Senior Leader–Rising Leader Relationships • 151

• The Facets of Senior Leader Receptivity to Development • 152

• The Facets of Rising Leader Receptivity to Development • 153
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The LLD Activities That Impact 
Rising Leader Performance

Source: Learning and Development Roundtable 2006 Senior Leadership Survey; Learning and Development Roundtable research.

LLD Activity Defi nition Maximum Impact on 
Rising Leader Performance

1 Provide Feedback on Greatest Strengths The effectiveness of the senior leader at giving the rising leader feedback that helps him or her understand his greatest 
strengths

25.2%

2 Direct to Career Advancing Job 
Assignments

The effectiveness of the senior leader at directing the rising leader toward job assignments that will signifi cantly 
advance his or her career

23.6%

3 Serve as Sounding Board for Diffi cult 
Challenges

The effectiveness of the senior leader at serving as a sounding board for the rising leader’s most diffi cult issues 
and challenges

22.0%

4 Give Increasingly Broader Responsibility The effectiveness of the senior leader at giving the rising leader responsibility that is increasingly broader and different 
than what he or she has encountered before

22.0%

5 Ensure Assignments Provide Learning The effectiveness of the senior leader at ensuring that many of the projects or assignments are valuable learning 
experiences for the rising leader

21.5%

6 Create Collaborative Learning 
Opportunities

The effectiveness of the senior leader at creating valuable opportunities for the rising leader to learn by collaborating with 
other leaders

20.0%

7 Ensure Others See Long-Term Potential The effectiveness of the senior leader at ensuring that others are able to see the rising leader’s long-term potential 
within the organization

19.4%

8 Create Best Sequence of Work 
Assignments

The effectiveness of the senior leader at giving the rising leader the appropriate sequence of work experiences and assignments 
to develop him or her

19.1%

9 Build Relationships to Other Key 
Leaders

The effectiveness of the senior leader at building strong relationships between the rising leader and other key leaders 
in the organization

19.0%

10 Ensure Development in Areas for 
Current Success

The effectiveness of the senior leader at making sure the rising leader develops in the areas most important to succeeding 
in his or her current position

17.7%

11 Ensure Development in Areas for 
Career Advancement

The effectiveness of the senior leader at ensuring that the rising leader develops in the areas most important 
to advancing his or her career

17.7%

12 Provide Guidance on Most Infl uential 
Individuals

The effectiveness of the senior leader at giving the rising leader guidance on the individuals that have the most infl uence 
in the organization

16.7%

13 Prepare for Successful Career Moves The effectiveness of the senior leader at preparing the rising leader for successful moves to a higher-level position or another 
part of the organization

16.1%

A Full List of the Top LLD Activities
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The LLD Development Activities That Impact 
Rising Leader Performance (Cont’d)

Source: Learning and Development Roundtable 2006 Senior Leadership 
Survey; Learning and Development Roundtable research.

LLD Activity Defi nition Maximum Impact on 
Rising Leader Performance

14 Place in Situations to Fix Failing Projects The effectiveness of the senior leader at placing the rising leader in situations where he or she has to fi x or stabilize failing 
organizations or projects

13.1%

15 Give Advice from Own Experiences The effectiveness of the senior leader at giving the rising leader useful advice based on personal experience 13.8%

16 Coach on Organization-Wide Issues The effectiveness of the senior leader at helping the rising leader learn how to address issues that span the entire organization 13.2%

17 Provide Experience Across All Parts of 
Organization

The effectiveness of the senior leader at providing the rising leader with opportunities to get to know all areas of the 
organization

13.1%

18 Enable Refl ection on Learning from 
Projects

The effectiveness of the senior leader at enabling the rising leader to refl ect on what he or she has learned from challenging 
projects or assignments

13.0%

19 Place in Situations That Push Comfort 
Zone

The effectiveness of the senior leader at placing the rising leader in situations that push him or her toward the edge of his 
comfort zone

13.0%

20 Help Understand Unintended 
Consequences

The effectiveness of the senior leader at helping the rising leader understand the unintended consequences of the decisions he 
or she makes

12.6%

21 Provide Opportunities to Apply New 
Skills

The effectiveness of the senior leader at providing the rising leader with opportunities to apply new skills or knowledge he or 
she has gained

12.4%

22 Provide Safe Opportunities to Practice 
New Skills

The effectiveness of the senior leader at providing the rising leader with opportunities to safely try or practice new skills 12.4%

23 Provide Signifi cant Decision-Making 
Responsibility

The effectiveness of the senior leader at providing the rising leader with a signifi cant amount of decision-making responsibility 12.3%

24 Connect with Best Mentors and 
Coaches

The effectiveness of the senior leader at connecting the rising leader with the best individuals to coach and mentor him or her 12.2%

25 Coach on Improving Organization’s 
Performance

The effectiveness of the senior leader at helping the rising leader learn how to improve the organization’s execution of its 
strategic objectives

12.1%

26 Help Set Development The effectiveness of the senior leader at helping the rising leader set into development goals 10.3%

27 Share Informal Ways of Getting Things 
Done

The effectiveness of the senior leader at showing the rising leader the best informal ways of getting things done 9.8%

28 Explain Remaining Steps to Promotion The effectiveness of the senior leader at clearly explaining what the rising leader needs to do to advance 9.4%

29 Help Balance Learning and Work The effectiveness of the senior leader at helping the rising leader achieve the right balance between the time spent on daily 
work and learning new skills

9.4%
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The Dimensions of Leader Engagement

Human Capital 
Metric Defi nition Source of 

Information

Discretionary 
Effort

The extent to which the rising leader is willing to go above and beyond the call 
of duty Rising Leader

Emotional 
Commitment

The extent to which the rising leader derives pride, enjoyment, inspiration, or 
meaning from something or someone in the organization Rising Leader

Rational 
Commitment

The extent to which the rising leader feels that someone or something within 
his or her organization provides fi nancial, developmental, or professional 
rewards that are in his or her best interest

Rising Leader

Intent to Stay The extent to which the rising leader plans to stay with his or her current 
organization Rising Leader
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The Attributes of Senior Leader–Rising Leader Relationships

Driver Defi nition Source of 
Information

Health of Relationship

Positive Relationship with Manager The extent to which rising leaders agree or disagree that their relationship with the senior leader has been very positive Rising Leader

Senior Leader’s Credibility

Credibility of Leader’s Leadership 
Skills 

The extent to which rising leaders agree or disagree that they have a great deal of respect for the senior leader’s leadership 
skills Rising Leader

Inspirational Leadership and Vision The extent to which rising leaders agree or disagree that the senior leader’s leadership and vision inspire them in their 
work Rising Leader

Credibility of Leader’s Business 
Management Skills 

The extent to which rising leaders agree or disagree that they have a great deal of respect for the senior leader’s business-
management skills Rising Leader

Credibility of Leader’s Expertise The extent to which rising leaders agree or disagree that the senior leader has a great deal of knowledge and expertise 
important to the organization and the work they do Rising Leader

Senior Leader’s Management Style

Respectful and Fair Treatment by 
Manager 

The extent to which rising leaders agree or disagree that the senior leader is respectful and fair and always treats them 
consistently Rising Leader

Gives Freedom to Make Own 
Decisions 

The extent to which rising leaders agree or disagree that the senior leader gives them the freedom to make their own 
decisions on the job Rising Leader

Committed to Flexibility in 
Work–Life Balance 

The extent to which rising leaders agree or disagree that the senior leader is committed to giving them fl exibility in 
balancing work and non-work responsibilities Rising Leader
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The Facets of Senior Leader Receptivity to Development

Driver Defi nition Source of 
Information

Openness to Development

Open to New Ideas and 
Suggestions 

The extent to which rising leaders agree or disagree that the senior leader is open to new ideas and suggestions Rising Leader

Approachable to Informal Feedback The extent to which rising leaders agree or disagree that the senior leader is approachable when they have informal 
feedback to offer Rising Leader

Actively Seeks Out Feedback and 
Criticism 

The extent to which rising leaders agree or disagree that the senior leader seeks out feedback and constructive criticism Rising Leader

Identifi es Limiting Beliefs and 
Behaviors 

The extent to which rising leaders agree or disagree that the senior leader is willing to identify beliefs and behaviors that 
are holding them back Rising Leader

Admits Need for Improvement The extent to which rising leaders agree or disagree that the senior leader believes that they have areas in which they can 
improve Rising Leader

Openly Discusses Coaching Needs The extent to which rising leaders agree or disagree that the senior leader openly discusses how much and what type of 
coaching they need Rising Leader

Active Follow Through

Follows Through on Development 
Goals 

The extent to which rising leaders agree or disagree that the senior leader follows through on development objectives/goals Rising Leader

Curtails Self-Limiting Behaviors The extent to which rising leaders agree or disagree that the senior leader strives to stop or curtail self-limiting behaviors Rising Leader

Responds to Feedback The extent to which rising leaders agree or disagree that the senior leader is eager to make changes based on the feedback 
they receive Rising Leader
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The Facets of Rising Leader Receptivity to Development

Driver Defi nition Source of 
Information

Openness to Development

Open to New Ideas and 
Suggestions 

The extent to which senior leaders agree or disagree that the rising leader is open to new ideas and suggestions Senior Leader

Approachable to Informal Feedback The extent to which senior leaders agree or disagree that the rising leader is approachable to informal feedback Senior Leader

Admits Need for Improvement The extent to which senior leaders agree or disagree that the rising leader believes they have areas in which they can 
improve Senior Leader

Identifi es Limiting Beliefs and 
Behaviors 

The extent to which senior leaders agree or disagree that the rising leader is willing to identify beliefs and behaviors that 
are holding them back Senior Leader

Openly Discusses Coaching Needs The extent to which senior leaders agree or disagree that the rising leader openly discusses how much and what type of 
coaching they need Senior Leader

Actively Seeks Out Feedback and 
Criticism 

The extent to which senior leaders agree or disagree that the rising leader seeks out feedback and constructive criticism Senior Leader

Active Follow Through

Responds to Feedback The extent to which senior leaders agree or disagree that the rising leader is eager to make changes based on the feedback 
they receive Senior Leader

Curtails Self-Limiting Behaviors The extent to which senior leaders agree or disagree that the rising leader strives to stop or curtail self-limiting behaviors Senior Leader

Follows Through on Development 
Goals 

The extent to which rising leaders agree or disagree that they have been able to follow through on their most important 
development goals Rising Leader
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Appendix C
Detailed Breakdowns of LLD Activities and Drivers

• Senior Leader LLD Effectiveness • 156–157

• Engagement of Rising Leaders • 158

• Senior Leader–Rising Leader Relationships • 159–160

• Senior Leader Receptivity to Development • 161–162

• Rising Leader Receptivity to Development • 163–164
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Senior Leader LLD Effectiveness by Region
Percentage of Senior Leaders Rated “Effective” or “Very Effective”

Leader-Led Development Activity Rank of Activity’s Impact 
on Performance

All Senior 
Leaders U.S. Australia Europe Canada Other Regions

Feedback on Greatest Strengths 1 61% 61% 60% 58% 67% 62%
Direct to Career Advancing Job Assignments 2 51% 52% 48% 56% 52% 30%
Sounding Board for Diffi cult Issues and Challenges 3 73% 73% 73% 76% 71% 67%
Give Increasingly Varied Responsibility 4 66% 65% 73% 76% 63% 52%
Ensure Projects Provide Learning 5 60% 60% 61% 57% 56% 64%
Provide Safe Opportunities to Practice New Skills 6 56% 56% 59% 41% 59% 58%
Enable Learning from Other Leaders 7 57% 59% 55% 53% 49% 58%
Ensure Others See Long-Term Potential 8 59% 60% 57% 58% 61% 62%
Sequence Work Experiences and Assignments 9 55% 57% 51% 53% 50% 54%
Build Relationships to Other Key Leaders 10 49% 52% 44% 38% 53% 46%
Ensure Development in Areas for Career Advancement 11 52% 52% 52% 50% 51% 54%
Ensure Development in Areas for Current Success 12 60% 60% 63% 54% 54% 63%
Provide Guidance on Most Infl uential Individuals 13 54% 56% 49% 51% 50% 50%
Prepare for Successful Career Moves 14 48% 50% 47% 46% 43% 42%
Provide Experience with Entire Organization 15 54% 56% 55% 43% 41% 46%
Give Advice from Own Experiences 16 73% 74% 74% 74% 71% 61%
Coach on Organization-Wide Issues 17 59% 59% 63% 46% 62% 36%
Place in Failing Situations or Projects 18 68% 69% 64% 80% 70% 67%
Enable Refl ection on Learning from Projects 19 57% 59% 55% 39% 54% 59%
Place in Situations That Push Comfort Zone 20 72% 72% 76% 65% 74% 80%
Help Understand Unintended Consequences 21 54% 56% 49% 40% 62% 50%
Provide Opportunities to Apply New Skills 22 63% 65% 62% 58% 65% 58%
Provide Signifi cant Decision-Making Responsibility 23 83% 83% 81% 83% 88% 86%
Connect with Best Mentors and Coaches 24 29% 32% 24% 18% 36% 25%
Coach on Improving My Organization’s performance 25 56% 56% 56% 54% 45% 59%
Help Set Development Goals 26 57% 58% 57% 56% 63% 42%
Share Informal Ways of Getting Things Done 27 51% 50% 54% 46% 53% 58%
Explain Promotion Criteria 28 34% 32% 40% 32% 27% 35%
Help Balance Learning and Work 29 43% 41% 49% 45% 38% 41%
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Senior Leader LLD Effectiveness by Function
Percentage of Senior Leaders Rated “Effective” or “Very Effective”

1 Includes rising leaders in General Management and Corporate Administration.

2 Includes rising leaders in Finance, Human Resources, Sales, and Marketing.

3 Includes rising leaders in Information Technology and Engineering.

4 Includes rising leaders in Operations, Procurement, Manufacturing, and Supply Chain.

Leader-Led Development Activity Rank of Activity’s 
Impact on Performance

All Senior 
Leaders

Corporate 
Admin1

Finance/HR/
Sales2

IT/ 
Engineering3 Operations4

Feedback on Greatest Strengths 1 61% 57% 65% 69% 58%
Direct to Career Advancing Job Assignments 2 51% 45% 49% 50% 47%
Sounding Board for Diffi cult Issues and Challenges 3 73% 63% 73% 79% 65%
Give Increasingly Varied Responsibility 4 66% 64% 68% 65% 63%
Ensure Projects Provide Learning 5 60% 53% 64% 71% 58%
Provide Safe Opportunities to Practice New Skills 6 56% 54% 64% 53% 48%
Enable Learning from Other Leaders 7 57% 45% 69% 79% 52%
Ensure Others See Long-Term Potential 8 59% 57% 61% 73% 47%
Sequence Work Experiences and Assignments 9 55% 46% 63% 61% 57%
Build Relationships to Other Key Leaders 10 49% 47% 46% 61% 43%
Ensure Development in Areas for Career Advancement 11 52% 52% 57% 56% 48%
Ensure Development in Areas for Current Success 12 60% 54% 62% 79% 57%
Provide Guidance on Most Infl uential Individuals 13 54% 49% 49% 56% 47%
Prepare for Successful Career Moves 14 48% 49% 49% 48% 41%
Provide Experience with Entire Organization 15 54% 49% 57% 71% 50%
Give Advice from Own Experiences 16 73% 71% 74% 89% 61%
Coach on Organization-Wide Issues 17 59% 52% 51% 64% 53%
Place in Failing Situations or Projects 18 68% 64% 67% 81% 67%
Enable Refl ection on Learning from Projects 19 57% 54% 60% 63% 63%
Place in Situations That Push Comfort Zone 20 72% 68% 80% 74% 75%
Help Understand Unintended Consequences 21 54% 41% 48% 56% 57%
Provide Opportunities to Apply New Skills 22 63% 63% 68% 79% 64%
Provide Signifi cant Decision-Making Responsibility 23 83% 82% 86% 84% 86%
Connect with Best Mentors and Coaches 24 29% 26% 29% 48% 33%
Coach on Improving My Organization’s Performance 25 56% 48% 57% 61% 61%
Help Set Development Goals 26 57% 58% 57% 62% 62%
Share Informal Ways of Getting Things Done 27 51% 47% 47% 65% 53%
Explain Promotion Criteria 28 34% 26% 37% 33% 36%
Help Balance Learning and Work 29 43% 38% 38% 54% 38%
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Dimension of Leader Engagement All Rising 
Leaders U.S. Australia Europe Canada Other 

Regions

Discretionary Effort 70% 77% 60% 71% 63% 53%
Intent to Stay 68% 74% 62% 56% 60% 53%
Rational Commitment 35% 45% 23% 17% 26% 12%
Emotional Commitment 77% 83% 68% 63% 79% 65%

Engagement of Rising Leaders by Region and Function*

Percentage of Rising Leaders Who “Agree” or “Strongly Agree”

Dimension of Leader Engagement All Rising 
Leaders

Corporate 
Admin1

Finance/HR/
Sales2

IT/ 
Engineering3 Operations4

Discretionary Effort 70% 74% 69% 73% 65%
Intent to Stay 68% 74% 66% 56% 69%
Rational Commitment 35% 37% 35% 27% 38%
Emotional Commitment 77% 80% 78% 71% 77%

Percentage of Rising Leaders Who “Agree” or “Strongly Agree”

* See Appendix A for defi nitions of each dimension of engagement.

1 Includes rising leaders in General Management and Corporate Administration.

2 Includes rising leaders in Finance, Human Resources, Sales, and Marketing.

3 Includes rising leaders in Information Technology and Engineering.

4 Includes rising leaders in Operations, Procurement, Manufacturing, and Supply Chain.
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Senior Leader–Rising Leader Relationships by Region
Percentage of Senior Leaders Rated “Effective” or “Very Effective”

Attributes of Senior Leader–Rising Leader 
Relationships Impact Rank All Senior 

Leaders U.S. Australia Europe Canada Other 
Regions

Health of Relationship
Positive Relationship with Manager 1 87% 88% 86% 85% 85% 77%
Senior Leader’s Credibility
Inspirational Leadership and Vision 3 64% 66% 64% 56% 62% 55%
Credibility of Leader’s Leadership Skills 4 74% 76% 75% 66% 77% 58%
Credibility of Leader’s Business Management Skills 5 77% 80% 75% 75% 79% 65%
Credibility of Leader’s Functional Expertise 6 88% 88% 88% 88% 87% 84%
Senior Leader’s Management Style
Respectful and Fair Treatment by Manager 2 86% 86% 86% 90% 85% 87%
Gives Freedom to Make Own Decisions 7 86% 86% 88% 83% 90% 84%
Committed to Flexibility in Work–Life Balance 8 84% 84% 91% 62% 88% 77%
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Senior Leader–Rising Leader Relationships by Function
Percentage of Senior Leaders Rated “Effective” or “Very Effective”

1 Includes rising leaders in General Management and Corporate Administration.

2 Includes rising leaders in Finance, Human Resources, Sales, and Marketing.

3 Includes rising leaders in Information Technology and Engineering.

4 Includes rising leaders in Operations, Procurement, Manufacturing, and Supply Chain.

Attributes of Senior Leader 
Rising Leader Relationship Impact Rank All Senior 

Leaders
Corporate 

Admin1
Finance/HR/

Sales2
IT/ 

Engineering3 Operations4

Health of Relationship

Positive Relationship with Manager 1 87% 84% 84% 92% 86%

Senior Leader’s Credibility

Inspirational Leadership and Vision 3 64% 62% 55% 61% 64%

Credibility of Leader’s Leadership Skills 4 74% 74% 68% 79% 81%

Credibility of Leader’s Business Management Skills 5 77% 78% 75% 84% 79%

Credibility of Leader’s Functional Expertise 6 88% 85% 88% 95% 88%

Senior Leader’s Management Style

Respectful and Fair Treatment by Manager 2 86% 81% 91% 84% 93%

Gives Freedom to Make Own Decisions 7 86% 86% 88% 95% 90%

Committed to Flexibility in Work–Life Balance 8 84% 78% 85% 87% 89%
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Senior Leader Receptivity to Development by Region
Percentage of Senior Leaders Rated “Effective” or “Very Effective”

Facets of Senior Leader
Receptivity to Development Impact Rank All Senior 

Leaders U.S. Australia Europe Canada Other 
Regions

Openness to Development
Open to New Ideas and Suggestions 1 78% 77% 81% 78% 83% 70%
Approachable to Informal Feedback 2 78% 78% 77% 68% 86% 79%
Actively Seeks Out Feedback and Criticism 5 52% 53% 47% 42% 64% 62%
Identifi es Limiting Beliefs and Behaviors 7 62% 63% 63% 52% 51% 57%
Admits Need for Improvement 8 74% 75% 72% 68% 73% 81%
Openly Discusses Coaching Needs 9 38% 39% 33% 38% 48% 35%
Active Follow Through
Follows Through on Development Goals 3 67% 66% 69% 61% 66% 70%
Curtails Self-Limiting Behaviors 4 64% 67% 58% 59% 63% 67%
Responds to Feedback 6 59% 59% 55% 63% 69% 62%
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Senior Leader Receptivity to Development by Function
Percentage of Senior Leaders Rated “Effective” or “Very Effective”

Facets of Senior Leader 
Receptivity to Development Impact Rank All Senior 

Leaders
Corporate 

Admin1
Finance/HR/

Sales2
IT/ 

Engineering3 Operations4

Openness to Development

Open to New Ideas and Suggestions 1 78% 74% 79% 82% 77%

Approachable to Informal Feedback 2 78% 72% 78% 89% 73%

Actively Seeks Out Feedback and Criticism 5 52% 47% 55% 46% 58%

Identifi es Limiting Beliefs and Behaviors 7 62% 62% 63% 65% 56%

Admits Need for Improvement 8 74% 77% 78% 76% 73%

Openly Discusses Coaching Needs 9 38% 34% 40% 52% 32%

Active Follow Through

Follows Through on Development Goals 3 67% 72% 72% 73% 62%

Curtails Self-Limiting Behaviors 4 64% 64% 75% 72% 51%

Responds to Feedback 6 59% 53% 64% 69% 49%

1 Includes rising leaders in General Management and Corporate Administration.

2 Includes rising leaders in Finance, Human Resources, Sales, and Marketing.

3 Includes rising leaders in Information Technology and Engineering.

4 Includes rising leaders in Operations, Procurement, Manufacturing, and Supply Chain.
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Rising Leader Receptivity to Development by Region
Percentage of Rising Leaders Rated “Effective” or “Very Effective”

Facets of Rising Leader 
Receptivity to Development Impact Rank All Rising 

Leaders U.S. Australia Europe Canada Other 
Regions

Openness to Development
Open to New Ideas and Suggestions 1 79% 77% 84% 86% 81% 77%
Approachable to Informal Feedback 2 87% 89% 85% 93% 87% 77%
Admits Need for Improvement 5 83% 87% 83% 79% 97% 67%
Identifi es Limiting Beliefs and Behaviors 7 69% 69% 73% 82% 75% 58%
Openly Discusses Coaching Needs 8 54% 53% 58% 59% 62% 46%
Actively Seek Out Feedback and Criticism 9 63% 62% 76% 57% 59% 50%
Active Follow Through
Follows Through on Development Goals 3 74% 74% 81% 76% 71% 65%
Curtails Self-Limiting Behaviors 4 66% 68% 67% 71% 69% 54%
Responds to Feedback 6 79% 80% 85% 96% 83% 75%
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Rising Leader Receptivity to Development by Function
Percentage of Rising Leaders Rated “Effective” or “Very Effective”

Facets of Rising Leader 
Receptivity to Development Impact Rank All Rising 

Leaders
Corporate 

Admin1
Finance/HR/

Sales2
IT/ 

Engineering3 Operations4

Openness to Development
Open to New Ideas and Suggestions 1 79% 77% 83% 87% 75%
Approachable to Informal Feedback 2 87% 89% 87% 91% 86%
Actively Seeks Out Feedback and Criticism 5 83% 85% 90% 93% 78%
Identifi es Limiting Beliefs and Behaviors 7 69% 73% 74% 69% 66%
Admits Need for Improvement 8 54% 53% 60% 58% 49%
Openly Discusses Coaching Needs 9 63% 60% 65% 76% 60%
Active Follow Through
Follows Through on Development Goals 3 74% 73% 79% 84% 71%
Curtails Self-Limiting Behaviors 4 66% 68% 68% 76% 62%
Responds to Feedback 6 79% 82% 79% 92% 80%

1 Includes rising leaders in General Management and Corporate Administration.

2 Includes rising leaders in Finance, Human Resources, Sales, and Marketing.

3 Includes rising leaders in Information Technology and Engineering.

4 Includes rising leaders in operations, Procurement, Manufacturing, and Supply Chain.
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Other Online Resources

Accessing This Study and Related Resources Online 
www.ldr.executiveboard.com

First-Time User Guide 
Click through this interactive 
guide to get better acquainted 
with the Roundtable’s online 
services.

Benchmarking Tools 
Critically assess your L&D 
function’s performance, identify 
priorities, and benchmark 
against other learning 
organizations.

Key Components Diagnostic
Assess the profi ciency of your 
learning organization in core 
L&D activities and navigate 
quickly to improvement-support 
resources.

LDR FastPacks 
Get up to speed on important 
L&D issues using online 
collections of key research 
and articles.

Off-the-Shelf Content
Easy-to-use short workbooks 
and guides to accelerate 
the development of your 
employees, managers, 
and executives.

Peer Networking 
Connect with other members 
of the Roundtable through our 
online peer-to-peer networking 
database.

Resource Centers 
Access in-depth information 
on the latest developments 
in learning technology 
functionality.

Member Events
Learn about and register for 
upcoming teleconferences, 
member-hosted forums, and 
Annual Executive Retreats.

You may also order 
an unlimited number 
of hard copies of this 
and other studies.

Retrieve this 
study and our 
other strategic 
research online.
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www.ldr.executiveboard.com

Frequently Asked Questions
Q: How much does it cost to download research from the site?

A: All research may be downloaded free of charge, and paper copies of our strategic studies may be ordered in unlimited quantities for no 
additional cost.

Q: How many individuals at my organization may access the site?

A: An unlimited number of usernames and passwords are available for employees at member organizations.

Q: Must I access the Roundtable Web site from my offi ce?

A: No, you may access the Roundtable Web site from your home computer or from any location with Internet access.

Q: Can I link the Roundtable Web site to our HR or corporate intranet?

A: Yes, this is an effective means of increasing awareness of your Roundtable membership within your organization. Contact your account 
director for assistance in establishing a link.

Q: Do I need any special technology to access the Roundtable Web site?

A: The only requirements are Adobe Acrobat Reader (5.0 or higher) and Internet Explorer (5.0 or higher) or Netscape Navigator (4.7 or higher). 

On your fi rst visit, click on 
“Request Username and Password”

• Please enter your business e-mail address.
• Your log-in information will be e-mailed 

to you within one business day.
• Check “Remember My Username and 

Password” to log directly onto the site 
on future visits.
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number of copies without 
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